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Memorandum 
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MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 
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The "National Enquirer" is a trashy newspaper which specializes 
in photographs and feature articles dealing with sex and crime. Among the 
features in the "National Enquirer" is a column entitled "Washington Pipeline" 
by John Henshaw. Henshaw’s column in the April 5, 1964, issue of the 

i "National Enquirer"states, in part: / 

! "Martin Luther King, Jr. isn’t happy about the 
• detailed report that FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover has com¬ 
piled about some of his past associations with communists. 

; In order to limit the FBFs future role in civil rights investi- 
| gations, King has launched a backstage campaign to get 
j President Johnson to transfer the authority to U.S. Treasury 
j -Department law enforcement agencies and to specially 
i established corps of U.S. marshals." - 

u‘ ^Undoubtedly, this item in Henshaw’s column is based upon j 
the article entitled "The Hammer of Civil Rights" by Martin Luther King, Jr., j 
which appears in the March 9, 1964, issue of "The Nation." By memorandum / 
dated March 20, 1964, F. J. Baumgardner advised Mr. Sullivan that King’s / 
article in "The Nation" had been reviewed and was found to contain no / 
references to either the Director or the Bureau. Mr. Baumgardner’s 
memorandum noted, however, that King’s article suggested the use of 
U. S. Marshals and investigative agencies of the Treasury Department 
to counter racist factions, particularly in the South. . , - ^ /) 
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odge Writing Letters Behind LBJ's Back 
WASHINGTON — Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge, the hot¬ 

test Republican dark horse in the Presidential race, has written 
a number of the same type of letters that got General Douglas 
MacArlhur recalled during the Korean War. 

Lodge has written to his close political friends in Congress, 
urging them to support his recommendations to carry the South 
Vietnam war into -privileged sanctuary in North 
Vietnam. 

Ambassador Lodge, the unsuccessful GOP Vice Presidential 
candidate in I960, has revealed to these GOP legislators that he 
has recommended to President Johnson that the U S. conduct 
hit-and-run air raids on industrial plants r 
in North Vietnam and send guerrillas 
across the border to disrupt movement 
of communist arms into South Vietnam. $/ 

In 1951, General MacArlhur’s letters to 
the then Speaker of the House, Joseph 
Martin, urging him to support his recom- * 
mendations to carry the war into Commu¬ 
nist China, resulted in the General's re¬ 
call by President Truman. 

Congressional friends of Lodge report 
that the Ambassador plans to resign with 
a blast against the Johnson Administration 
if his recommendations about Viet¬ 
nam are rejected. 

Both Defense Secretary Robert McNa¬ 
mara and Secretary of State Dean Rusk 
oppose any extension of the war into North Vietnam by U.S. 
military forces. If President Johnson supports Lodge’s recom¬ 
mendations for U.S. air raids on North Vietnam, these two 
top cabinet members are threatening to resign. 

Already, Ambassador Lodge has protested a McNamara-Rusk 
order prohibiting U.S. helicopters from flying closer than three 
miles to the border of Cambodia. According to Lodge, the Viet 
Cong communist forces, after striking at South Vietnamese army 
units, move back across the border into Cambodia. He claims 
that the helicopter rule hinders the U.S.-supported efforts to de¬ 
stroy the . Red guerrillas. 

★ ★ ★ 
Attorney General Robert Kennedy is the godfather and 

Mrs. Peter Lawford the godmother of Peace Corps Director Sar¬ 
gent Shr.ver's new heir, Mark Kennedy Shriver, who was born 
last February 18. 

McNamara Mar, to Watch for Vice President 
Defense Secretary Robert McNamara is the man to watch 

as President Johnson’s running mate. He is being encouraged 
bv a group of White House staff members - led by Clifton 
Carter, the President’s chief political advisor — to make a series 
of speeches this spring and summer throughout the U.S. to de- 
termine public reaction before the Democratic eonvesbe¬ 
gins OU HUEUSt 24. _ , 
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They arc"telling McNamara to woo labor 
leaders Walter Reuther and George Mcany. 

The White House interest in McNamara 
has the approval of President Johnson, 
who is trying to slow down efforts by At- 
torney General Robert Kennedy to influ¬ 
ence key Democrats to pressure the Presi¬ 
dent into putting Bobby on the ticket as 
the Vice Presidential candidate, 

★ ★ ★ 
U.S., French and British intelligence 

agencies are warning anti-communist lead 
ers in the three countries they are marked 
targets for assassination. 

TJiey point out that Kiyoharu Tanaka, 
the leading Japanese anti-communist, was 
shot recently by a young communist as- 

McNAMARA 

sassin who received his instructions in Moscow'. 
The three intelligence services estimate that the Kremlin 

has trained more than 100 assassins who have been given assign- , 
ments in the Western world. 

★ ★ ★ 
Martin Luther King Jf. isn’t happy about the detailed report 

that FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover has compiled about some of 
his past associations with communists. In order to limit the FBI’s 
future role in civil rights investigations, King has launched a 
backstage campaign to get President Johnson to transfer the 
authority to U.S. Treasury Department law enforcement agencies 
and to specially established corps of U.S. marshals. 

* ★ ★ 
Mrs. Lyndon Johnson has decided to keep Rene Verdon, the 

French-born chef who was hired by Mrs. Jacqueline Kennedy. 
The President likes the way that Rene prepares such delicacies 
as Filet of Beef Wellington (a tender steak covered with pate de 
foie gras and baked in a pastry shell) and Dame Blanche Diplomate 
(a dessert made of light sponge cake filled with liqueur-soaked 
fruits and topped with meringue). A bachelor, Rene lives on 
the third floor of the White House above the Johnsons^dvaje 
quanersrHis hobby is fishing. _ -- 
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SUBJECT: CP, USA 
NEGRO QUESTION 
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS 
IS - C 

(00: NY) 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are seven 
copies of a letterhead memorandum, dated 4/2 /54; 
copies are enclosed for Atlanta, Birmingham, New Haven 
and WFO. 
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T 
i rr, 

COnArfflAL 
This LEM has been classified "Secret", 

because It contains irifoiro.tior. from and 
'These sources have furnished highly 

sens^^^e information with respect to the racial 
situation in the New York area ar.i Communist infil¬ 
tration thereof, and it is felt that this classifica¬ 
tion is necessary in erder not to jeopardize the 
valuable positions of the informants in furnishing 
information of this nature. 
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New York, New York 

April 2, 1964 
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date or REVIEW 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
herein IS UNCLASSIFIED 
EXCEPT WHERE SHOWN 
CTKrav.-- 

Communist Party, United States 
of America - Negro Question 
Communist Influence in Racial 
Matters 
Internal Security - C 

;v:o:; Fen 
■ . ji \ .^.4.2 . 
“l UF RLViJW FOR 

• ASS1FICAT10N..— 

On March 31> 19^4, a confidential source, who 
has furnished reliable information in the past, fur¬ 
nished information which indicated that Wyatt Walker 
(Executive Director of the Southern Christian leadership 
Conference (SCLC) contacted Ann Junes (who Is the wife 
of Clarence Jones) on that date. Ann Jones asked if the 
17th would be all right, and Walker indicated that the 
17th would be fine. It was agreed by Ann Jones and 
Walker that a collection would be made prior to Martin 
Luther King's speaking, and it was agreed that Wyatt 
Walker should make the remarks prior to the collection. 
Ann Jones mentioned that they had not been able to get 
Manhattan College for the affair, but she said that 
they were attempting to get some other place. She asked 

>1 
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Re: Communist Party, TJnited States 
of America - Negro Qveaticn 
Communist Influence in Racial 
Matters 
Internal Security - C 

if the local (civil rights) organizations which will 
sponsor the meeting could keep ten per cent of the net 
(proceeds), and Walker replied that he thought it would 
bo all right but that Ralph (Abernathy, SCLC Financial 
Secretary - Treasurer) would have to make the decision. 
In connection with this, Ann Jones remarked that they 
need this money to do something locally about the Civil 
Rights Bill. 

Wyatt Walker mentioned that he would probably 
be in contact with Clarence (Jones) on Wednesday night 
and that he would let Ann know if King would be avail¬ 
able for a small get together prior to the speech for 
fund raising purposes. 

On March 31, 1964, the same confidential 
source furnished information whidh indicated that Ann 
Jones contacted Clarence Jones on that date. She told 
him that she is going to make an attempt to get the 
Horace Mann School (231 West 246th Street) or Public 
School 141. Clarence stated he would contact Ted Kheel 
in regard to a reception, following King's speech. He 
added that the SCLC is only interested in the fond 
raising aspects of tnia appearance. 

Ann Jones remarked, on March 31, 1964, in re¬ 
gard to Martin Luther King's visit to Hiverdale on 
April 17, 1964, that King and his group would be coming 
up (to New York) right after their two day SCLC meeting 
in Washington. She mentioned that the groups sponsoring 
this affair are MADI (Marblehi'll, River dale and 
Kingsbridge for Civil Rights), The Committee for Defense 
of Human Rights, The Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) 
and the Committee on Intergroup Relations. 

SPWET 
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He: Communist Partv, United States 
of America - Negro Question 
Communist Influence in Kacial 
Matters 
Internal Security - C 

On March 31, 19&4, a second confidential 
source, who has furnished reliable information in the 
past, furnished information which indicated that Martin 
Luther King and HaIjh Abernathy (Financial Secretary - 
Treasurer of the SCLC) contacted Clarence Jones on that 
date. Jones said that he spoke to Ruth Bailey today 
and that her main contention is that she wants sever¬ 
ance pay plus unemployment insurance. He stated that 
Bailey told him this after he told her that her employ¬ 
ment with the SCLC was being terminated. King said 
that he and Abernathy have agreed that Bailey should be 
kept with the SCLC in some capacity since the SCLC is 
Bailey's life. Jones stated that he was in agreement 
with this, and he mentioned that he knows Bailey is a 
dedicated person. King suggested that Bailey could 
work with Adele Kanter (recently employed by the SCLC) 
as Kanter's office manager, and Abernathy indicated 
that he agreed with this. Jones said that ha had no 
objection to this, but he remarked that Bailey must not 
be given the impression that she ha3 a general over-all 
supervisory capacity of the New York Office of the SCLC. 
Jones said that Bailey assumed that role after Jack 
O'Dell left the SCLC. Jones stated that Bailey should 
be retained only if her duties are defined In detail, 
and he stated that he would try to set up a working 
relationship between Bailey and Adele Kanter. 

King asked Jones if anv attempt had been made 
to relocate (the New York office) of the SCLC. Jones 
stated that he had given some thought to moving the 
SCLC office into the space which is already occupied by 
the Gandhi Society (15 East 40th Street, New York City), 
and he remarked that this could be done with a minimum 
amount of cost to the SCLC. Abernathy suggested that 
It might be better to stay in the Harlem area, and King 
stated that Harlem is all right with him but that it is k 



Re : Communist Party, United States 
of America - Negro Question 
Communist Influence in Racial 
Matters 
Internal Security - C 

such a run-dovTn area. Jones remarked that Harlem 
would not be a bad location since ’'even the rats are 
integrated there now”. Jones also mentioned that he 
has been looking for SOLO office space near the Carver 
National Bank (Carver Federal Savings and Loan 
Association, 75 West 125th Street), and Jones suggested 
the possibility that office space might be donated in 
Harlem "by the right-people". King said that it might 
be better to keep the SCLC office in Harlem, and he 
said that he would accept office space if it were do¬ 
nated by District 65, v/hich he said is Clene*s outfit. 
(Cleveland Robinson is Secretary - Treasurer of 
District 65, Retail, Wholesale, and Department Store 
Union, American Federation of Labor - Congress of 
Industrial Organizations, 13 Aster Place, New York 
City). Jones mentioned that District 65 is right In 
the heart of the "union district". King stated that 
"we" should keep close to that labor union, and he 
asked Jones to see if he could set it up with "our 
man" (Stanley Levison).^fc 

s: 



Re Communist Party, United States of 
America - Negro Question 
Communist Influence in Racial Matters 
Internal Security - C 

King stated that "since I was asked that 
question at the press conference in Washington, we 

can't let our man be out in the open". Jones said, 
"Dr. King, what happened in Washington is just an 
indication that they (civil rights opponents) are 
going to bring Jack O'Dell and Highlander (the 
Highlander Folk School in Monteagle, Tennessee) 
back from the grave". King said that i3 "why I 
think we should not come/S'tti* Bayard (Dustin) at this 
time". Jones agreed with this position. King said 
that "they" (Senators who might engage in a filibuster 
in opposition to the Civil Rights 3113) have a long 
time to talk and will talk about everything "they" 
can find, 

Abernathy asked Jones to advise Ruth Bailey 
that she is still employed by the SCLC. Jones indicated 
that he would take care of this. 

King stated that financially the SCLC "is 
really up against it as it takes $50,000.00 a north 
to nun the SCLC" and he said that the SCLC is just 
about broke at this time. Jones asked if the SCLC 
had gotten the money from Redman Rockefeller ( a son 
of Governor Nelson Rockefeller), and King Indicated 
that the SCLC had not gotten the money (which the 
SCLC was to receive as a result of King’s appearance 
on February 29, 19°^, at a luncheon given by the Urban 
League of Westchester, New York). King wanted to know 
when the SCLC would get the $2500.00 from the Gandhi 
Society, and Jones replied that he will get the money 
out as soon as he can get some funds from Harry vachtel 
and other people. Jones stated that King will have the 
$2500.00 for the SCLC by Friday. 



Re Communist Party, United Spates 
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King mentioned that the man In Hartford 
(Connecticut) had donated 12 automobiles to the SCLC, 
and he wanted to know if it is now necessary to insure 
and register those cars. King also inquired if Jones 
would know someone who would donate the price of in¬ 
surance and registration to the SCIC. Jones said he 
is sure that he can contact someone, and he stated 
that he might even try to contact some insurance 
company, sucn as the Aetna Surety Company (Aetna 
Casualty and Surety Company)to donate the insurance 
and the license plates for the cars. King said that 
he will try to raise money in the next couple of 
weeks, but he said after that Washington (the Senate 
action on the Civil Rights Bill) will ha\e him tied 
up for a month and after Washington there will be 
Alabama. 

Kirg mentioned that he will be at Riverdale, 
Bronx, New York, on April 17, 1964, and he stated 
that this occasion should be.used to raise funds. 
Jones stated that Ossie Davis, Sidney Poitier, and 
maybe more people will help raise funds. Jones 
mentioned that Mrs. (Ted) Kheel is having a $50.00 
a plate dinner that night (April 17, 1Q64). King 
urged Jones to have the Gandhi Society “send the 
$250000 a3 we're about to go out of business". 

- 6 - 
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Communist Influence in Racial Matters 
Internal Security - C 

Cn April 1, 1964, the second confidential 
source furnished information that Ed Clayton (Editor 
of the "SCLC Newsletter" and Director- of Public Relations 
for SCLC) contr'• *ed Clarence Jones on that date. Clayton 
informed Jones tnut the "SCLC Newsletter" is now being 
sent to all Congressmen. Clayton stated that Miss 
Eunice Halsoert, Children’s Book Editor, Prentice-Hall 
Publishing Company, had contacted him about writing 
a 5o page book for children betv.’een the ages of eight 
to eleven /y.ears old. Clayton asked Jones if he would 
represent/ti^egal counsel in this matter, and Jones 
agreed to handle the matter, Jones stated that .he 
would contact the Prentice-Hall Publishing Company 
at Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey. According to Clayton, 
the book is to deal with the life, ideals and ambitions 
of the Reverend Martin Luther King as they would interest 
an eight year old. 

It is to be noted that Theodore V. 
Kheel had been the President of the 
Gandhi Society for Human Rights until 
resignation in late 1963. 

Clarence Jones is the General Counsel 
for the Gandhi Society for Human Rights, 
15 East 40th Street, New York City. 

- 7 - 
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Re Communist Party-, United States 
Of America - Negro Question 
Communist Influence in Racial Matters 
Internal Security - C 

t 

The LYL has been designated pursuant 
to Executive Order 10450. 

Hunter Pitts O'Dell, who Is also known 
as Jack O'Dell, was formerly employed 
as Administrator for the SCLC Office 
in New York, bat his services were 
terminated after his CP affiliations 
had received publicity. 

SECRET 
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or America - ITeg.ro Question 
Communist Influence In Racial Matters 
Internal Security - C 

An "Atlanta Journal" newspaper 
article appeared on December 15 > 1957# 
entitled, "Highlander Director Says 
School Not Communist, But In Same 
Field" . The articD.e reported the 
Highlander Folk School was established 
in September, 1912 by Myles Horton, 
Director and Donald L. West, a Georgian 
with a long record of affiliations with 
Communist front groups. Horton denied 
that he or the school had ever had any 
connection with the Communists. 

The article stated that Highlander hit 
the headlines two months ago when the 
Georgia Commission on Education published 

a four-page newspaper-size report 
charging that the institution is a 
"Communist Training School". The 
commission, set up by the Georgia 
Legislature to help preserve segregation, 
charged that Highlander’s race-mixing 
plans are part of a Communist scheme to 
create strife. As proof, the commission 
reported that a number of persons who 
had been connected with Highlander also 
had been connected with organizations 
labeled as Communist fx'onts by the HCUA. 

- 9 - 
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\ Communist Party, United States 
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Internal Security - C 

The "Atlanta Journal" newspaper of 
February 23, 19ol, carried an article 
entitled, "Highlanders and Dr. King 
Join Forces". This article stated 
that the Atlanta SCLC, headed by 
Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr., 
and the Tennessee controversial' 
Highlander Folk School have joined 
forces to train Negro leaders for 
the Southern civil rights struggle. 
The article said that the Highlander 
Folk School located in Tennessee 
Cumberland Mountains had been involved 
in the past, in several political 
controversies. It had been staunchly 
defended by Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, 
among others, but in 19^0, a Tennessee 
State Court revoked its charter after 
a legislative investigation charged 
that Communists had lectured there. 
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Re Communist Party, United States 
of America - Negro Question 
Communist Influence in Racial Matters 
Internal Security - C 

It is to be noted that in the past, 
it has been determined that when King 
and Jones refer to "our friend" and 
"our man", they are referring to 
Stanley Levison 

The "New York Herald Tribune" issue 
of August 14, 1963, page seven, 
column one, contains an article captioned, 
"Thurmond Assails A leader of March". 
The article stated that, in answer to 
charges by Senator Strom Thurmond, 
Bayard Rustin admitted joining the 
Young Communist League (YCL) in 1936. 
Rustin also reportedly stated that he 
broke completely with the YCXi in 
June, 1941. 

The YCL has been designated pursuant 
to Executive Order 10450. 

The "Daily Worker" issue of February 25> 
1957* page one, column one, contained 
an article y;hich stated that Bayard 
Rustin, Executive Secretary, War Resisters 
League, was one of eight non-Communist 
observers at the Communist Party National 
Convention in 1937. 

- 11 - 
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Re Communist Party, United States 
of America - Negro Question 
Communist Influence in Racial Matters 
Internal Security - C 

The ‘’Daily Worker" was an East 
Coast Communist newspaper which 
suspended publication on January 13, 
1953. 

With respect to Bayard Rustin, it 
is to be noted that he has been under 
consideration by King as King’s SCLC 
representative in the North* 

Harry H. Wachtel Is the Executive 
Vice-President for the Gandhi Society 
For Human Rights, 15 East 40tn Street, 
New York City. He resides at 29 Split 
Rock Drive, Kings Point, Long Island, 
New York. 
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On December 29, 1954, Sidney Pol tier 
was interviewed by Agents of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation. Daring the 
course of the interview, Poitier stated, 
“I am not now a member of the Communist 
Party and whether I have ever been would 
be a question of terminology", but he 
stated that he had never formally been 
a member of the CP; however, later In 
the interview, he stated that he had never 
been a member of the CP. He remarked 
that he had attended affairs at which 
current events and politics were discussed, 
and he stated that these might have been 
construed by some individuals as C? 
meetings. Poitier also stated that he 
had associated with people whom he 
believed to be Communists. During the 
interview, Poitier said tlafc he had 
received the "Daily Worker11 for many 
months, although he neither personally 

subscribed to it nor rejected it. Poitier 
advised that he was acquainted with Ben 
Davis. 

On May 7, 1962, a confidential source, 
wKo has furnished reliable information 
in the past7| advised that Ben Davis, on 
May 6, 19627 while addressing the Crown 
Heights Forum in Brooklyn, New York, 
stateu that he was the National Secretary 
of the CP, USA. 

- 14 - 
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1. 
NATIONAL LAWYERS GUILD 

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and 
Publications", revised and published as of December 1, 
1961,prepared and released by the Committee on Un- 
American Activities, United States House of Representa¬ 
tives, Washington, D.Cr, contains the following 
concerning the National Lawyers Guild: 

"National Lawyers Guild 

”1. Cited as a Communist front. 
(Special Committee on Un-A.merican 
Activities, House Report 1311 on the 
CIO Political Action Committee, 
March 29, 19**4, p. 149.) 

"2. Cited as a Communist front which *is 
the foremost legal bulwark of the 
Communist Party, its front organizations, 
and controlled unions* and which*since 
its inception has never failed to rally 
to the legal defense of the Communist 
Party and individual members thereof, 
including known espionage agents.1 
(Committee on Un-American Activities, 
House Report 3123 on the National 
Lawyers Guild, September 21, 1950, 
originally related September 17* 1950.) 

- 15 - 
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2. 

NATIONAL LAWYERS GUILD (CONTINUED) 

"3. !To defend the cases of Communist 
lawbreakers, fronts have been devised 
making special appeals In behalf of 
civil liberties and reaching out far 
beyond the confines of the Communist 
Party Itself. Among these organizations 
are the * * * National Lawyers Guild. 
When the Communist Party Itself is 
under fire these offer a bulwark of 
protection.* 
(Internal Security Subvommittee of the 
Senate Judiciary Committee, Handbook 
for Americans, S. Doc. 117, April 23, 
1956, P. 91.)" 



RE: BERNARD S. LEE V. CLARENCE M. KELLEY, ET AL. 
- (UwS.D.'C, D.C.) CIVIL ACTION NUMBER 76-1185 

SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE (SCLC) 
V. CLARENCE U. KELLEY, ET AL (U.S.D.C., D.C.) 
CIVIL ACTION HUMBER 76-1186 

Unrecorded serial dated ^/'/^ pulled from this file 
under court order of U.S. District Judge John Lewis 
Smith, Jr., and sent to National Archives. 
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RE: BERNARD S. LEE V. CLARENCE M. KELLEY, ET AL. 
■ - (U„S.D.'C, D.C.) CIVIL ACTION NUMBER 76-1185 

SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE (SCLC) 
V. CLARENCE M. KELLEY, ET AI. (U.S.D.C., D.C.) 
CIVIL ACTION NU.SER 76-1186 

Unrecorded serial dated ‘f/'/b'l pulled Iron this file 
under court order of U.S. District Judge John Lewis 
Smith, Jr., and sent to National Archives. 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DIRECTOR, ; 

SAC, NEWARK '* 

DATE: 4/1/64 

CP, USA 
NEGRO QUESTION 
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS 
f* - C 
Bufile 100-3-116 

~U 

Newark file 1 OjO-4234TT ^ ^ \\’ F" * 1 *u 1\ * 

».T,»LmmR'K,H=,». 

Bufile 100-106670 DA.Tu>'-c* - ° " /„ .-.oZ, 
Newark file 100-47520 U> v / f 

Re Atlanta airtel to Bureau 3/19/64 and Atlanta 
airtel to Newark 3/26/64, 

Newark has no information to indicate whether DAVE, 
who spoke to MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., on 3/16/64, is DAVE 
DELLINGER. 

k 

6-Bureau 
(1-157- 
(1-157- 

RM 3*\tlanta 
(1-100-6520A) 
(1-100-5586) 
(1-100-4593) 

2-New York RM 
(1-100-151548) 
(1-100-121672) 

2- Washington Field 
(1-157- 
(1-157- 

3- Newark 
(1-100-41323) 

EWC:rac 
(16) 

REGISTERED MAIL 
(RACIAL SITUATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.) 
(ALLEGATION REGARDING CIVIL RIGHTS LEADERS 
FASTING IN WASHINGTON, D. C.) 

Sr?#4's>' 

(COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS) 
(MrtRTIN LUTHER KING, JR.) 
(NOI) 

(CP, USA - NEGRO QUESTION) 
(DAVE DELLINGER) 

RM 
(RACIAL SITUATION, WASHINGTON, D. C.) 
(ALLEGATION REGARDING CIVIL RIGHTS LEADERS 
FASTING IN WASHINGTON, D. C.) 

(DAVE DELLINGER) (, £ '/{, _ 

not"RECm&W*’ 
202 APR 7 1964 
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RE: BERNARD S. LEE V. CLARENCE H. KELLEY, ET AL. 
■’* (UJS.D.'C, D.C. ) CIVIL ACTION NUMBER 76-1185 

SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE (SCLC) 
V. CLARENCE M. KELLEY, ET AL (U.S.D.C., D.C.) 
CIVIL ACTION NUSER 76-1186 

Unrecorded serial dated pulled from this file 
under court order of U.S. District Jiid.^e John Lewis 
Smith, Jr., and sent to National Archives,. 
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BERNARD S. LEE V. CLARENCE M. KELLEY, ET AL. 
(U-S.D.'C, D.C.) CIVIL ACTION NUNCES 76-11C5 

SOUTHERN C"i llil ST I AN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE (SCLC) 
V• CLALEMCE T-]» LELLEY, ET AL (U.S.D.C., D.C.) 
CIVIL ACTION KUilBER 76-1186 

Unrecorded serial dated pulled from this file 
under court order of U.S. District Judge John Lewis 
Smith, Jr., and sent to National Archives. 
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Date: H/X/6H 

Transmit the following in 

Via AIRTEL_ 

..rr-v%-(i~ 
T0! KI^CIOR. FBI (WO-3.116) '] 

r.EAsorj pck t.-.ii'VIciT i*. v 
FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-151548) FCIM, IL 1-2.4 ; .. 

date cf for \ 
declassification. ... W- ^ 

SUBJECT: CPUSA . LtY1 
NEGRO QUESTION fpU * 
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS . 
IS - c ^ 

(00;NEW YORK) 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are six copies of a 
LHM dated 4/1/64, and copies are enclosed for Atlanta and New ^ 
Haven. ^ 

The source used in the LHM 

Indices contain no information identifiable with 
DICK BATTLE (ph). 

It is to be noted that it is believed that Ebenezer and 
Qwen Hunter (ph) are churches. 

- Bureau (Encls.6)(RM) O 
W (1 - 100-106670 KMARTIN_LUTHER KINSl w w % 

1 - Atlanta (100-5586TBSRTIN LUTHER KING)(Encl.l)(info)(RM) 
1 - New Haven (100- )(MARTIN LUTHER KING)(Enel.1)(info)(RM) 
1 - New York (100-73250) (CLARENCE JONES) (4l4j ^ (fO~ / 0&b $ 
1 - New York (100-136585HMARTIN LUTHER KING)(4l4) 

New York (100-151548)(4l4) 

JCSsbam 

_ 

■^JtECORDSa 

j^O APR 101904 k 

Special Agent lhi Charge 
Sent 



This IMM has been claaain*A "Secret" because it 
contains information fmn4flMN|||fcfc. This rouce has furnished W 
highly sensitive information with respect to the racial 

5£e«Ne!I ?ovk area and the communist infiltration 
&n? 5s that thls codification is necessary 

in order not to jeopardize the valuable position of the 
informant in furnishing information of this nature. 
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n\. /1;d sta 1i;s nj;partm i:nt o f u s t i c e 

In Reply, Please Refer to . • 

f^u°100-3-ll6 /» 

Bl'REAl- OF INVESTIGATION 
New York, New York 

April 1, 1964 

classified 

LXUuCSO C' - ; *; 
CcALou f^r> 1 ' ' .fvl-. 

Re: 

It. 1-?A 

U/\IL LF E.:.-- 

DECLASSIFY!! 

ru 
DA 11 

; FOR 
IN--- 

Communist Party, 
Negro Question 
Communist Influence in 
Internal Security - C 

COfj^i 

Racial Matters 

On March 27.* 1964, a confidential source, rho has 
furnished reliable information in the past, furnished information 
which indicated that Rabbi Rubenstein (ph) contacted Clarence 
Jones on that date. Rubenstein stated that an invitation was 
sent to Martin Luther King Inviting him to appear at Temple 
Israel at Westport, Connecticut, on May 22, 1964, Rubenstein 
also mentioned that he was inviting King and h*s wife for dinner 
on that same date. He also invited Jones to this affair. 
Rubenstein mentioned support of the Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference (SCLC) including a $2500 contribution. 

On March 30, 1964, the same confidential source furnished 
information which indicated that Wyatt Walker (Executive Director 
of the SCLC) contacted Clarence Jones on that date. Walker 
Inquired if Jones would be able to make a trip with him to 
Hartford, Connecticut, on Thursday (April 2, 1964.) According 
to Walker, Dick Eattle (ph) up there (in Hartford) has made an 
arrangement with a car dealer who, he speculated, "needs to 
write off something for capital loss", and Walker remarked that 
this man has 12 automobiles which he wants to give to "us" (the 
SCLC). Jones stated that this Is Important enough for him to 
change his schedule and go with Walker. Walker Informed Jones 
that the cars are to be used for voter registration (the SCLC 
voter registration program in the South). According to Walker, 
Martin (Martin Luther King) felt that It would be best to have 
lawyer (clarence Jones) go along for this transaction. Walker 
also remarked that he Is certain this man wants to make the gift 
for tax deductable purposes and for this reason the cars would have 
to be put in the names of Ebenezer, Gwen Hunter (ph), and United 
Church of Christ, and he Indicated that it would be in connection 
with "their citizenship program”. 

This document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions of 
the FBI. It Is the property of the 
FBI and Is loaned to your agency: 
It and its contents are notuo oe 
distributed outside your agency. 

too up tr* 

Ek-l 1 gd g J1-f vo?ii au t 
downgrading and 
doolaeslflidllcnv* 

///jj/? 7 



Communist Party, USA 
Negro Question 
Communist Influence In Racial Matters 

Clarence Jones Is the General Counsel for 
the Oandhi Society For H'iman 15 
Eaov. *iOth Street, New York Ciy* 

The LYL has been designated pursuant to 
Executive Order 10450. 

TFfTn1^ 
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Communist Party, USA 
Negro Question 
Communist Influence in Racial Matters 

According to Walker, he would a.t empto get a flight 
to New York at ^:00 a.m. on Thursday (April 2, ±9$4) and meet 
Jones in New York in order to go with him to Hartford. 

Walker asked Jones if he knew the pedantage of de facie 
segregated schools ii New York, and Jones ref.;-/red uim to the 
National Office of the Urban League to get this information* 
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RE: BERNARD S. LEE V. CLARENCE M. KELTEY 
(U_S.n.'C, D.C.) CIVIL ACTION NUMBER 

ET AL. 
76-1185 

SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONEF 
V. CLARENCE 11. KELLEY, ET AL (U.S.D 
CIVIL ACTION NU.3ER 76-1186 

:EMCE (SCLC) 
c., D.C.) 

Unrecorded serial dated V/'/^ pulled from this file 
under court order of U.S. District Judae John Lewis 
Smith, Jr., and sent to National Archives. 
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Date: 3/10/64 

Transmit the following in _ 
\ 
1 

(Type in plain text or code) --1 

V in AIRTEL airmail 
1 

( 

—rV- 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

DIRECTOR, FBI 

FROM: SAC.TAMPA (100-716) 

o 
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 
Sli - C 
(00:AT) 

(RUC) 

CPUSA, NEGRO QUESTION ' 
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS 
IS - c 
(OO:NY) 

Re telephone call from /^lanta to Tampa 3/6^4 

„ . Enclosed for the Bureau are 13 copies of LHif-daptidned^ 
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., dated as'above at Tampa, F?a. Thesl? 

copies for the Bureau include one copy each for Bureau filesx" 
D* ABERNATHY, DOROTHY COTTON, ANDY YOUNG, CORDY T. 

va Yf BERNARD S. LEE. Four copies are designated^or 
\ k Atlanta (three for ATfile on KING, one for AT 100-6520D) and Awo | 

copies are designated for New York. <0 txNJ 

hl— 
_ __ aavlseQ mat or^^a^^^reserv^Ions 
or six individuals, two single rooms and two double 

rooms, however, only four individuals stayed at the San Juan 
Hotel and he thinks the other two stayed at the Sadler Hotel 

Orlando, which caters to Negroes, however, he did not know 
&y their names. v 

yi^ 
Due to the sensitive nature of this investigation 

no inquiry wss made 4>>the Sadler Hotel concerning these t 
ather individuals »f)<J were probably YOUNG and VIVIAN. 

, 3,'- bureau (End$^13)( -/££.£ 
- Atlanta (Ends 4) (RM-RRR) ' _ —- .»■ — 

2 - New York (Ends 2) 
2 - Tampa ■ ' ■*' ■ 

(I - 157-140) 
-WCH-.cwp-fS—/-MTLJCa. -„ til AAlLlP^j _ ^ * 'Z^_;/Ly _, , eg : ///- 

r42 %\j w 
- Sent _M Per ___- 

irae L* 

v,uo, 

; Approvedj^C—. 
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—p VINI’h 3 STATES D EPA RTM EIS T O f L STICE 

F K DURAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

l«mpa, Florida 

L-4 1 ando, Florida, Police 
Department, advised on March 6, 1964, that MARTIN LUTHER KING, I 
JR. and three or four other individuals accompanying him h>'Kc) 
arrived at the Orlando Airport at 2;40 p.m. that date. He r 
stated that KING was met by members of the Orlando Police 
Department and CURTIS JACKSON, minister of the Shiloh Bsptist 
Church, Orlando. March 9, 1964, advised I that a policeman was assigned to stay with KING while he I 
was in Orlando and that several policemen were stationed / 
at the public meeting addressed by KING on the night of / 
Friday, March 6, 1964. MjMBWMHI^frgaid the group left 
by plane Saturday morning March 7, 1964. 

I stated there was no incident of any kind during KING1s stay * 
I in Orlando. He advised that he heard a collection was taken 
up from the crowd at the Friday night meeting, but he does 
not know how much money was collected. He said he heard 
the estimate of 2,000 attending was an exaggeration. 
He stated KING stayed at the San Juan Hotel. -—1 

flBHIfcBtpdvised on March 9, 1964, that records of this hotel 
.indicate that Dr. MARTIN L. KING occupied Room 303 on the 
night of March 6, 1964. The only charge to this room was 

|$7 for room, plus $.21 tax. tfHflHMMHMhStated there were 
three others in the KING party; Reverend BERNARD S. LEE and 
Dr. RALPH D. ABERNATHY occupied Boom 301, which connected 
with Room 303, and Mrs. DOROTHY F.^P13m~occu^ Lv/n) 

j on. ar4if ferent_ 1 ^p stated that Mrs. COTTON^J3 ' v 7 
H^ceyi>fered in the hotel op March 5f 1964IP He advised that j 

all of them listed as their address,”^34 Auburn Avenue, N. E., 
Atlanta, Georgia, except ABERNATHY who did not list any street J 
address. MBIHi^HHfelso stated that charges for all four 
individuals were transferred to one account and it was 
requested that these charges be billed to Mrs. DOROTHY *. 
COTTON, Southern Christian Leadership Conference, 334 Awfefeftn 
Avenue, N. E., Atlanta, Georgia. Charges for the group 
totaled $122.21. Of this amount, $77.2]jrason^charge for 
restaurant service on March 6, 1964. stated 
that when KING and his party arrived on March 6, it was / 
mid-afternoon and between the lunch and dinner periods, but 
they wanted something to eat and it was arranged for them 



K 

to get steaks sent to the room for the group arriving and 
for three or four local individuals who were accompanying 
them, but whose identities did not know. 

stated they in "necked out on the morning of 
March 7, 1964. He stated that reservations were made for 
this group In the name of Reverend CURTIS JACKSON, Shiloh 
Baptist Church, Orlando, telephone GArden 2-9631, 
j£mHH^advised that there was nothing of an unusual ^ J 
occurence in connection with KING staying at this hotel \\ 
QKOept jfcfrat a police sergeant was stationed outside Rooms \ > 
301 and 303~~allihe time^TNG~"ii^s''lrr~lil sr o onu 
sTaTedanyTong distance calls by 
any member of this group. Two local calls were charged tc 
Room 301 on March 6, 1964, one to CHerry 1-4531 (listed to 
Delta Air Lines) and one to GArden 4-4511 (listed to Eastern 
Air Lines). _ b7#0 

advised on March 7, 1964, that KING and his group lert Orlando 
at 9:00 a.m. that date aboard Delta Air Lines flight 742, 
scheduled to arrive Atlanta, Georgia, at 10:50 a.m. — 

The dally newspaper "Orlando Evening Star" of 
March 5, 1964, carried the following article: 

"King Due In Orlando Tomorrow 

"Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING, president of the Southern 
Christian Leadership Conference, Is scheduled to be in 
Orlando tomorrow for an all-day workshop followed by a mass 
meeting tomorrow night at Tinker Field. 

"The Rev. CURTIS JACKSON, pastor of the Shiloh 
Baptist Church at W. Jackson and Terry Streets, who is area 
president of the SCLC, said the workshop will be held at the 
church with registration at 9 a.m. and sessions from 10 a.m. 
to 12:30 p.m. and 2 to 5 p.m. 

"He said some 200 Negro ministers from throughout 
Florida are expected to attend. 

"The mass meeting will begin at 7:30 p.m. If the 
weather is threatening, it will be moved from Tinker Field 
to the Central Florida Fair’s new air-conditioned Exposition 
Hall on the fairgrounds on V. Livingston, Rev. JACKSON said. 

- 2 - 4ESZ 
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"Purpose of the meeting is to acquaint the Florida 
ministerial leadership with plans to perfect the freedom 
program throughout the state, according to the local 
minister who also has announced his candidacy for Orlando 
City Council.** 

The "Orlando Evening Star" of March 6, 1964, carried 
the following: 

"Integration Effort Unity Urged Here 

"Forty Negro church pastors and others from over th£ 
state heard an appeal for unity in Integration efforts in 
the morning session of the Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference meeting at the Shiloh Missionary Baptist Church. 

"Principal speakers at an all-day workshop, which 
has the goal of forming a state affiliate with the national 
conference, were the Rev. C. T. VIVIAN, Atlanta, head of th^ 
conference's affiliate program, and Mrs. DOROTHY COTTON, 
director of cttizen education of the conference. 

"Rev. VIVIAN told the audience, which included two 
young white men and two young white girls identified as 
Florida State University students, that the conference will 
'have to organize every little county if we're going to bring 
about the freedom we all seek.* 

"Commenting on the civil rights bill, now before 
the Senate after having passed the Bouse, VIVIAN said that 
episodes of violence in Birmingham brought the measure 'from 
the bottom of the agenda to the top...and we are going to see 
that the bill is not just on the books but a bill in fact.' 

"Mrs. COTTON said that the conference has the grand 
goal of Integrating the American Negro into all aspects of 
American life and urged participation in the conference's 
citizen education program. 

"Dr, MARTIN LUTHER KING, president of the conference, 
is scheduled to address a public meeting at 7:30 p.m. today 
at Tinker Field. In case of inclement weather, the rally 
will be at Exhibition Hall on the fairgrounds." 

- 3 - 



2BE3P MARTIN LUTdKR KING, JR. 

The daily newspaper, "Orlando Sentinel” of March 7, 
1964, carried the following: 

”2,000 Hear King Push Mix ’Now* 

"Braving chilling-irlnds and temperatures in the 50fs 
about 2,000 Negroes with a sprinkling of whites filed into 
Tinker Field grandstand last night to hear Dr, MARTIN LUTHER 
KING, JR,, make another of his fiery speeches for ’integration 
now. • 

"The non-violent action proponent repeated m&r~ 
of the statements he had made earlier in the day to a grou^> 
of Negro pastors from all over Florida and added advice as tc 
what the Negro must do to bring about total immediate 
integration. 

"KING and earlier speakers urged the Negro to 
exercise his right to vote. He told of the difficulties 
encountered by the Negro attempting to register in some areas, 
but said in other places the Negro failed to register merely 
because of ’complacency, indifference and laziness.' 

"Rapping sharply at office holders who KING said 
were avowed segregationists, he told his audience, 'There is 
no reason for Florida to have a governor or senators who 
are segregationists.• 

"One of the speakers, who also presided over the 
rally, was the Rev. CURTIS J. JACKSON, a candidate for Orlando 
City Commission who asked for the support of both Negro and 
’liberal white’ voters. 

"KING, who received a standing ovation as he came 
out on the Infield, opened his talk with the statement that 
the ’wind of change is sweeping out an old order and sweeping 
in a new order in America.' He said, 'in spite of loud noises 
from places such as Alabama and Mississippi, segregation is 
on its deathbed and the only thing left to be seen is how 
expensive its funeral is going to be made by segregationists.’ 

"He told his Negro listeners that they had a number 
of challenges to meet and among these is one to make full 
and constructive use of the freedom they possess. 

- 4 - 
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"He said they must develop a strong action program 
to get rid of segregation and to destroy the 'myths* 
that time will solve desegregation problems, and that desegre¬ 
gation cannot achieved by legislation. He said action will 
solve the problem and legislation not be capable of 
abolishing prejudices, but it can end segregation. 'Law,* 
he said, 'can't make a man love me, but It can keep him from 
lynching me.# 

"A Florida affilitate of the Southern Christian 
Leaders Conference was formed as the result of a conference 
workshop conducted yesterday at the Shiloh Baptist Church. 
The action ties together seven independent local mffilltstt-r* 
in the state, including one in Orlando, and is expected to 
be the keystone for addition additional units. 

"Highlight of the workshop was an address by KING, 
SCLC president, who predicted that the SCLC's 110 affiliates 
will grow to 250 by the end of 1964. 

"He referred to the civil rights bill, now before 
the Senate after having been passed by the House, and urged 
that Southern Senators opposing the bill be 'exposed.• 

"KING said *1 prefer no bill at all if they 
eliminate the public accommodations and equal employment 
opportunities provisions.*' 

"Turning to elections, KING said that President \ 
JOHNSON, 'who is almost certain to be nominated by his party, 
has got to be 'watched a little longer to see what he will 
do when a (civil rights) crisis comes.* However, he added, 
'President JOHNSON has much political sagacity — he knows 
he must have the Negro vote.* 

"KING said that nearly one half million new Negro 
voters have been registered In the past 18 months, he expected 
another 300:,000 to be registered *ln the next few months. * 

"In other workshop matters, the Rev. C. E. 
STEELE, Tallahassee pastor and SCLC vice president, said that 
a protest march on Tallahassee will be held March 27 against 
the state's 'slow haste* in integrating public facilities 
and against participation by Florida senators in the expected 
filibuster over the civil rights bill." 

This document contains neither 
recommendations nor cm.elusions of 
the FBI. It i ■. fu? of 

the FBI am. v. yjui agency; 
it and its co,; are not to be 
distributed outside your agencyt 
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MARTIN LUTiiiCft KING, Jlv. 

[had fu/bished the following 
rniormarion'j 

l 

On Yrlday, March 6, 1964/ Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING 
will b© In OrlXpdo to speak during the day to some 200 preachers 
at the Shiloh Baptist Church, O/iando, and that night at 
about 8:00 p.m. it Tinker Field, city owned stadium. 

This document contains neither recommendation*? * 
conclusions of the FBI. Lc Is the property of the FBI an*, 
is loaned to vour aeehcvand its contents a re no t to be 
distributed outside yoVn^agency. 
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NY 100-1515^8 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 7 copies 
cf a LHM dated \/?h/64; copies are also enclosed 
for Atlanta, Bira3.ngha.ro, Kemphie,Jfr3iie, New Haven, New 
Orleans and WFO. 

Source used in this LHMl bw b7Uy 

With respect to Congressman EYAN centIonea in the 
I.Hi!, it is to be noted that US Representative WILLIAM 
Ft RYAN i3 a Congressman from NY. 

With respect to the mistake made in local politics 
in Congressman RYAN!s district, JONES mentioned that the 
mistake was attempting to run RALPH ELLISON for the State 
Senate. It is to be noted that NOEL A. ELLISON was on the 
ballot for the office of State Senator In New York, but was 
ruled off the ballot by a court del si on in 1/64. It was 
made public that he had three convictions in gambling 
charges. A charge of irregularities at the nomination 
meeting had been aimed at ELLISON. 

This LKM has been classified "Secret" because it , r > 
contains information This soVY^e fcas H_2j h 
furnished highly sensitive information with respect to the 
racial situation in the NY area and the Communist- infiltration 
thereof, and it is felt that this classification is necessary 
in order not to jeopardize the valuble position of the 
informant in furnishing information of this nature. 

tNflW- 
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Communist Party United States of America 
Negro Question 
Communist Influence In Racial letters 

Jones also suggested that King should only partici¬ 
pate in politics on a national barls if at all. Jones 
stated that if the situation (the campaign for the presidency) 
4cets too does on a national basis King would not have 
to endorse (Pros' cent) Johnson, but ho could nay that 
he favored cn^fKpolitical) platform over the other. 

Jones said that Rodman Rockefeller (a sen cf 
Governor Nelson Rockefeller) told him that he was cnlv able 
to collect approximately $10,000 for the overall program 
and t ha t he exp re osed his regrets. 

Jonas told King that he had discussed King*s 
tax problems with Jean raves (who is the publishers represen¬ 
tative for King1s forthcoming book) concerning the 
royalties which'.ICing will receive from all cf his books. 
Jonas recommenced against the use of a charitable trust. 
King told Jcr.es to be prepared to discuss all. of the 
possibilities with him when they meat in Washington, 
S.C, on March 25, 196;±. King stated that hi3 main 
purpose was not to accumulate a groat deal of money for 
himself and his family but to give the money to worthy 
causes. Jones urged King to sat up a trust for his wife and 
children, and he advised that no one could criticize him for 
that. 

Jones inquired about how things are going in Washington 
to v;h5.ch King replied that things vrere going vrell. King 
mentioned that ha had spoken to Walter Jauntroy (director 
of the Southern Christian Readership Conference 
(SCL-O) bureau in Washington; and that he had advised 
him /King) to go over to the Senate cn Thursday (liarcli 25, 
1953', and have Senator Humphrey take him to the family section 
of the gallery anc then make a statement to the press 
concerning the fact that there will be no compromise on the 
Ci'*il Eighty Hill and that the bill has to be passed. King 
3aid that the Southerners -{.Southern Senators) are new 
getting "r.ll of the mileage1*; because thq^ are doing all of the 
talking. *XlMV 

are doing all of 

lAlj 
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King mentioned that they would ciscuss (at 
their Washington, D.C. meeting on March 26, 1954} mainly 
their cummer program which, he indicated, will involve 
Alabama. King stated that they would also discuss the 
filibuster (which is expected In the Senate regarding the 
Civil Rights Bill). • - 

Jones and Ring discussed who King was considering 
to take Wyatt Walkercs position (Executive Birector of 
the SOLO), and -Jones suggested C.T. Vivian (Director of 
Affiliates of the SCLC). King said that he thought 
Vivian would do a better job where he is. According to 
King, he has two people in mind fer the Jcb, and he 
said they are (Waiter) ^amtroy from Washington, DC, and 
Blackwe?.! (phonetic), an attorney, who has teen a school 
teacher and was active in Huntsville, Alabama, in the 
Direct Action Movement. 

Jones asked King about speaking to the Reform 
Group in Westport, Connecticut, on Kay 22, 1954, and 
Sing" replied that he did not want to make a commitment 
until after the meeting in Washington, because the 
purpose of the meeting war. to set up a time table. King 
stated he would give an answer on Thursday as to whether 
he would speak. 

Jones edvisrd that he would gc to*.Washing ton, D.C., 
either on Wednesday night (March 25. 1954) or on Thursday 
(March 25, 196?) morning on the early shuttle. 

The same confidential source also furnished 
information that Jack Greenberg (Of the National*Advancement 
of Colored People (NAACP) Legal Deforce Fund) contacted 
Clarence Jones on March 24, 1954. Greenberg stated that he 
had learned that Bill Kunstler has been saying that he 
(Hunstier) has been designated by Martin Luther King to 
represent the civil Rights group which is going to Klssissipp 
Greenberg stated that it .is expected that senie members of 

\ 
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this group will bo arrested, and that Kunatier will handle 
the cases when they go to court. Jones made it known 
that King never told Kunstler to represent this group, and 
he remarked that "Kuristler quite frequently lies about 
being in privity with King". Greenberg remarked 
that Kunsfier ana (Arthur) Kinoy have tried to "invade" 
the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) end the Student 
Ron-Violent Coordinating Committee without much . 
success and are now directing their efforts toward this 
group. c 

It is to be noted that plans have bean 
made to organize approximately 1500 
white students from the North to 
go to Mississippi during the summer to 
run “freedom schools" and generally protest 
against the conditions concerning the Negro 
in Mississippi. 
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Communist Influence in Racial Matters 

William Kunstler is on the Board of 
Directors of the Gandhi Society For 

ource,who has furnished 
tioni in the past, advised 

on October 29 > 190277that & rally was held 
on October 24, 19627sponsored by the New 
York Council to Abolish the House Vn- 
Ame**can Activities Committee at the 
Manhattan Center, 34th Street and Eighth 
Avenue, New York City. William Kunstler 
spoke at the rally and told the audience 
that the House Committee on Un-American 
Activities (HCUA) Interferes with social 
progress and the brotherhood of man. 
Kunstler called for the abolition of the 

confidential source, who has furnished 
information in the past, advised on 

November 3, 195^> that Kunstler had had the 
’’Daily Worker* ^Telivered to his home in Port 
Chester, Naw York. 

The "Daily Worker” was an East Coast 
Communist newspaper which suspended 
publication on January 13, 1553. 

Rights 

confidential s 
^reliable informa 

The following sources have furnished 
reliablo informtion in the past* 



1 APPENDIX 

NSW YORK COUNCIL TO A30LISH 
THE HOUSE UN -AMERICAN ACTIVITIES 
C OMYITTEE 

On March 9, I9&1, a source advised that the 
New York Council To Abolish the Un-American Activities 
Committee (NYCAUAC), is^'-Mest 3^th Street, New York City, 
New York, was formed at a meeting held in New York City 
on November 17, I960, This organization was founded 
principally through the efforts of FRANK WILKINSON, 
Field Representative of the National Committee To Abolish 
the Un-American Activities Committee (NCAUAC). 

A second source advised on September 17, 1952, 
that FRANK WILKINSON was a Communist Party member as of 
September, 1952. f 

A third source furnished on September 14, 19&1, a 
copy of resolutions of the New York Council to Abolish the 
House Un-American Activities Committee (NYCAHUAC) which 
were adopted by the NYCAHUAC. One such resolution affirmed 
the intention to continue to work for the abolition of the 
House Committee on Un-American Activities (KCUA) and to 
continue its efforts to broaden the participation in this 
fight. Another resolution accepted as a modus vivendi the 
suggestion of the Field Representative of the "National 
Committee to Abolish the HCUA" (NCAHUAC) namely that local 
abolition committees may identify and co-ordinate their 
efforts as closely as they desire with NCAHUAC, still 
maintaining their autonomy for as flexible and independent 
a program as possible. 

Various sources have advised during March, 1962, - * 
that Communist Party (C?) members in the New York City area 
have been solicited to support activities of the NYCAHUAC 
during attendance at CP club meetings. 

On May 6, 1963, the first source advised that the 
NYCAHUAC continues to function from its office at 150 West 
3^th Street, New York City, New York. 

\ 
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Party, United States of America 
Negro Question 
Communist Influence In Racial Matters 
Internal Security - Communism 

On March 19, 1964, a confidential source, who has 
furnished reliable Information In the past, furnished information 
which indicated that Theresa Butcher (an employee of the 
Gandhi Society for Human Rights) left a message for Clarence 
Jones at his law office on that date.- She stated that 
information had been received from Martin Luther King that 
the meeting In Washington had been changed from Wednesday, 
March 25, 1964, to Thursday, March 26, 1964. She stated 
that the time of the meeting remains the same. 

On March 19, 1964, the same confidential source 
furnished information that Theresa Butcher contacted Clarence 
Jones on that date. She stated that information had been 
received (from Martin Luther King) that an important meeting 
of approximately twelve people would be held on March 25, 
1964, in Washington, D. C., for the purpose of discussing 
problems of action in regard to the filibuster (in the Senate 
concerning the Civil Rights Bill). She indicated that Jones* 
advice and counsel were being sought in regard to this important. 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation. It is the property of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 
to your agency; it and Its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your agency. 

* 
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course of action. She stated that the meeting will be held 
at the Statler-Hilton Hotel and that reservations will be 
made for Jones at the hotel. According to Theresa Butcher, 
the meeting will start at ten in the morning and will last 
through six in the afternoon. 

Jones told Butcher that she should acknowledge his 
intention to attend the meeting in Washington, D.C., as 
rescheduled for Thursday, March 26, 1964, at 10:00 AM at the 
Statler - Hilton Hotel. 

On March 20, 1964, the same confidential source 
furnished information that Bora Me Donald (Kingfs secretary) 
contacted Clarence Jones on that date. She stated that the 
Salem Methodist Church is having a cotillion at the New York 
Hilton on March 20, 1964, between the hours of 9:00 PM and 
2:00 AM. She said that King is to be presented a plaque and 
[the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) is to 
receive a check. According to Me Donald, neither King nor 
(anyone from Atlanta will be able to attend this affair, and 
she said that King wanted him (Jones) to go in his place. 
Jones agreed to go. Jones told her to tell King that he is 
attempting to contact Rodman Rockefeller ( a son of Governor 
Nelson Rockefeller) to get the donation for the Kt. Zion 
Church Rebuilding Fund. 

The same confidential source furnished information 
that Clarence Jones subsequently contacted Rodman Rockefeller 
on that same date and asked how much money Rockefeller had 
been able to collect for Doctor King’s Mt. Zion Church Rebuilding 
Fund. Rockefeller replied that about $10,000 had been collected. 
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Communist Party, United States of America 
Negro Question 
Communist Influence In Racial Matters 
Internal Security - Communism 

The same confidential source furnished information 
that Clarence Jones contacted Dora Me Donald again on 
March 20, 1964. Jones stated that he contacted Reverend 
Cooper (phonetic) at the Salem Church and was informed that 
the affair is to be held on April 3, 1964, rather than 
tonight. Me Donald stated she would attempt to determine 
if any of "our people" (SCLC people) would be able to 
attend, and she said that if no one is available, Jones 
may still be called upon to attend. 

Clarence Jones is the General Counsel for 
the Gandhi Society For Human Rights, 15 
East 40th Street, New York City. 

The LYL.has been designated pursuant to 
Executive Order 10450. 

- 3 - 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT (L* 
Mofi!__ 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPES: 

riL” DATt: March 21, 1964 . ^ ——_ 

. &r~ 

A. H. Belmon 

W. C. Sullivan T p* 'k 

O 
DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING 

Dr. King, as you know, has for some time been connected jb ^ 
with key people in the communist movement. He will be in St. Louis, 
Missouri, for two or three days beginning Monday, March 23. I have 
had the St. Louis Office make a very discreet exploration to determine 
whether or not we could effect proper and secure technical coverage 
of some of his activities which could be inimical to the security of 
this country. 

This morning I talked on the telephone with SAC Gearty 
and he told me that it would be possible to secure a room next to 
King’s room, with no doors between them, in the Sheraton-Jefferson 
Hotel in St. Louis. King will occupy two rooms there. Mr. Gearty 
guarantees absolute security for this technical coverage; however, 
he did say their reliable hotel contact could guess our interest was 
King. 

As much as we would like to get further and conclusive 
evidence on Dr. King which no person could reject, I do not think 
that we should in this instance cover Dr. King’s activities. 

In the light of the above, I Relieved it necessary that I 
advise Mr. Gearty not to put on any technicaiTcoverage. We all 
know how explpsive a matter this is^^and I don’t think that we should 
take the particular kind of risk^fcessary in this instance. - 

RECOMMENDATION: 

For the information of the Director 

1 - Mr. Belmont 
1 - Mr. DeLbach 
1 - Mr. Suljlivan 
1 - Mr. J.A.Sizoo 
1 - Mr. Baumgardner 
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March 20, 1964 

'a 

I have received your letter of March 15th, 
I certainly appreciate the kind sentiments you expressed 
to my efforts as Director of the FBI. It is my hope that our future 
endeavors will continue to merit your support and approval. 

V ith respect to your first suggestion, I would like to 
point out that information in FBI files must be maintained as confidential 
in accordance with regulations of the Department of Justice and is 
available for official use only. 



'anta Barbara 
California 

b'fie) 
March 15,1964 

DAYS HI.TURN TO 

anta--Barbara 

The Honourable J.Edgar Hoover, 

Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, 

Washington 25, D.C. 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED , 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

Dear Mr. Hoover, 

1 — 

It came to my knowledge recently that Syenska Akademlen In Stockholm 

[ Is planning to give Nobels peace price to Martin Luther^Klng Jr.* 

I came from Sweden and I am sad that they are so wrong Informed £ 
or is it all rotten politic? & , V 

I immediately wrote the secretary Fil. Dr. Anders ^sterling and h\ 

the King,who is a very fine person, but have no political pover, j V" 
and I told them that M.L.King has'-broken the law and been in jail / 

1 * r 
several times, and is working with communists for an revolution, i 

( '* 
Dr.James Billy Hargis:"Unmasking the Deceiver”,Enclosed in the letter: 

Also I told them that if he got the price,it would arouse a storm of 

embitterings amongst all right informed americans who love thefr ^ 

country,and the price would loose its value,and the shame would come 

Iover Sweden. l4uggested that they write you source ^ 

of true information about M.L.King Jr. 6 MAR 24 1984 

As an great american who hay£~J>r<jtect£d-us from a 

communist take over and well deserved the peace price I suggested you. 
. > i 9 

and I think evey right informed person would agree with me that you 

are well worth of j 

Veryitrul 
\ 
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rD-3€ (R. V. 12-5 3-56) 

Transmit the following in_ 

Date; 3/80/64 

(Type in plain text or code) 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-1CCC70) 

SAC, fTFO (100-40164) 

MARTIN LUTHER KING, Jr. 
SM - C 
RACIAL MATTERS 

The Atlanta Office telephonically advised 
UFO today that reservations had been requested at the [ 
Statler Hilton Hotel, Washington, D. Cfor March 26, ' 
1964, only for the subject and persons to be listed below. 
Subject reserving bedroom suite and six rooms with twin 
beds were to be reserved for the following individuals: 

MIRED SHUTTLEWORTH 

MY ATT P. WALKER 

^ANDREW YOUNG 

BAYARD RUST IN < V. ', ,r iiMH 

& 
cc'tiDU 

-JIM LAWSON 11 
JIERNAJtD LEE D 

yMILT0N REED 

■JOSEPH LOWERY . 

.CLARENCE JONES /■ 
James bevel 
iCORDY T. viviaJ:</^ 

:L. D. REDDICK XL-'-- 

(9<AVo /j /l 

/ A 

//? 

J'i" 

MAR 20 1964 

Bureau 
1 - Atlanta (l00-5586)(Info)(RM) 
1 - WFO 
LWRO/pcn 

■ o '0jc 

£ t fr* (vS 

’‘Approved: 
Special lent in Chargw^^^ 
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X 

WFO 100-40164 

Party to arrive Washington, D. C., 9:00 a.m. 
3/2C/G4• Purpose of trip not known. No information 
received concerning any planned activities. 

No action being undertaken by WFO concerning 
the above information. 

Confirming WFO telephone call to the Bureau 
this date. 



( 

RE: BERNARD S. I.EE V. CLARENCE W. KELLEY, ET AL. 
(U-S.D.C, D.C.) CIVIL ACTIO;,1 NUTifiER 76-1185 

SOUTHER'1 CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONI- EREKCE (SCLC) 
V- tLARCWCE M. KELLEY, ET AL (U.S.D.C., D.C.) 
CIViL ACTION EU,J3EX 76-1186 

Unrecorded serial dated 3/is/bt prilled from this file 
unoer court order of U.S. District Judsje John Lewis 
Smith, Jr., and sent to National Archives. 

/ 
S 



RE: BERK ART) S. LEE V. CLARENCE H. KELLEY 
(U*,$,D.C, D*C.) CIVIL ACTION1 NUNTER 

ET AL. 
76-1185 

,S70Uii,^;l,SLEADER SI! IP CONFERENCE (SCLC) 
V. CL/u»ii:-,C ij M. KELLEY, ET AL (U.S DC n r / 
CIVIL ACTIO:; EITHER 76-1186 1 -c-; 

Unrecorded 
under court 
Smith, Jr., 

serial dated 3/*/*<f pulled from this file 
oroer of U.S. District Judse John Lewis 
and sent to National Archives. 
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R£c-2i/6tf-/6 C 670 
J> V /o 

umaiit. New Jersey 

March 20, 

v^C 

Ml, ' / 

■ vIV 

Jb7^ 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED^? (fir ! 
DearWB^fc^EREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED M | 

1 Kr. Ralph W. Bachman, Special Agent In Charge 
of our Newark Office, has forwarded to me your letter of March 12th 
and copies of prior correspondence with you. .« 

u <§2 r* 
Although your desire for this information is under- S 

standabJe, I regret we are unable to comply with your fequesljn * SS 
view of the confidential nature of FBI files pursuant to department-/i; 
of Justice regulations. 0 &+ T 

Sincerely yours, fe. 

WAIUED 19 m 
>54 . f. Edgar Hoovaf \ \j 
1_j John Edgar Hoover 

— Birector / H 
1 - Newark (100-0) f . . 

:Reurlet 3-13-64 b/Ly 
NOTE: Bufiles contain no information identifiable witt^flH^ther than in 
connection with this matter. The Newark Office by lette^ated 1-31-64 for¬ 
ward ed a bopy of the leaflet depicting Martin Luther King, Jr., attending the 
Highlander Folk School at Monteagle, Tennessee, in 1957. This leaflet has 
come to our attention on numerous occasions. It makes several statements 
alleging copmunist affiliations of King based on statements by Karl Prussion 
and it also alleges communist affiliations of Abner W, Berry * Aubrey Williams 
and Myles Horton, who are in the photograph. ^BB^appareritly feels his 
receipt of this leaflet was sufficient basis for an FBI investigation and has 
demanded td know the- results of the .investigation if they pertain to the 
allegations in the leaflet. * i/t 4/ ** f/ vVV' v 
JH:eje (4) /F/> ,. V V" 1 

JT'^r * 

allegations In the leaflet. * 
JH:eje (4) 

1/ 



FOftM MO. 10 

UNITED STATES GOv RNMENT 

Memorandum 
DIRECTOR, FBI 

^ AC, NEWARK (100-0 ) 

dAJe: 3/13/64 

■ 1 it fit.' 

(CRIME RECORDS DIVISION) 

ReNKgJ; to Director, dated 1/31/64, captioned, 
"MARTIN^LUTKERjKDiGl SM - Ct" which enclosed to the Bureau 
a'reprint furnished byfl^H^from the Augusta Courier, 
dated 7/8/63. 

7(0 Enclosed for the Bureau are Xerox copies of a 
letter from dated 1/27/64, a reply to this letter 

j from the Newark Office dated 1/29/64, and a letter from 
dated 3/12/64. 

Newark files contain no additional information 
concernin 

In view of the comments made by him in his 
letter of 3/12/64, it is requested that the Bureau 
acknowledge this communication. 

0>t 
2^Bureau (Enc t 

Newark 
CWT: MCM 
(3) 

5 gyp*- 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE LLmo BYWJgfjv/^ q 

REC- 23 /a Q-JC C £?o3 

** JO MAR 161964 

-v- 
r " Av 
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) ^ Kr. R. W. Bachman 
t Federal Bureau of Investigation 

* | Post Office Box 115# 
i Newark 2, New Jersey 

i 
f 

K 

r Ss 

Dear Mr, Bachman: 

This will acknowledge receipt of your letter of 
January 29th in response to mine of January 27th, sending 
you a piece of literature received by me in the mail, 
which I considered outrageously false and libelous. In 
my letter I requested that I be informed as to the results 
of the investigation. Your reply was to the effect that 
the files of the F. B. I. were confidential and that you 
could not comply, with my request. 

Since I am one of the injured parties, the paper 
having been sent to me, with a personal message to me on 
it, I do not see how I am not entitled to be informed as 
to the outcome of the investigation, I am not asking to 
see your files, I am simply asking for the results, if any. 

Therefore, I repeat once again my request to be in¬ 
formed as to the outcome of your investigation into the 
source of the mailing and the action taken. If some little 
time is needed, I will be happy to wait, so long as I eventu¬ 
ally receive the information, again, not from your files, 
but rather the end results. It seems to me that, as a citi¬ 
zen, I am entitled to this. 

I 

V Very truly yours, 



( 

. V 

Post Office 2o:: 1152 
Newark 2, New Jersey 

January 29, 1964 

Receipt of your letter dated January 27, 
1C54, in acknowledged, and your interest in making this 
information available is appreciated. 

I regret to advise you, however, that it 
ill not bo possible to comply with your request to be 

: '.vised of the action taken by this office, inasmuch as 
Cue files of the F.B.I. are of a confidential nature 
and incarnation contained therein is available for 

official uso only. 

The inability to furnish any comment 
regarding this matter should not be interpreted as 
implying that wo do or do not have information in our 

files concerning the subject of inquiry. 

Very truly yours. 

R. W. Bachman 
Special Agent in Charge 

1 - Addressee 
/l'- Newark 

ArfrTillGR 
W /3*a/ 

-/era-rV-rao - 
/co A ( & yo - *0, y 

KF'T.OSUA 



Counsellors at Law 

January 27, 1964 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Federal Square 
Newark, New Jersey 

Dear Sirs: 

The enclosure cams to me in the enclosed envelope 
and I am turning it over to you for investigation, since it 
came through the mails in the ordinary course of delivery. 
In so far as the numbered charges are concerned, I know that 
Number 3 is false and also know enough about Number 4 to know 
that the school in question is offensive solely because it is 
or was inter-racial and that the title is false. 

As to Number 1, I wonder if and to vhat extent there 
is truth as to the counterspy and his charges. 

At any rate, mails are being used to spread false 
and incorrect information and I will be interested to learn 
of the action you will take and its results. 

I assume that I was the recipient of the sheet 
he Open Housing Committee AiRliviiKnVvl 

very truly yours 

s^lCLOSCfK^i 
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RE: BERNARD S. LEE V. CLARENCE H. KEUEY, EX AL. 
■** (U^S.D.'C, D.C.) CIVIL ACTION NUMBER 76-1105 

SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE (SCLC) 
V. CLARENCE M. KELLEY, ET AL (U.S.D.C.. D.C.) 
CIVIL ACTION NUNBER 76-1106 

Unrecorded serial dated VJJ/W pulled from this file 
under court order of U.S. District Jud.^e John Lewis 
Smith, Jr., and sent to National Archives. 

y 
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F B I 

Date: 3/18/64 

V:a 

i. the following in . 

AIRTEL 

(T>pe in p/ai'n lexl or code) 

AIR MAIL 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

TO s 

FROM s 

SUBJECT! 

DIRECTOR, FBI 

SAC, SAVANNAH 

All INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN !S UNCLASSIEir 
DATE 

\ • 
CP, USA 
NESIiO QUESTION 
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS 
IS — C • 
Bureau file (100-3-116) 
Savannah file (100-5077) 

SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CO] 
^/RACIAL MATTERS 

Bureau file 
Savannah file 

(**>548795) / 
Le (IOO-5027) / 

bl(p) 

Savannah Municipal Airport, Savannah, Ga., advised on 3/l_, 
that six Negro males arrived in Savannah on Delta Air Lines 
at 1:02 PM on 3/12/64. 

Reverend KINO and Reverend LEE, ministers, 
(FNU) WALKER and /FNU) SHUTTLESWORTH made reservations 
t0 vf’Wi'rn g34 to Atlanta, Ga., at 4:00 P« on 3/13/64. 

(5> Bureau (£-‘*100-3-116) (RM) 
w Ti- 100-438794) (sclc) n 

(1- 100-106670) fMARTIN,LITHErHcINO, JR.) 
1- Cincinnati (157- FRED SHUTTLESWORTHTTlnfo) (RM) 
2- New York (1- 100-151548) (RM) 

(1- 100-149194) (SCLC) 
8- Atlanta (lCO-6520) (RM) 

'1- 100-5718j ISCLC) 
1 fcM&ih. I 

1- 100-5586) (MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.) 
(1- 157-621 
(l- 157-653 
(l- 157-169 
(l- 157-257 
(1- 157-710. 

R- Savannah (100 
fi- ioo-5or~‘ 

lelh 
'%a>i 

ANDREW YOUNG )<?-/£* •■Ji/Uuj-K 
BERNARD LEE) '*• e ~‘w _ 
'WYATT WALKER 
RALPH ABERNATHY —. 
DOROTHY GAINES )? ''■+ 
50J7) . 1 tj 

CO-5056 )_-Tffd cae^._ 

NOT RECORDED 
192 MAR 25 1964 , 

3QT3SJ \ 

Special Agent in Charge 
Sent Per . 

:A 
/ 



Sv ;> 00-^077 
sv 100-5027 

SHJmESWORTH wa3 also on the waiting list for 
Flight 888 from Atlanta to Cincinnati and had confirmed 
reservations on Flight 4i8 out of Atlanta to Cincinnati. 
(FNU) ABERNATHY had a reservation out of Savannah on Flight 
350 to Atlanta, leaving at 9:10 AM on 3/13/64. (FNU) LAWSON 
mace a reservation out of Savannah on D^I.ta Flight 430 to 
Atlanta, leaving Savannah at 8s 18 All, 5/14/64, and continuing 
on to Memphis on Eastern Air Lines.Flight 902, leaving Atlanta 
at 11:25 AM, 3/14/64. 

The "Savannah Evening Pres?", a dally newspaper 
r 'Dubliehed in Savannah, Ga., reported on 3/14/64 that Dr. MARTIN 

LUTHER KINS, JR., met with k-y affiliate leaders cf the 
i Southern Christian Leadership C'omerence {St'L£l)_£rom 12 
l 3nuthern ~st'Trfiliate 
l conference held workshops on key Issues concerning the use of 
1 nonviolent direct action during 1964. Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING, 
1 JR., spoke and personally held a workshop concerning the 
lliecesslty "to resist the degrading evil3 of segregation, hut 
\\esist nonviolently". 

‘1 The conference agenda dealt with the dynamics of 
[a direct action campaign, the theory and philosophy of 
{nonviolence, voter registration and economic withdrawls. 

V On 3/1 3/6 4 advised that MARTIN ^ 
LUTHER KING and party were late for Flight 634 out of Savannah 
at 4:00 PM on 3/13/64 and the standby passengers had already 
been seated. The entire party then made new reservations 
out of Savannah. 

Rev. KING, Rev. LEE, SHJTILESWORTH, ABERNATHY, 
WALKER, (FNU) DAVIS) and a Miss (FNU) MASON all made reserva¬ 
tions out of Savannah on Flight 448, leaving Savannah at 
7:50 PM and arriving in Atlanta, Ga., at 9:20 PM. Rev. KING 
and Rev. LEE also made reservations out of Atlanta on United 
Air Lines Flight 350, leaving Atlanta at 2j45 AM, 3/14/64 and 
arriving In New York City at 4s35 AM the same date. 

SHUFTLESWORTH also made reservations on a flight 
out of Atlanta, Delta Flight 60, leaving at 3:09 AM, 3/14/64, 
and arriving at Cincinnati at 4:52 AM the same date. 

- 2 - 
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c * • 

sv roo-5077 
sv 100-5027 

DAVIS and Miss MASON made reservations out of 
Atlanta on Delta Flight 863 to Dallas, Texas, leaving 
Atlanta at 8:45 AM, 3/14/64, and arriving at Dallas at 

9:40 AM. 

- 3 - 



BERNARD S. LEE V 
(U-S.D.'C, D.C.) 

CLARENCE H. 
CIVIL ACTION 

KELLEY 
NUMBER 

ET AL. 
76-1185 

SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERS!’! 
V. CLARENCE 11. KELLEY, ET AL 
CIVIL ACTION NUMBER 76-1186 

P CONFERENCE (SCLC) 
(U.S.D.C., D.C.) 

Unrecorded 
under court 
Smith, Jr.f 

So~rW Pulled this file 
0iC0r of U.S. District Jud<xe John Lewis 
and sent to National Archives. 



-36 { Ft e v. 12-13-56) 

Transmit the following in . 

AIRTEL 

Date; 3/19/04 

(Type in plain text or code) 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

SUBJECT 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-106670) 

SAC, NEW YORK (IOO-I36585) 

MARTIN LUTHE A ING 

(OC^ Atlanta) 

ReBu airtel to NY captioned, "CPUSA, NEGRO QUESTION, 
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS; IS-C," dated 3/16/64. 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are six copies qf a 
letterhead memorandum dated 3/18/64, and two copies are / \ 
enclosed for Atlanta. * I \ 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED / H (^ „ 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED v' v/1 
DATE/^J^io BYJk 

r r 1 ■P-' /K i 
/ 4-Bureau (100-106670) (Enel. 6) (RM) 'VNMT 
V-(1-100-3-116) (CPUSA-NEGRO QUESTION, COMMUNIST INFLUENCE / L UU- 

IN RACIAL MATTERS) ' V 
2-Atlanta (100-5586) (MARTIN LUTHER KING) (Enel. 2) (Info) (RM) 

(1-100-6520) (CPUSA, NEGRO QUESTION, COMMUNIST INFLUENCE 
IN RACIAL MATTERS) 

1-New York (100-1515^8) (CPUSA, NEGRO QUESTION, COMMUNIST 
INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS) (4lL) 

1-New York (100-136585) (414) «tC- J A /r)tt'/fr- L7 

Tsi7 . /. ... 
fo£x::\r/,^L: "• , bar 20195* 

__ ) / _ , -_HOW fc:..y, _ (>-/* n -—-—- 

—y 
Approved: _-Sent -M P/r / . - 

Sp^ofal Agent in Charge - - -7 C-— ■ 
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UN eD STATUS DEPARTMENT OF . ,STICE 

In Rcplv, Please Refer to 

File No. BU IOO-IO667O 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

New York, New York 
March 19, 1964 

Re: Martin Luther King 

The "New York World Telegram and The Sun" on 
March 10, 1964, contains an article captioned "Negro 
Leader to Address UFT." According to this article. 
Reverend Martin Luther King will be the principal speaker 
at the annual spring luncheon conference of the United 
Federation of Teachers, Saturday in the Hotel Americana, 
It was stated that about 2500 persons are expected to 
attend the luncheon, at which King will receive the annual 
John Dewey Award. 

The "New York Post" of March I0y 1964, contains an 
article captioned "John Dewey Award Will Go to Martin Luther 
King." According to the article, Martin Luther King will 
receive this year's John Dewey Award at the annual luncheon 
conference of the United Federation of Teachers, Local 2, to 
be held March 14, at the Americana Hotel. The theme of the 
conference, according to the article. Is "Educational Count¬ 
down, New Directions for Teacher Action." 

This document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are 
not to be distributed outside your 
agency. 

❖ 

\ 
ALL INFORMATION C^-TMNED. 
HEREIN IS ^ 
^ATElHf ^-lY 

fco7b 



Re: Martin Luther King 

According to a representative of the 
United Federation of Teachers (UFT), 
the UFT presents the John Dewey 
Award annually to an outstanding 
personality who has made a substantial 
contribution in education and humanity. 
The award is given in honor of John 
Dewey who was a prominent New York 
educator. 

-2- 



4-17-63) 

Callahan _ 

Car-oJ _ 

f^y 
DECODED COPY 

FT- •• '□AIRGiiAM a CADLEGKAf/i oa RADIO □ TELETYPE ^ 

i 
b7 
Is 7 

URGENT 3-18-64 

TO'' DIRECTOR nLL 

.INFO ATLANTA 

FROM CLEVELAND 182 135^"’^ 

RACIAL SITUATION, CANTON, OHIO 

ADVISED HE BECAME ACQUAINTED WITH 

ABOUT TWO MONTHS AGO AT ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING. OUR 

FILES I ND I CATE^UP HAS PREVIOUSLY UNDERGONE TREATMENT FOR 

ALCOHOL I SM. Jjj^J^ATED ON ONE OCCASION ASKED HIM IF 

HE KNEW WHERE HE COULD GET A SNIPER'S RIFLE.. WHEN ASKED WHY 

HE WANTED SUCH A WEAPON M REPLIED THAT IF HE THOU^T IT 

WOULD PREVENT INTEGRATION HE WOULD KILL MARTIN LUTHER KING. 

HE ALSO TOLD^U' THAT HE KEPT A 45 AUTOMATIC AND 100 ROUNDS 

OF AMMUNITION IN HIS CAR. REPORTED THAT HAD NOT 

BEEN DRINKING WHEN HE MADE ABOVE STATEMENTS. 

INVESTIGATION CANTON REFLECTS HAS M0VED FR0M HIS 

ROOM IN CANTON AND REPORTEDLY STATED HE WAS GOING TO AKRON OR 

CLEVELAND. HE LEFT NO FORWARDING ADDRESS. 

ABOVE INFORMATION FURNISHED CANTON POLICE DEPARTMENT AND 

STARK COUNTY SHERIFFS OFFICE. PHOTOGRAPH OF^^V, PHYSICAL 

DESCRIPTION AND DESCRIPTION OF| 
/ 

kSTATI ON WAGON HE 

RECENTLY PURCHASED ALSO BEING FURNI.SHED LOCAL AUTHOR IT IE 
j /£ '/ 7 -V- /■' / ' ‘ r'> /> t. *\ /• L>0 *V\ F 

/AKRON ANQ CLEVELAND. LjM FOLLOWS._ 

RECEIVED: 6:25 PM JD 

F . !r 4*' 

' HOT 

143 MAR 251364 I * ' r X' N 

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it it suitably 
paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau's cryptographic systems. 
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A: i. 1 *\f r 0* M: m 0 ^ CO • v! .' 

Mr. W. C. Sullivan 

Mr F J. Ran 

rJ -; 

&*?!> 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
NEGRO QUESTION 
CO'uIUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL HATTERS 
INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST 

3/20/64 

1 - &r. Balmont 

1 - Mr. Sullivan 
X - K. . McGowan 
1 - Mr. Bland 
1 - Mr. Baumgardner 
X » Mr. .Forsyth 

b 7(S’) 

The 3/9/64 issue of "The Nation" contains an article on 
pages 230-234 entitled "The Hammer of Civil Rights” by Martin Luther 
King, Jr. "The Nation," of course, Is the infamous magazine which has 
a long record of being anti-Bureau and frequently in favor of communists < 
and communist causes. 

The article Is generally a summary of King** views on recent 
developments in the civil rights movement and attempts at directing 
the reader to further action necessary. Neither the Director nor the 
Bureau are mentioned. However, near the end of the article certain 
statements appear which may be significant if only by reason of the 
fact that the Bureau is not mentioned. 

King claims that there is genuinely a new South but that it 
cannot surface without the shelter of Federal power and order. He 
claims that the dignity of the Federal Govarnment would be enhanced 
if it arrayed a trained force of Federal marshals. He notes that the 
country abounds in specialists in law enforcement and suggests that 
the Administration summon to the White House a conference of experts 
to deliberate with the highest officials of Government, Participants 
should include the President and the National Security Council. He 
suggests as among other participants, beads of the Treasury law- 
enforcement agencies and In connection with this suggestion states 
that there Is a need to know what is going on In conspiratorial racist 
circles. He claims that many of the shocking bombings might have been 
avoided If such knowledge had been available. 

He Is led to the suggestion of Treasury agencies because the 
Bureau of Narcotics Is extensively experienced In effectively working 
within secret groups and points out that the alcohol-tax unit of 
Internal Revenue is probably more familiar with the rural South than 
is any other agency "because for years it has been tracking down 
•moonshiners.*" , 

100-3-116 
1 - 100-106670 (Martin Luther King, Jr.) 

Nation") 
■f£CA: h£C0? >».: 

** APR % 1964 
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Keaorandum to Hr. W. C. Sullivan 
RE: COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 

NLGEO QUESTION 
COLONIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS 

100-3-116 

OBSERVATIONS: 

Considering the fact that the Bureau has prise responsibility 
in the field of Federal law enforcement relating to civil rights laws 
and that it is well known that the Bureau has been conducting Investiga¬ 
tions relative to racist bombings, It Is most interesting to note that 
King did not mention the Bureau, It, of course, cannot be positively 
determined what he has in mind but this could be a backhanded way of 
viM Ug m a idp Rv Vue uuic&u 

trash put out by The Nation" he would, of course, attach appropriate 
significance to King4* article. 

RECOrJXNDATION: 

For information only. 



RE: 

Unrecorded 
under court 
Smith, Jr., 

( J it 

BERNARD S. LEE V. CLARENCE H. KELTEY, FT AL 
(U-S.D.C, D.C.) CIVIL ACTION NUMBER 76-1185 

J;SADKIlsi:XP COWFKR^tlCK (SCLC) 
V. LL/uviii'jCh h. LLLLEY. ET AL (U.S DC n r \ ' 
CIVIL ACTION KUi-OES 76-1186 " 'C,;> 

seria! dated pulled from this file 
order of U.S. District Judge John Lewis 
and sent to National Archives. 
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<-312 <R»v. 1-19-62) 

Date of Mail _ ^ 

Has been removed and placed in the Special File Room of Records Branch. 

See File 66-2554*7530 for authority- 

Sff ne*T 

IE HAIL •fill":-., -v~? ' 't'-" 

... 65 mT Ibpi Removed By 

File Number 'M zlAL - 

Permanent Serial Charge Out 
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( 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

FOIPA DELETEO PAGE INFORMATION SHEET 

xxxxxx 
xxxxxx 
xxxxxx 

__ Page(s) Vb itijhold entirely at this location in the file. One or more of the following statements, where 

indicated, explain tins deletion. 

D Deleted under exemption's)_ 

material available for release to you. 

with no segregate 

LJ Information pertained only to a third party with no reference to you or the subject of your request. 

□ Information pertained onh to a third part\. Your name is listed in the title only. 

I ] Documents) originating with the following government agoncy(ies)_ 

____ was/were forwarded to them for direct response to you. 

Pagets) referred for consultation to the following government agencv(ies>; _ 

_as the information originated with them. You will 

be advised of availabihn upon return of the material to the FBI. 

Page's) withheld for the following reason's' 

§£ For your information: ^ _<6tfW& process si^/c/ 
u>/lL k c ^SeAri. A tsl _ 

The follow mg num!>er i • U> LR' U>L'L 

XXXXXX 
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£»AC, Hew York (100-1C1548) 

' I I ' J'- / 'A 

Director, TZI (IGG-S-UG) — 

1 - Mr. Forsythe 
1 - Mr. Floyd 
1 - Mr. Rosack 

h */Cc) 
Krch 10, 19C4 

7- " 

COMiJUKIST PARTY, USA 
KT3I.0 CITSTIC” 
COK-UUKIST IKFU/EHCK 
IHTEFJ1AL SECURITY - 

IH RACIAL NATTERS 
C 

1*3% 
Eeuralrtel March 13, 19C4, copies to Atlanta, 

which enclosed a letterhead mosaoranduc. (Lir:) of sasvo date 
containing Information obtained fromA n 7 , 
March 11, 1964. h&b7(0) 

Information Is reported from discussions had 
among principal individuals involved in captioned matter 
concerning the hiring of Bayard kustln by the Southern 
Christian Leadership Conference (SCUT) as its northern 
Coordinator with headquarters in Hew York City. Information 
is also revealed concerning the moving of the duties with 
the £CLC on the part of Wyatt Walker who is destined to go 
from Atlanta to Mew York City to there bead up the SCLC 
office. Zt appears from the information reported that there 
may be developing, or at least there is considerable 
potential for development, certain animosities between 
Walker and Kustln. A principal "bone of contention" might 
well be as to who will have authority over whom in the 
SCLC setup In the Worth, particularly in Hew York City. 

The situation described In the referenced I£M 
might well develop to a point where it will be a weak f 
link, potential for Bureau exploitation in neutralizing 
the influence of Martin Luther Ming because of the communist 
connections and associations he has. Beceiving offices are 
instructed to watch this situation very carefully and attempt 
to develop additional Information, commensurate with full 
security, relative to our continuing investigation, which 
would indicate some possible counterintelligence move 
on the part of the Bureau. Keep the Bureau promptly 

' advised of all developments. 

Any appropriate observations and/or recommendations 
from receiving offices are welcomed by the Bureau* 

~ W- Atlanta (100-6520) p,ffV 1r r|ii 

But lie 100-106670 - ’* 
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SUBJECT: CP, USA *// # 
NEGRO QUESTION \ 
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERStS nf,T/Or^nt 
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, . Enclosed herewith for the'Bureau are 7 copies of 
/V^ an LHM dated 3/I3 /64, and one copy is enclosed for Atlanta. 
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This LHM has been classified "Secret", because 
it contains information This source i/2 a 
has furnished highly sensitive information with respect bL ^ 
to the racial situation in the NY area and the Communist 
infiltration thereof, and it is felt that this classification 
is necessary in order not to Jeopardize the valuable position 
of the informant in furnishing information of this nature. 
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UNITED STATES YJEPAHTMENT OF JUSTICE 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

FUe Ao. 
Bureau 100-3-115 

FKDKKAL Ill'll EAU OF INVESTIGATION 
New York, New York 

March 13S4*5- * EXT* B' 
rnwci^itiai BEAS0N - ii 

OF REVIEW 

Cotni st Party, United States 
of America 
Negro Question 
Communist Influence In 
Racial Matters 
Internal Security - C 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
EXCEPT WHERE SHOWN " 
OTHERWISE 

On March 11, 1964, a confidential source, who 
has furnished reliable information in the past, furnished 
information which indicated that Stanley Levison contacted 
Clarence Jones on that date. Levison stated that he had 
spoken to Martin (Martin Luther King) in regard to Bayard 
(Rustin), and he mentioned that a conclusion had been 
reached. Jones asked Levison if King had told him about 
Wyatt (Walker, who is Executive Director of the Southern 
Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) ), and Levison 
indicated that he and King had discussed this at great 
length. In regard to this, Jones mentioned that Walker 
had Informed him that he (Walker) is going to be Director 
of the New York Office (of the SCLC). Jones also mentioned 
that Walker is concerned that he could not be director 
if Rustin Is to be the Northern Coordinator (of the SCLC). 
According to Jones, Walker claimed that this is the reason 
that the decision to hire Rustin is to be vetoed, Levison 
also stated that he agreed with King that it is not wise 
to take Rustin on now with a filibuster (on the Civil Rights 
Bill in the Senate, apparently in the offing), but he said 
there is no question that he should be hired after the 
filibuster, Levison said that he made the point with King 
that Rustin should be paid at once, inasmuch as it would 
not be right to have him committed to the Job and expect 
him to fend for himself for a period of perhaps two months. 
He stated that King agreed with his position. Levison said 
that he made this point, not only because he felt that 
was proper, but also because he _yg.nted it pinned down 

,s ‘ 

_ 
from automat I' 

and ' 

' v1' ' 
This document contains neither recommendations nor cdrwStusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and Its contents afe npt to be distributed 

outside your agency. CONFl! 
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Communist Party, United States 
of America, Negro Question, 
Communist Influence in 
Racial Matters 

Levison stated that he "violently objected to the 
Wyatt thing" (Walker^ opposition to Hustin), but he mentioned 
that he could see that Rustin and Walker would be unable to 
get along. Levison remarked that King is not anxious to 
have Walker as an enemy and dees not want Walker to leave 
(the SCLC) under circumstances where he would be hostile. 
According to Levison, King said that "Wyatt and Bayard will 
be subject to the same committee", and Levison stated that 
he told King that under those circumstances they could 
suffer along with Wyatt. O’ones remarked that Walker wanted 
to make It clear that Rustin would be responsible to him 
(Walker), and this prompted Levison to reply that was not 
right that both would be responsible to "the committee." 9 
Continuing, Levison said if Walker leaves the SCLC, he 
(Levison) would not hesitate to tell Walker where he stands. 
Levison also said that he does not agree with King on "the 
hostile thing," and he added that he is afraid that Walker 
will stay with the SCLC to its detriment 

Levison stated that King wanted Jones and himself 
to see Rustin in order to explain the delay and when he can 
plan to start. Levison mentioned that he feels Rustin has 
much to do in the next 60 days in the way of preparation 
with which he can busy himself. Levison advised that Rustin 
should be paid inasmuch as he will be setting up an office 
and working out procedures, and 
has to come to public attention 

Levison told Jones that they would have to talk 
about some observations of things that exist there (in 
Atlanta). Jones indicated that he would try to arrange an 
appointment to see Rustin tomorrow, and Levison replied that 
would be all right with him.ji- 

he added that none of this 

<P 
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Communist Party, United States 
of America, Negro Question, 
Communist Influence in 
Racial Matters 

the Communist Party, United States of 
America (CP,USA).® 

Clarence Jones 1b the General Counsel for 
the Gandhi Society for Human Rights, 15 
East 40th Street, New York City. 

The LYL has been designated pursuant to 
Executive Order 10450. 

The "New York Herald Tribune" issue of 
August 14, 1963> page 7, column 1, 
contains an article captioned "Thurmond 
Assails A Leader of March," The article 
stated that, in answer to charges by 
Senator Strom Thurmond, Bayard Rustin 
admitted joining the Young Communist 
League (YCL) in 1936. Rustin also 
reportedly stated that he broke completely 
with the YCL in June, 19^1. 

The YCL has been designated pursuant 
to Executive Order 10450. 



Communist Party, United States 
of America, Negro Question 
Communist Influence In Racial Matters 

The "Daily Worker", issue of 
February 25, 1957, page 1, column 1, 
contained an article which stated 
that Bayard Rustin, Executive 
Secretary, War Resisters League, 
was one of eight non-communist 
observers at the Communist Party 
National Convention In 1957. 

The "Daily Worker" was an East 
Coast Communist newspaper which 
suspended publication on January 13, 
1958. 



RE: BERNARD S. LEE V. CLARENCE M. KELLEY, ET AL. 
- (UJi.D.'C, D.C.) CIVIL ACTION NUMBER 76-1185 

SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE (SCLC) 
V. CLARENCE M. KELLEY, ET AL (U.S.D.C., D.C.) 
CIVIL ACTION NUMBER 76-1186 

Unrecorded serial dated pulled from this file 
under court order of U.S. District Judse John Lewis 
Smith, Jr., and sent to National Archives. 
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RE: BERNARD S. LEE V. CLARENCE H. KE1J.EY, ET AL. 
- (UwS.D.'C, D.C.) CIVIL ACTION NUMBER 76-1185 

SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE (SCLC) 
V. CLARENCE M. KF.LLEY, ET AL (U.S.D.C., D.C.) 
CIVIL ACTION NUiSER 76-1186 

Unrecorded serial dated 3//*) 4 pulled from this file 
under court order of U.S. District Judse John Lewis 
Smith, Jr., and sent to National Archives. 
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NY XOO-151548 

Enclosed herewith for'the Bureau are seven 
copies of a letterhead memorandum, dated 3/48/64, and 
one copy Is enclosed for Atlanta. 

This letterhead memorandum ha3 been classified 
11 Secret" because it contains Information from NY 4092-S*. 
This source has furnished highly sensitive information - 
with respect to the racial situation in the NY area and the 
Communist infiltration thereof, and it is felt that 
this classification is necessary in order not to 
Jeopardize the valuable position of the informant in 
furnishing information of this nature. 

1 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OP JUSTIC! 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
New York, New York 
March 18, 1964 

>* ^Bureau 100-^1^6^ 

CLASS. A E7T. Byc 
REASON - FCIM n, 1 
DATE OF REVIEW 

Communist Party. United States 
of America (CP, USA) 
Negro Question, Communist 
Influence in Racial Matters 

t 

I 
* v v 
-Ai* 
tO:? 

^ ^vtwho 

so 

On March 16, 1964, a confidential source, 
has furnished reliable information in the past, 

furnished information which indicated that Stanley 
Levison contacted Clarence Jones on that date. 
Levison stated that he had been to the office of 
Rodman Rockefeller (who is a son of Governor Nelson 

- •^Rockefeller). Jones asked Levison how Martin Luther 
.= : King had made out at the luncheon, and Levison 

v replied that (Rodman) Rockefeller did not say. In 
cvjSp n regard to the luncheon for Martin Luther King, Jones 

^mentioned that the money (which had been raised) 
N was divided in half between King and the Urban League. 

~u'll Jones stated that the Southern Christian Leadership 
~ ~ Conference (SCLC) was apparently assuming some of the 
~ responsibility for raising money for the three bombed 
- Slj out churches .(in Georgia). Levison stated that he was 

r 
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CP, USA Negro Question 
Communist Influence in Racial Matters 

opposed to the SCLC giving money to there churches. 
Jones remarked that the sum raised at the luncheon 
could come to as much as $25,000 and that this 
money would be given to these churches. Levison 
commented that this would be a bad situation in that 
no one would even know that the money came from 
the SCLC. '•fF 

Levison remarked that the SCLC needs a 
good executive director, and he stated that he 
thought C. T. Vivian would be excellent in this 
position. Levison stated that it would be better 
to have C. T. Vivian (Director of Affiliates for 
the SCLC) in this position rather than an outsider 
who isx not acquainted with the dealings of the 
SCLC^to* 

Levison told Jones that he would have to 
call Ruth (Bailey, an employee of the SCLC) to tell 
her that she is through as of the 15th. Jones 
said that he would take care of this and would also 
send a*letter to Ralph (Abernathy, Treasurer of the 
SCLC) to advise him accordingly. Levison asked 
Jones if Adele (Kanter, an employee of the SCLC) 
could be given space in the Gandhi Society office, 
15 East ^Oth Street, New York City, and Jones replied 
that she could have space there and indicated that it 
could be permanent Mflr 

Jones mentioned to Levison that he had heard 
that Bayard Rustin had received an $11,000 grant from 
the Urban League. Jones said he was not sure of the 
exact nature of the grant, but he said it had something 
to do with civil rights and poverty. 

\ 
^SECRET 
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CP, USA Negro Question 
Communist Influence in Racial Matters 

0SORS7F 

Levison said that he was certain that Tom I Kahn, whom he described as a young Socialist who v;as 
living with Rustin, had put ideas in Rustin's head 
and Levison suggested that this could be the reason 
that Rustin could not work with "us". Both Levison 
and Jones agreed that Rustin is being arrogant by 
his action of not contacting them. Levison stated 
that Rustin has a grievance against King and him 
(Levison) because he feels that they let him down. 
Jones said that he could not even.locate Rustin's 
working place, but he said that he thought Rustin 
v/as using an office with Norm Hill at the Congress 
of Racial Equality (CORE). Jones stated that Rustin 
has not used Cleveland Robinson's office since the 
March on Albany.®^ 

Jones mentioned that there is a possibility 
that Martin Luther King may be in New York on Thursday 
or Friday 

cp, usa<^; 

Clarence Jones is the General Counsel 
for the Gandhi Soviety For Human 
Rights, 15 East 40th Street, New York 
City. 

-3- 8SCKE? 
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The LYL has been designated pursuant 
to Executive Order 10450, 

The "New York Herald Tribune" issue 
of August 14, 1963, page 7, column 1, 
contains an article captioned "Thurmond 
Assails A Leader of March", The article 
stated that, in answer to charges by 
Senator Strom Thurmond, Bayard Rustin 
admitted joining the Young Communist 
League (YCL) in 1936. Rustin also 
reportedly stated that he broke completely 
with the YCL in June, 1941. 

The YCL has been designated pursuant 
to Executive Order 10450. 

The "Daily Worker", issue of 
February 25, 1957j page 1, column 1, 
contained an article which stated 
that Bayard Rustin, Executive 
Secretary, War Resisters League, 
was one of eight non-Communist 
observers at the Communist Party 

t National Convention in 1957* 

-4- 



CP, USA Negro Question 
Communist Influence in Racial Matters 

The "Daily Worker" vjas an east 
coast Communist newspaper which 
suspended publication on January 13# 
1958. 

that Thomas 
ahn admitted being a member of 

the Young Socialist League (YSL) 
from 1955 to 1957, and a member of the 
Young Peoplefs Socialist League (YPSL) 
from 1957 to 1961, and a member of the 
National Executive Committee of the 
YPSL during this same period. 

On February 29> 1964, Martin Luther 
King spoke at a luncheon meeting given 
by the Urban League of Westchester, 
New York. It was held at the Rockefeller 
Estate at Pocontico Hills, Westchester, 
New York. The luncheon was part of a 
fund raising campaign, and Rodman 
Rockefeller was the luncheon host. 

The March on Albany, New York took 
place on March 10, 1964, and was 
a demonstration for civil rights 
legislation. 

Cleveland Robinson is Secretary- 
Treasurer of District 65, Retail, Whole¬ 
sale, and Department Store Workers 
Unions,American Federation of Labor - 
Congress of Industrial Organizations 
(AFL-CIO). 

SSSfiET 



YOUNG socialist league (ysl) 

The March 1, 1954 issue of the "Young Socialist 
Challenge", published as page three of "Labor Action'1, 
an official publication of the Independent Socialist * 
League (ISL), contained an article concerning the 
creation of the YSL, which pointed out that at a unity 
conference occurring February 12-14, 1954, at Labor Action 
Hall, New York, New York, a merger occurred between the 
Young People's Socialist League (YPSL) and the Socialist 
Youth League (SYL). The new organization was named the 
YSL. •: 

A confidential informant on June 15, 1954, made 
available the minutes of the YSL's National Action Committee 
meeting of April 13, 1954, which reflected that one S. 
Siteman, "Chairman of SP (Socialist Party) Youth Committee% 
had objected to a statement appearing in "Commerce", a 
Nevr York University journal, which indicated that the YPSL 
merged vjith the SYL to form the YSL. He explained that 
the YPSL did not merge with anyone, that it continued to 
exist as the youth section of the Socialist Party. He 
explained that a small group of the YPSL was dropped, 
expelled, or suspended from that organization and joined 
the SYL, which he characterized as the youth group of the 
"Trotskyite ISL". He explained that after these fev; former 
members of the YPSL Joined the SYL, the SYL then proceeded 
to change its name for its own purposes. 

On April 9, 1956, another confidential informant 
asvised as follows: 

The YSL has frequently worked In close sympathetic 
cooperation with the ISL toward similar objectives, although 
each major issue given mutual consideration is decided upon 

s&Sm? 
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SECRET 

YOUNG SOCIALIST LEAGUE (YSL) CONTJI) 

by these organizations individually. The YSL serves as an 
apprenticeship for the ISL, but- ISL selection of members from 
YSL rank^Is made on an individual and personal basis. 
In many instances YSL members are also members of the ISL. 
The YSL and ISL utilize the same printing house in New 
York City and the YSL publication is printed as an Insert 
in ’’Labor Action". Frequently, lecturers before the YSL 
are ISL members. 

The September 22, 1958 issue of "Young 
Socialist Challenge", which appeared as page five of 
"Labor Action", contained an undated statement from 
the National Action Committee of the YSL which indicated 
that the YSL had been dissolved. The statement appeared 
under the caption "Join the Young Peoples Socialist League". 

The YPSL is publicly Jcnown as the youth 
affiliate of the Socialist Party-Social Democratic 
Federation. 

All sources have furnished reliable information 
In the. past* 

-7- secK^r 
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-116) 

SAC, NEW YORK (100-151548) 

SUBJECT: CP, USA “ WUL'“- fii 
NEGRO QUESTION 
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS 
IS-C 
(00: NEW YORK) 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 8 copies 
of a LHM dated 3/18/64, and one copy is enclosed for Atlanta. 

Source used in the LHM ie 

ources used in the characterizations are as 
follows: 

6- Bureau (Ends. 8) (RM) 
y (1- 100-438794) (COMINFIL SCLC) 

(1- 100-3-104-34) (CPUSA, COUNTERINTELLIGENCE 
PROGRAM) 

(1- 100-106670) (MARTIN LUTHER KING) 
1- Atlanta (100-5586) (MARTIN LUTHER KINO) Encl.l) (INFO) (RM) 
1- New York (100-129802) (CP, USA, COUNTERINTELLIGENCE 

PROGRAM) (4l4) , 
1- New York (100-149194) (COMINFIL SCLC) (4l4' 
1- New York (100-73250) (CLARENCE JONES) (fel4> 
1- New York {IOO-I36585) (MARTIN LUTHER KING) (4l4) 
1- New York (100-UII80) (STANLEY LEVISON) (4l4) 
1- New York (100-467291 (BAYARD RUSTIN) .(4l4J _ 
1- New York (100-151548) (4l4) //rj\, / OC /- / O'_ 

JCS:mvl 
(15) 

3-467291 (BAYARD RUSTIN) (4l4J 
3-151548) (414) /,Q /Ol 7r 7 

% / 
CONFlpaflAL 17A w* 1 1964 
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who eras recently hired by the SCLC; 

furnished Information kPO K7(dJ 
that ADEL& canton contacted CLARENCE JONES on that date.. 
During the course of their discussion she mentioned to 
JONES that she Is a relative of GLORIA CANTOR who Is JONES1 
girlfriend. 

•■■■■■■IVfurnished Information that b fc) 
JONES stated an that date that-ADELE KANTER Is not related Ul(t>) 
to GLORIA CANTOR and spells her name differently. He stated 
that ADELE lives at 303 W. 66th St., NYC. 

The current Manhattan Telephone Directory contains 
a listing for ADELE KANTER, 303 U. 66th St., NYC, EN 2-8206. 

( 

I 
i 

Indices of the NYO contain no Information 
Identifiable with ADELE KANTER. 

Recor_ 
made avallabl^^^HHHHB^^^^^HE^TlC 
on 3A2/64, reflect that Miss ADELE KANTER, as of June,T^t 
resided at 303 W, 66th St., NYC, and prior to that she resided 
at 127 V/. 96th St. , NYC. As of June, i960, she was employed 
by Fair Fax, Inc., 270 Madison Ave., as production manager 
and had been employed there since 1948. She was described 
as being single and as of November, 1952, was said to be 
in her late 30* s. 

bib) 1 
fcicoy 

This HIM has been classified “Secret”, because L^ \ 
it contains information fromflflBIMV. This source has 
furnished highly sensitive inforaation with respect to thefc“7^y I 
racial situation in the NY area and Communist infiltration i 

thereof, and it is felt that this classification is necessary I 
in order not to Jeopardize the valuable position of the I 
informant in furnishing irf ormation of this nature. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply , Please Refer to 
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let Party, United States of America 

Communist Influence in Racial Matters 
Internal Security - C 

A confidential source, who has furnished reliahfe 
information in the past, advised on March 13, 1964, that 
Stanley Levison conferred with Clarence Jones on that 
date. They took the opportunity to discuss the administra¬ 
tion of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) 
Office. In this regard Levison said Ruth (Bailey, an employee 
of the New York Office of the SCLC) should not be compensated 
subsequent to March 15* 1964. Jones agreed, adding that . * 
this ties in with the reorganization of the SCLC OfficeJQfP 

During their conference, Levison remarked that 
Ralph (Rev. Abernathy, Treasurer of the SCLC) has to be 
instructed to pay Adele’s (Kanter, employee of the New York 
Office of the SCLC) salary retroactive to the date she went 
to work and weekly thereafter. They agreed that Jones should 
send a letter to Ralph (Abernathy) instructing him not to 
honor any bills of the New York SCLC Office after March 15, 
1964, except for the rent of the office 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
It is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
and is loaned to your agency; It and its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your agency. 

tnrur__ 
from arStomattc 

Ihg-and 



Communist Party, United States of America 
Negro Question 
Communist Influence In Racial Matters 

On March 14, 1964, a confidential source, who 
has furnished reliable information in the past, furnished 
information which indicated that Clarence Jones contacted 
Cleveland Robinson on that date. Jones mentioned that 
after the meeting held at Charlotte, North Carolina, Martin 
Luther King had a meeting with Bayard Rustin and the possi¬ 
bility of Rustin's joining the Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference (SCLC) staff was discussed. Jones said there 
was to be further discussion in regard to this by March 15* 
but Jones stated that Rustin has only contacted him once 
since that time and now does not seem to be interested. 
Jones stated that he feels the reason that Rustin is no 
longer Interested Is because he wants to be directly 
responsible to King and no one else, and Jones stated that 

-thedecision had been made that Rustin would be responsible 
to an informal committee consisting of Cleveland Robinson, 
George Lavjrence, Stanley Levi son, and himself (Clarence 
Jones). Jones stated that Rustin wanted to be the Northern 
Representative of Martin Luther King, and Jones remarked 
that he and King decided that this was not a good idea. 

Jones told Robinson that he understands Rustin 
has been going from one organization to another trying to 
see where he could get the best position. Robinson remarked 
that Rustin told him that he had been offered jobs by the 
Urban League and the National Association for the Advancement 
of Colored People (NAACP). Continuing, Robinson said that 
Rustin made the comment that he was not interested in working 
for anyone including the SCLC and what he wanted was some 
type of Independent position s<y£ up under A. Philip Randolph 
where he could operate in a froe-dance 

-2- 
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Communist Party, United States of Kmerica 
Negro Question 
Communist Influence in Racial Matters 

According to Robinson, Rustin absolutely refused 
to take instructions, and as examples of this Robinson 
cited the boycott (of New York City Public Schools), the 
March on Washington, and the March on Albany. Robinson 
stated that Rustin is completely unsatisfactory and completely 
unreliable. According to Rdbinson, Rustin sent a telegram 
to Syracuse University where hi was to give a speech to 
Inform them that he was ill and would not be able to appear 
but did attend a party at the Soviet Mission (to the United 
Nations) on that same evening* Robinson stated that because 
of this and the other things which he mentioned he would not 
recommend Rustin for "dogcatcher". Robinson hotfther advised 
that if King discussed Rustin with him he would have to 
advise against hiring Rustin In any capacity. 

Jones told Robinson that Wyatt Walker (Executive 
director of the SCLC) would no longer be associated with 
the SCLC after June 1, 1964, and that he is taking a 
Job with a book company in Nev/ York. Jones said that he 
would like King to talk to Bobinson and Jones agreed that 
they must find someone in the North to be an effective ’ 
coordinator in the North for Martin Luther King. 

On March 14, 1964, the same confidential source 
furnished information that Clarence Jones contacted Stanley 
Levison in that date. Jones mentioned that hehad a discussion 
with Cleveland Robinson, and he stated that he had been 
unable to contact Rustin. Jones remarked that it appears 
as though Rustin Is not interested in a Job with SCLC or 
anyone else if he cannot have a free hand. Jones mentioned 
that he thinks Rustin will go to work for the gongress 

-3- 
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Communist Party, United States of America 
Negro Question 
Communist Influence in Racial Matters 

Racial Equality (CORE) or Phil Randolph. Levison 
indicated that would be all right, Levison stated that 
he thinks he and Jones should get together and talk about 
other problems such as an executive director in Atlanta 
to take Wyatt Walker's place and how the SCLC should 
function in New York on this basis. Levison said he is 
inclined to think, at this point, it would be better not 
to hire Rustin because it would be like buying a lot of 
trouble and that Rustin's assets only outweighed his 
liabilities if he would submit to disciplined^ 

On March 14, 1964, the same confidential source 
furnished information which Indicated that Bernard Lee 
(an assistant to Martin Luther King) contacted Clarence 
Jones on that date. Lee advised that Martin Luther King 
was presently at th& Americana Hotel, Lee stated that 
he had been instructed to contact Jones to determine what 
stand King should bake concerning the Triboro Bridge incident \ 
and the Monday Boycott. Jones stated that King Bhould take 
a middle of the road approach stating that it might?be 
necessary for Negroes to take such steps in order to awaken 
a seemingly complacent group of city officials, Jlones 
suggested that King really blast the Parent and Taxpayers 
Association as being the counterpart to the White Citizens 
Council in the South. Jones suggested that King contact 
Cleveland Robinson. 

The source advised on March 14, 1964, that 
Stanley Levison conferred with Clarence Jones on that date. 
Their conversation was in regard to a recent discussion they ^ 
had had with Bayard (Rustin). Levison said Bayard's conduct Jp 



Communist "‘arty, United States of America 
Negro Question 
Communist Influence in Racial Matters 

at the time had brought out the Bayard that he did not 
like. He said Bayard had agreed earlier with them, but 
subsequently contended thfet he had agreed to something 
quite different. Levison said he was trying to get 
something better by this action 

Jones said that as a consequence of Bayard*s 
action, the absence of a director In Atlanta Was far 
more devastating. Levison agreed, but added that New 
York (SCLC) does not need anyone other thbn A dele Kantar 
(employee of SCLC In New York)g| 

The "New York Post" of March 10, 1964, 
contains an article captioned "John 
Dewey Award Will Go To Martin Luther 
King". It was stated in the article 
that Reverend Martin Luther King' 
will receive thi3 year's John Dewey . 
Award at the annual luncheon conference 
of the United Federation of Teachers, 
Local 2, to be held March 14, at the 
Americana Hotel. 

=5- 
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Communist Party, United States of America 
Negro Question 
Communist Influence In Racial Matters 

Clarence Jones is the General Counsel 
for the Gandhi Society for Human Right, 
15 East 40th Street, New York City. 

The LYL has been designated pursuant to 
Executive Order 10^50. 

The "New York Herald Tribute" issue 
of August 14, 1963, page 7> column 1, 
contains an article captioned "Thurmond 
Assails A Leader of March". The article 
stated that. In answer to charges by 
Senator Strom Thurmond, Bayard Rustin 
admitted joining the Young Communist 
League fYCL) in 1936. Rustin also 
reportedly stated that he broke completely 
with the YCL in June, igXl*. 

The YCL has been designated pursuant 
to Executive Order 10450. 

-6- 



Communist Party, United States of America 
Negro Question 
Communist Influence in Racial Matters 

The "Daily Worker", issue of 
February 25, 1957# page 1, column 1* 
contained an article which stated 
that Bayard Rustin. Executive 
Secretary, War Resisters League, 
was one of eight non-communist 
observers at the Communist Party 
National Convention In 1957- 

The "Dally Worker" was an East 
Coast Communist newspaper which 
suspended publication on January 13# 
195&. 
with respect to the information 
concerning a meeting at Charlotte, 
North Carolina, it Is to be noted 
that on January 26, 1964, Bayard 
Rustin went to Black Mountain, North 
Carolina, to attend a "retreat conference" 
which was being held by Martin Luther 
King and the SCLC. 

On February 7# 1964, King'.add Rustin 
met at the Park Sheraton Hotel in New 
York City. 
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Communist Party, United States of America 
Negro Question 
Communist Influence in Racial Matters 

Cleveland Robinson Is Secretary 
Treasurer of District 65 of Retail, 
Wholesale and Department Store Workers 
Union, American Federation of Labor- 
Congress of Industrial Organizations 
(AFL-CIO). Robinson was chairman of 
the Administrative Committee of the 
March on Washington. 

A. Philip Randolph was the Director 
of the March on Washington and is a 
Vice-President of the AFL-CIO. 

George Lawrence is a Brooklyn, New 
York, minister, who has been active 
in the SCLC. 

i 
J 

The March on Washington, whiah 
took place on August 28, 1963j 
in Washington, DC, was a civil rights 
demonstration. 

The March on Albany, New York, took 
place on March 10, 19^4, and was a 
demonstration for civil rights legis¬ 
lation. 

-8- 
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Communist Party, United States of America 
Negro Question 
Communist Influence in Racial Matters 

The boycott of New York City Public 
Schools took place on February 3, 
19^4. The purpose of the boycott 
was to protest alleged racial Imbalance 
in New York City Public Schools. 
Another boycott of New York City Public 
Schools was to take place on March 16, 
1964. 

A demonstration sponsored by CORE took 
place on March 6, 1964, at the Triboro 
Bridge to protest housing conditions 
in East Harlem. 

The Parent Taxpayers Association is 
a group in New York City which is 
opposed to the bussing of school 
children out of the district'in 
order to effect integration. 

-9- 
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SAC, Atlanta (100-6520) March 18, 1664 

Director, MB 1 (100—o*—1-1&) 

C0SHUI1IST PATTY, USA 
MEGEO QUESTION 
coiaro;;i£i zetlctncz zs racial mattese 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

b7cc; 

Jteurlet 3A/t^, copies to Kew Tori, bearing the 
tboTt caption as v*U as •Martin Lather King, 4r.# fiM-C*" 

It was reported that a Mrs. Leonard Farber ef 
Kbit© Plains, See fork, had been is contact with the oliice 
of Martin Luther Ming, Jr., in Atlanta, Georgia, and that 
Mrs, Farber has a sister In Atlanta named Mies Florence 
Robins. Farther information is to the elfeet that 
Mrs. Farber plans to visit Atlanta to interview the wife 
and father of Martin Luther Ming, 4r(| in connection with 

a book she is writing about King, Jr. 

On the basis of the information furnished, both 

Mrs. Leonard Farber and her sister are not identifiable la 

Bufiles. 

Receiving offices should remain alert to informs* 
tion obtained concerning any further contacts of Farber with 
King and keep the Bureau apprised Of pertinent developments. 
Jt is assumed that the Atlanta Office indices are negative 
as to Florence Robins. If this not be the case, Atlanta 
should furnish any available information in ita files. 
Mew Fork should check its indices concerning the Farber 
woman and make pertinent information available to the Rireau, 

9 * Mew York (100*151548) 

r 

100-106670 (Martin Luther Ming, Jr.) 
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Date of Mail 

Has been removed and placed in the Special File Room of Records Branch. 

See File 66-2554-7530 for authority. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

FOIPA DELETED PAGE INFORMATION SHEET 

XXXXXX 
XXXXNX 
xxxxxx 

Page(s) withheld entirely at tins location in the file. One or more of the following statements, where 
indicated, explain tins deletion. 

HD Deleted under exemption's) ____with no segregable 
material available for release to you. 

HD Information pertained only to a third party with no reference to you or the subject of your request. 

HD Information pertained only to a third part\. Your name is listed in the title only. 

HD Document' s^ originating with the following government agoncyties' __ 
___. , was/were forwarded to them for direct response to you. 

Page(s) referred for consultation to the following government agency(ies); - 
_as the information originated with them. You will 

be advised of availability upon return of the material to the FBI. 

Page's) withheld for the following reason's': 

For y our information: A U_CCSS £~z/ 

Wi/J- Le, St/f t At/l //? ok^E.._ 

The following number i> to lx- used for reference regarding these pages: 

XXXXXX 
xxxxxx 
xxxxxx 

xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxx 
£ DELETED PAGE(S) £ 
$ SO DUPLICATION FEE £ 
X FOR THI> PAGE X 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
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the following in . 

CLASSIFIED AND ^ J>a,e' ,3^17/6,4, 
extentF!i ry . . !>/y J/krt]Jlk 

.•fTTrAttTTTT'frT (Type in pldin text or code) 
FCIf.'. n. 1-2.4.2  .•*.. .. 

A I K T E L OATl OF RlYiEW FOR-, , 

OECLASSlElCAtlON.... X 
ifO^t? 
_1_- 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-433447) 

SAg, CHICAGO (100-37438)(RUC) 

SUBJECT: NATIONAL COMMITTEE TO ABOLISH 
THE HOUSE UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES 
COMMITTEE (NCAHUAC) 

is-c cX'f's1' 

3/3/64. 
Rebulet dated 3/11/64 and Atlanta letter date] 

TO/>/ "• 
date#/ / 

A review of Chicago indices reflects no information 
identifiable with ALEX POINSET. 

Re Atlanta letter indicates MARTIN LUTHER KING'S 
secretary was in contact with POINSET, Chicago, telephone 
Calumet 5-1000, on 2/28/64. 

A check of Illinois Bell Telephone Company,ratioetc 
Chicago, reflects Calumet 5-1000 is listed to Johnson 
Publishing Company, 1800 South Michigan, Chicago. 

It is noted that Johnson Publishing Company publishes 
both "Ebony” and "Jet" magazines, both of which have carried 
numerous articles relating to the Civil tights issue and 
"freedom movement". 

It is further noted that MARTIN LUTHER KING was in 
Chicago on 12/18 - 19/63, and during that time"7 accorQing 

® - Bureau (RM) 
1 - Los Angeles (100-59609) (RM) 
1 - Atlanta (RM) . /Q (.£’/$ 

jr «aar 
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CG 100-37433 

to sources of the Chicago Office, was in contact with one 
ALVIN C. ADAMS of "Jet" magazine.(Chicago indices negative 
re'ADA MS)' 

Available information at Chicago, set forth above, 
would tend to indicate there is no connection between POINSET 
and the NCAIIUAC, but rather that contact between KING'S office 
and the Johnson Publishing Company relates to legitimate 
publishing activity on the civil rights issue. 

Chicago will remain alert for any information 
concerning the questionnaire mentioned in rebulet and will 
promptly furnish same to Bureau and interested offices. 

2 
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RE: BERNARD S. LEE V. CLARENCE M. KELLEY, ET AL. 
•• (U-S.D.'C, D.C.) CIVIL ACTION NUiiUER 7G-11S5 

SOUTHER” CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE (SCLC) 
V. CLARENCE M. KELLEY, ET AL (U.S.D.C., D.C.) 
CIVIL ACTION NU.J3ER 76-1186 

Unrecorded serial dated pulled from tliis file 
under court order of U.S. District Jud?,e John Levis 
Smith, Jr., and sent to National Archives. 

. / 



Unrecorded serial dated S//5M puiicd from t]lis file 
under court order of U.S. District Jud.^e John Lewis 
Smith, Jr., and sent to National Archives. 
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BERNARD S. LEE V 
(U.S.D.C, D.C.) 

CLARENCE M. KELLEY, ET AL. 
CIVIL ACTION NUMBER 76-11C5 

SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONEERENCE (SCLC) 
V. CLARENCE M. KELLEY, ET AL (U.S.D.C.,, D.C.) 
CIVIL ACT I OK NUMBER 76-1186 

Unrecorded 
under court 
Smith, Jr., 

serial dated 3*5 v'f pulled from this, 
order of U.S. District Judge John Levi 
and sent to national Archives. 
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March 13, 1964 

Director, FBI (»00-3~llG) 
- Hr, 
~ Mr. 
- Ur. 

Reddy 
Ryan 
Rosack 

coisnr^ST pA:rrv# VGA 
MlG*vO ^JlCi iJ'i 
cota.u;u&'f iMii-uatct ik racial matuu 
XkX£Uu\ij ghCUitXXY - C 

W 

<n. 
; v.M 

«8 

• Uj cvj uj 

Re!f5n©t 3/3/64, copy to Atlanta, captioned 
as above as well ao "ireot ^mwayu *.ei,, 

Internal Security - C." 

Ktic losed with re Jet was a letterhead eeisor&ftdaa 
contnininc pertinent information concerning the current 
Issue of *Treedoc»ways" for the first quarter ©f IVL4 which 
was a special issue devoted to ’"Xbe Southern froedoa Kove- 

MAt/ 

Rclet noted that the lsrie in question contained 
photographs of Individual® active in civil rights activities 
in the South and that two ©i these pictures are of a South¬ 
wide Conference ©f voter registration specialists in Atlanta, 
Georgia. Martin Luther King ie noted to he in these two 
pictures and according to relet tho wn sitting next to 
King la Buster Pitta O’Dell. Mew fork noted that the pictures 

are not dated. 

*v.$ As receiving offices are aware, one of the goals la 
the Bureau*© current investigation in captioned ratter tan been 

•\to secure evidence of a continuing association between King 

59 

csjujo 
cc i 

CO QC 
O O . UJ O U. r- - rr lu _u_ t/) 
tOZ-OW 1/5 z o — w 
00 uj -J < I— < J j- _| ^ UJ 0 <t UJ 

: o [u CC u. O Q 

.IMS O'Dell subsequent to Kin,'; having ostensibly separated 
O'Dell Iroa the Southern Christian iondcrehip Conference of 

wLicli King Is the President. It, therefore, would be very 
desirable to detersine when the pictures in question were 

taken for, if they are ef a date sines King’s outward dis¬ 
affiliation with O’Dell, tbe advantage accruing to the feirsau 

sould be obvioua. /dd-****?- 

Atlanta la Instructed to examine the photograph* 
in question and fro* a review of its files at leapt *> 

>V. determination as to tbe time the photographs were taken. la 
the event a copy of the issue of ‘TreedaowayB** involved is not 

available to Atlanta, it Should obtaiA^a. if ©ft kb4 Mew Fork 

<5 office. rnlki*» l i 
2 - Atlanta <100-6520) A . % mutti 23 1964 

I - 100-434819 (Freedomways Associates, Inc-J-, 
. X - 100*356916 (Hunter Fitts O’Dell) 

( ^ MAh 4 (12) 100*106670 (Martin UitherKing^Jr/l) 



*lt It la oeceaaary to aet out leads to any other 
officer in pursuit of thle setter, do 00 promptly. Result* 
of inquiries instructed above ebo’U" be received at tha 
Bureau within 15 days of date of Instant coaaainicatioa. 
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KeNYIet 3/3/64, . 
as above as well as "Treed 
Internal Security - C." 

r/_::al 

to A 
a As 

jo 7^) 
C 

captioned 
jes, Iuc., 

X 

Qh 

a- r: 
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< 

DeLoach . 

Col. _ 

-JL 

Enclosed with rolet was a ttorhead memorandum 
containing pertinent information co .niag the current 
issue of 'Treedomways" for the firs. arter of 1964 which 
was a special issue devoted to "The Southern Freedom Move¬ 
ment. " 

Eelet noted that the issue in question contained 
photographs of individuals active in civil rights activities 
in the South and that tv/o of these pictures are of a South¬ 
wide Conference of voter registration specialists in Atlanta, 
Georgia. Martin Luther King is noted to be in these two 
pictures and according to relet the can sitting next to 
King is Hunter Pitts O'Dell. New York ; oted that the pictures 
are not dated. 

* As receiving offices are aware, cue of the goals in 
- the Bureau's current investigation in captioned matter has been 

■£o secure evidence of a continuing association between King 
-and O'Dell subsequent to Ki-g uving ostensibly separated 
^O'Dell from the Southern Chris, an Leadership Conference of 
1which King is the President. Tv, therefore, would be very 
^desirable to determine when th„ pictures in question were 

taken for, if they are of a date since fling's outward dis- — 
_ affiliation with O'Dell, the advantage accruing to the Bureau ^ 

would be ob' ious. ^ 

Atlanta is instructed to exar ne the photographs 
in quest n and from a review of its iiies attempt a'* 

- deterniu:. .ion as to the time the photographs were taken. In 
- the event a copy of the issue of "Freedonways" involved ie not 

availablerto AtlantEi*it-should obtain one;from thv New Tork 

omc(f. " , ■' rj- 

jiA,- Atlanta (100-6520) . , • 
— A x v. 100-434S19 (Freedomways Associates, Inc.) 
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,If it Is necessary to set cut leacc to any otter 
offices in pursuit of this tetter, do eo promptly, results 
of inquiries instructed above should to received at the 
Bureau within 15 days of date of instant conxiuiiicatioa. 
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DIRECTOR, FBI 100-3-116) 
100-43^819) 

& 
./VE: 

3/3/64 

SAC, NEW YORK (100-151548) ,-''V c%?> 
(100-144l8^),-\/-> 

"CPUSA _- NEGRO QUESTION.^ ><• 
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN v<#' (k, 
RACIAL. MATTERS “ ^ ,<:>/)< 
is-c ~ /< / ■;■ 
(00: NY) 

FREEDOMWAYS ASSOCIATES, INC. '‘c^A,^ 
IS-C 
(00: NY) . .. 

M 

l€ ' 

* ^V‘ V' - '\*j 
Uji, 1 f 

...#H 

3«S There are enclosed for the Bureau 7 copies of a .■, ,/>£— 
“1° letterhead memorandum reflecting that’ the current issue of /Mfl 
/ "Freedomways” magazine, which is the first quarter of 1964 <1 ^ 
if issue,' is a special issue devoted to the southern freeaom i) ■'i 

movement. 

For the information of the Bureau, it is pointed 
out that there are photographs in this issue of persons ,rv|j f* < 
active in civil rights activities in the South. Two of 3^1': JD' 

V these pictures are of a Southwide conference of votdr ^ I h 
x\ reeistration specialists in Atlanta, Ga., showing.MARTIN aUIAJu!. 

ext to KING. 
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This letterhead memorandum is classified confidential 
because it contains information from the above sources, the 
unauthorized disclosure of which could be detrimental to the 
defense interests of the U.S. and result in the loss of sources 
of great value. 
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Communist Party, 
United States of America - 
Negro Question 
Communist Influence in 
Racial Matters; Internal Security -C 

Freedomways Associates, 
Incorporated Q 
Internal Security - C £? 

The current issue of "Freedomways", which is the 
first quarter of 1964 issue, is self-identified as being a 
special issue devoted to "The Southern Freedom Movement." 

A characterization of Freedomways 
Associates, Incorporated, is set 
forth on the attached appendix page. 

concern "developments on the southern battle fronts" and 
that they had promised their readers that this issue "would 
represent the most comprehensive coverage of the Freedom 
Movement in the South ever to appear in a single issue of an 
American magazine." 

Another editorial comments on the assassination 
of President Kennedy and notes "the climate of violence and 
barbarism which took his life, and the life of many others in 
the South during 1963." It adds, "We know that the murderers 
of the Birmingham children have not been caught, and we are not 

AFPP'Tr 
AND mi 

■mis document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions of 
the FBI. It Is the property of the 
FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency. * 
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Re: Communist Party, SB i 
United States of America - 
Negro Question 
Communist Influence in 
Racial Matters 
Internal Security - C 

Freedomways Associates, 
Incorporated 
Internal Security - C 

"at all certain that everyone involved In the assassination 
of President Kennedy has been caught. The beating ana 
subsequent lynching of Lee Harvey Oswald, in the basement of 
the Dallas courthouse, fits an all too familiar pattern of 
southern police work, which has been repeated many times in 
our nation's history. This is not the first time that 
'southern justice1 apparently found it more convenient to 
have the accused person dead, than to have him alive and given 
a fair trial as the Constitution provides.” 

This issue also extends a welcome home to "the 
beloved artist, Paul Robeson" on his return to America after 
five years abroad. 

& 

According to the article, Paul Robeson 
once said he loved "the Soviet people 
more than any other nation because of 
their suffering and sacrifices for us, the 
Negro people, the progressive people, the 
people of the future in this world.” 

The Late City Edition of "The New York 
^Times,!! December 23, 1963, reported that” 

/^£auiyRobeson left the United States on 
v July^lO, 1958, after an eight year legal 

fight and a Supreme Court ruling to obtain 
a passport. 

Most of the questions directed at Robeson 
on his arrival in New York City on December 22, 
1963, were answered by his wife who told 
reporters that her husband still thinks 
Communism is "terrific". 

.11 articles fn^tfre current issue 
of "Freedomways" is one by J.H.A0'Dell, entitled, "The 
Southern Power Structure." ' In this article, O’Dell comments 

-2- 
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He: Communist Party, 
United States of America - 
Negro Question 
Communist Influence in 
Racial Matters 
Internal Security - C 

Freedomways Associates, 
Incorporated 
Internal Security - C 

on the alleged telephone call made by the Chairman of the 
/Board of United States Steel Corporation at the height of the 
j demonstrations in Birmingham in the Spring of 1963, which is 

given the credit for getting representatives of the power 
structure in Birmingham to meet with leaders of the 
Birmingham movement. He states that the Birmingham events 
were the beginning of "using the tools of economic and 
social analysis to advance the cause of the Freedom Movement." 
O'Dell goes on to state that this requires identifying the 
"power structure" in each community and finding ways of 
dealing with it. 

He identifies Southern-based corporations in 
this article and deals at some length on the economic 
situation in Mississippi. He closes his article by 
commenting that "As the freedom movement renews its efforts 
to achieve its objectives, the possibilities of success will 
increase as the role of the southern power structure is 
better understood through the test of experience." 

O'Dell is identified in the magazine as having 
been active in the Southern Freedom Movement for many years, 
"as a labor organizer, voter registration consultant and 
on the staff of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference." 
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Re: Communist Party, 
United States of America - 
Negro Question 
Communist Influence in 
Racial Matters 
Internal Security - C 

Freedomways Associates, 
Incorporated 
Internal Security - C 

Henry 0. Mayfield also contributed an article 
to this issue ,:Memoirs of a Birmingham Coal Miner” in which 
he briefly mentions the conditions that existed in the 
coal mines in the early 1930s when he was employed in the 
mines. He then comments on the organizing drive to organize 
the coal and ore miners and credits Negroes for organizing 
labor unions in the South. 

In a footnote to this article, Mayfield is 
described as Chairman of the Board of Freedomways Associates 
who wrote the above article shortly before his death on 
December 31# 1963. 

Among the other contributors to this issue of 
"Freedomways" is AugustaVStrong, whose article Is entitled, 
"Southern Youth’s Proud Heritage." In this article she^LHi'ii: 
traces the history and achievements of the Southern Negro-., _ 
You^xJlongress (SNYC) which existed from 1937 to 1959“ : 
IrTThe article she pays tribute to the roles of JSdward / 

XStrong, "the first executive secretary of the SNYC,"CjamesT" 
EdwardxJackson, "one of the initiators of the SNYC," Esther 
Copper3jaclfifson, one of the "leaders" of the SNYC, andjbouis 
E.,' Burnham, "the organizational secretary." ^ " 
' V"v- ’ ” / _ _ X' * <• 1 ' - 

A footnote to this articleVeflecbs^Kat 
Augusta Strong was associated with the SNYC from its 
beginning, having been editor of its newspaper and 
holding other "important posts." 
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Communist Party, 
United States of America - 
Negro Question 
Communist Influence in 
Racial Matters 
Internal Security - C 

Freedomways Associates, 
Incorporated 
Internal Security - C 

The SNYC has been designated pursuant to 
Executive Order 10450. 

"The Worker," April 18, 195^* page 11, 
announced that Mrs. Augusta Strong, a 
new colleague, -had joined the staff. 
"The Worker" was then the Sunday edition 
of the "Daily Worker", an East Coast 
Communist newspaper which ceased 
publication on January 13, 1958* 

Edward Strong was Indicted on May 29, 
1956, by a Federal Grand Jury, District 
of Massachusetts, Boston, for violation 
of the Smith Act of 1940. He was released 
on $10,000 bond awaiting trial. 

The records of the Board of Health, 
New York City, reflect that Strong 
died on April 9, 1957. 

The Winter, 1962 issue of "Freedomways" 
states that this Issue is dedicated "to 
our beloved brother whose original plans 
for the magazine we strive earnestly to 
carry out - Louis E. Burnham". 
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United States of America 
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Communist Influence In 
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Internal Security - C 
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Internal Security - C 

Xm i?3U^ also c°ntains articles from Gloria 
m Wh? descrlbed as Chairman-of the—*— 
MarylandNonvlolent Action Committee; Slater 

^ing. Who is described as the acting'president of "the"' 
U Alhany^Georgi^Jiovement; and the Reverend" Fred'x". 

is describ*d as the^PresTdent^of the 
A^abajna ^brj-stlan Movement^or Human Rights":---- 

cdu.l. 
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/ Communist Influence In Racial Matters 

I Internal Security - C 
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Freedomways Associates, Incorporated, 
Internal Secui'ity - c 

APPENDIX 

feexpomviats associates, ihc. 

The records of the New York Secretary of State, 
Albany, l:ew York, show that the certificate of incorporation 
of Freedomways Associates, Incorporated, was filed on March 2, 
1961. 

The Spring# 1963* issue of ■ Freed or,wry s ” is self- 
described as "A Quarterly Review of the Negro Freedom 
Movement” published by Freedomways Associates, Incorporated, 
799 Broadway, New York City. 

On May 24, 1961, a source advised that a report 
was given on "Freedomways '* at a meeting of tine National 
iioard. Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), held on May 24, 196l. 
It was stated that the original plan called for they 
publication to be openly Marxist, but that it was later 
decided at would not be avowedly a Marxist publication. 
Editorials are in the hands of a mixed group of Marxists 
and non-Marxists. It was stated that the central purpose 
of "Freedomways" is to develop a theory and positive criticism 
of currents in the Negro movement, as well as to raise the 
level of understanding and discussion taking place in 
Negro life today and to project a socialist and pro-Soviet 
orientation 

On May 25, 1961, another^source advised that 
“Freedomways” was set up for the CPUSA by James .Jackson, a 
member of the National Committee of the CPUSA./ 
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Communist Party, United States of America' 
Title Negro Question 

Communist Influence in Racial Matters 

Freedomways Associates, 
Incorporated - 

Character internal Security - C 

Reference Letterhead memorandum dated and 
captioned as above. 

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 

information in the past. 

Thi« document contain* n*lth*r rtcoomendatlom nor conclusion* of th* FBI. It 1* th* property 
of th* FBI and i* loaned to your agancy; it and It* content* ar* not to b* distributed out*ld* 
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NY 100-151548 

«fo%- CaiiHlNmi 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 7 copies of 
a LHM, dated 3/li/64, and copies are also enclosed for 
Atlanta, Memphis, New Haven, and New Orleans. 

The LHM has been classified 11 Secret" beoSUse 
contains information fron^flHBH^^ This source has 
furnished highly sensitive information with respect to tne 
racial situation in the NY area and Communist infiltration 
thereof, and it is felt that this classification is 
necessary in order not to jeopardise the valuable position 
of the informant in furnishing information of this nature. 
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TO: DIRECTOR, PBI (100-3-116) 

"Priority 

-msgrvfr 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-131548) 

FE'.SOK - nn 
PATE or E " 

SLCkET fr»AiL.;>»L AT iAG!»E3 

SUBJECT: CP USA 
NEGRO QUESTION 
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS 
IS - C 

« 
O » 

. 4 

fjv 
Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are eight copies 

of a letterhead memorandum dated 3/j, /64, and one copy Is 
enclosed for Atlanta. 

Source^used A^he letterhead memorandum is NY §J2h 

_ fcw Wy i SsiSss 
6 - Bureau (Encls.b) (RM) / iioe_-£& 

(1-100-3-104034) (CP, USA, Counterintelligence Program) 8S3 “m3 
1-100-438794) (cominfil SCLC>) . 3£2§£a; 

(1-100-106670) (MARTIN LUTHER_KINQ) “ujtcSool 
1 - Atlanta (100-5566) (MARTIN LUTHER KING) (Enel.) (info) (RM) 
1 - NY 100-149194 (Cominfil SCLC) (#4l) 
1 - NY 100-129802 (CP, USA, Counterintelligence Program) (#4l4) 
1 - NY 100-73250 (CLARENCE JONES) (#4l4) -V.r^T„PIE- 
1 - NY 100-136585 (MARTIN LUTHER KING) (#4l4) .* ^ ' 
1 - NY 100-46729 (BAYARD RUSTIN) (#4l4) 
1 - New York (#4l4) 
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respect to the racial situation in the NY area and Communist L7ni) 
infiltration thereof. It is felt that this classification y 
is necessary in order not to jeopardize the valuable position 
of the informant in furnishing information of this nature 
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Re; Communist Party, Uhited 
States of America 
Communist Party, Uhited 
States of America ^^cSy 
Negro Question 
Communist Influence in Racial Matters 
Internal Security - C 

On March 2, 1964, a confidential source, who has 
furnished reliable information in the past, furnished information 
that Clarence Jones contacted Stanley Levison on that date, 
Jones asked Levlson if he and Adele Cantor (an employee 
of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) office 
in New York) were ready to go to Atlanta, Georgia, next 
Monday (March 9, 1964), and Levison replied that they were 
ready. levison asked if Jones had heard from Bayard (Rustin), 
and Jones replied that he- had not heard from him. Levison 
remarked that it would appear as though Bayard is avoiding 
"us1*. Levison stated that when he spoke to Martin Luther 
King on Saturday (February 29, 1964), King told him that 

maybe we should tell Bayard that the matter is being 
reconsidered". Levison also remarked that as he recalled 
the plan was to make the announcement on the first (of March) 
and that Bayard was to start on the 15th (of March). Levison 
and Jones agree that after all the discussion which took 
place on Saturday (with King) vuthe weight is still on 
the side of taking Bayard, ) 

c<=9 
Stanley Levison 

was~ a secret member o£ the Communist Party, United 
States of America! 1 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). 
It Is the property of IJie FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
it and Its contents are^^o^to be distributed outside your 
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Communist Party, United States 
of America-Negro Question | 
Communist Influence In Racial Matters ^ 
Internal Security - C 

Clarence Jones is the General Counsel for 
the Gandhi Society For Human Rights, 15 
East 40th Street, New York City. 

The LYL has been designated pursuant to 
pYPn.iif.l wp fVrriAy* 1 CiiRO . 

l/ri *1 
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Communist Party, United States 
cf America - Negro Question 
Communist Influence In Racial Matters 
Internal Security - C 

The "New York Herald Tribune" Issue of 
August 14, 19^3, page 7, column 1, 
contains an article captioned "Thurmond 
Assails A Leader of March." The article 
stated that, in answer to charges by 
Senator Strom Thurmond, Bayard Rustin 
admitted joining the Young Communist League 
(YCL) In 1936. Rustin also reportedly stated 
that he broke completely with the YCL in June, 
1941. 
The YCL has been designated pursuant to 
Executive Order 10450. 

The "Daily Worker", issue of February 
25, 1957* page 1, column 1, contained 
an article which stated that Bayard Rustin, 
Executive Secretary, War Resisters League, 
was one of eight non-communist observers at 
the Comniunist Party National Convention in 1957* 

The "Daily Worker" was an East Coast Communist 
newspaper which suspended publication on January 
13, 1958. 
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Communist Party, United States 
of America - Negro Question 
Communist Influence in Racial 
Matters 
Internal Security - C 

A 

mth respect to the Bayard matter which is 
to be reconsidered, Bayard Rustin is scheduled 
to become Martin Luther King? s representative 
in the north as of March 15, 196k. 
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NY 100-151548 

Consistent with the maximum security being 
afforded this matter, the physical surveillance of 
JONES and LEVTSON was not continued on the 16th 
floor of the Sheraton Atlantic Hotel. 

This letterhead memorandum has been classified 
"Secret" because it contains information fromMHMHBH 
This source has furnished highly sensitive 
with respect to the racial situation in the NY area and 
the Communist infiltration thereof. It is felt that 
this classification is necessary: in order not to 
jeopardize the valuable position of this informant in 
furnishing informatiorr*,of this nature. 
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In Replygrieke Re/tr to 

U3\^ ED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ^JSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

New York, New Yo^k 

Bu 100-3-116 
Re: 

jw York a 

: Party, united Stai Communist Party, United States 
of America - Negro Question 
Communist Influence in Racial Matters 
Internal Security- 

__ t,CA)tX0) 

On February 28, 1964T a confidential^source, 
who has furnished reliable informationJLrf^the past, 
furnished information which indicat^d^that Stanley 
Levison contacted Clarence Jones^bn that date. 
Levison stated that It is very important. 'Ve'L-contact 
MiHlS^atU^^Klng^Ve'r^hre 'weekend v . Levison Inquired 
about King’s plans-, and Jones' replied that King would 
arrive from Atlanta, Georgia, at 4:00 a.m. on February 
29, 1964, and would remain until 5:00 p.m. Jones 
Btated that King will stay at the Sheraton-Atlantlc 
Hotel (Broadway and 34th Street, New York City). 
Jones also advised that King would be picked up at 
approximately 11:00 a.m. on February 29, 1964, by 
Rodman Rockefeller (a son of Governor Nelson 
Rockefeller) and driven to the luncheon meeting at 
Pocontico Hills, New York, which is in Westchester 
County. Levison said, "We must without fail talk_to 
lJarJtln_(Luther_King)...tomorrow -(February 29, I9610 and 
discuiithe problem of the filibuster (In connection 
wltK^lvIT rights''legislation) and get the all, ^ ~ 

important question of Bayard (Bustin) answeredJ 

M 
U c. , 

This document contains neither recommenda¬ 
tions nor conclusions of the FBI. It is 

>e property of the FBI and is loaned to 
jut agency; it and its contents are not 

■o be distributed outside your agency. 
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Re: Communist Party, United States ' 
of America - Negro Question 
Communist Influence in Racial Matters 

Levison mentioned that he had just finished a 
copy of the magazine "Progressive" and he said that 
it reflects that the civil rights organisation. 
Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee,^ has_,_ __ 
through £ts _a^c)rfvXtTe^Sj. in a~large measure*' replaced 

Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) 
irn-t>he~ eyes~ crf tfhe civil rights minded people! 
Continuing, Levison said that the "SCLC's failure 
can only be attributed to Klng^s failure to have* 
any~definite pTahs~on~~anything and also hue~TO’~ftla'~ 
e^mplrebe—3ratdC'"oTTeadershipTabi 1 ity.ir ~'Levisdh~~ 
stated that-~”we "~ must emphasize to King that the . 

tomdTOdvT~Is“ not as important asjt he^fact._ that.. King 
mhat take~a“stand~OTi~trhe filibuster in the Senate. 
Le vi son~sl'S'0“^ald' t hair d.tr~l s ~pos s ible^^t ha t™b o t h'l; fte^ 
SCLC anu*the" influence o f King •might*’be '""second rate. . 
lh a uhort time 'unless we can' get to King!"* Jones^~ / 

-suggested 'that it might be_well for him (Jones) fro / 
\go to Atlanta with Levison next week to spend some [ 
^^e^Tlme^ih^orcrer^to ""shake Klng^upr^—LevrsbrT agreed 
with this "ana suggested~that they discus's^i^furthervf^ 
LevTsbrrjghd Jones_agreeo^to mee^c^/Tth^rh/^ZaSlThe—J 
Sheraton“Atlantic Hotel betwejen 9**30 a.m. and 10:00 
a.m. on February 29! 1964'Zgf^y --—-— 

--On February 28, 1964, the same confidential 
source furnished information that Billy Rowe contacted 
Clarence Jones on that date. Jones said that he would 
make arrangements for Rowe (a New York public relations 
man who has been given the task of fund raising for 
King) to go with King tomorrow. He instructed Rowe 
to meet King at the Sheraton-Atlantic Hotel at 11:00 
a.m. on February 29, 1964. 

GO? 
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Re: Communist Party, United States 
of America - Negro Question 
Communist Influence in Racial Matters 

"The New York Times" of Sunday, March 1, 
1964, contains an article on page 80, captioned 
"DR. KING, at ROCKEFELLER ESTATE, addresses URBAN 
LEAGUE RALLY," In this article, it was stated 
that a luncheon meeting took place at the Rockefeller 
estate, Pocontico Hills, New York, in order "to 
galvanize civic-minded Westchester residents into 
support of a $50,000 fund-raising campaign in behalf 
of the Urban League of Westchester." According to 
the article, the Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., 
president of the Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference (SCLC), warned that if the public- 
accommodations and fair-employment provisions of the 
Civil Rights Bill were eliminated "it would be better 
to have no civil rights bill at all." It was also 
mentioned in the article that King criticized the 
stand which Senator Barry Goldwater has taken on states 

rights by saying "the states' should have rights but no state 
has the right to do wrong." 

It was mentioned in the article that King 
addressed a racially mixed audience of ninety guests 
and thanked the Rockefeller family for its support 
of "human rights and human dignity." Rodman C. 
Rockefeller, a son of Governor Rockefeller and a 
member of the Beard of the Westchester Urban League, 
was the luncheon host. 

At 8:58 am on February 29, 1964, Special 
Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) 
observed Stanley Levison enter the lobby of the 
Sheraton-Atlantic Hotel, 34th Street and Broadway, 
New York City. He made inquiry at the registration 
desk for the room number of Dr. Martin King and' was 
informed that King was in Room 1631. Levison waited 
in the lobby untH-9EL7 am then went on the elevator, 
which later stopped on the l6th floor. 
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COM Re; Communist Part>, United States 
of America - Negro Question 
Communist Influence in Racial Matters 

ij^ 
At 9:18 am Clarence Jones was observed by 

Special Agents to enter the lobby of the hotel and 
immediately enter the hotel elevator. The elevator 
was observed to stop on the l6th floor. 

Levlson and Jones weretobserved by Special 
Agents of the FBI departing'the^hotel at '11:25 am. 

At Reverend-Mart in - Luther, King was 
observed by Special Agents of the FBI to leave the 
hotel and depart in a waiting limousine. . 

Lson was a secret 
member of the Communist Party, . ^ \ 
United States of America (CP, USA)/^ 1 

Clarence Jones is the General 
Counsel for the Gandhi Society 
For Human Rights; 15 East 40th 
Street, New York City. 



Communist Party, United States 
of America - Negro Question 
Communist Infludhce In Racial Matters 

The LYL has been designated pursuant 
to Executive Order 10450. 

With respect to Stanley Levlson’s 
reference to Bayard (Rustin), it is 
to be noted that Bayard Rustin Is 
scheduled to begin on March 15, 1964, 
as Martin Luther King’s representative 
in the north Jk 

The "New York Herald Tribune" issue 
of August 14, 1963, page 7, column 1, 
contains an article captioned "Thurmond 
Assails A Leader of March." The article 
stated that, in answer to charges by 
Senator Strom Thurmond, Bayard Rustin 
admitted joining the Young Communist 
League (YCL) in 1936. Rustin also 
reportedly stated that he broke com¬ 
pletely with the YCL in June, 1941. 

The YCL has been designated pursuant 
to Executive Order 10450. 

The "Daily Worker," issue of 
February 25, 1957, page 1, column 1, 
contained an article which stated 
that Bayard Rustin, Executive 
Secretary, War Resisters League, 
was one of eight non-communist 
observers at the Communist Party 
National Convention in 1957. 

The "Daily Worker" was an east 
coast communist newspaper which 
suspended publication on January 13, 
1958. 
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(U.S.D.C, D.C.) CIVIL ACTION NUMBER 76-1185 
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Unrecorded serial dated 5//3/6t pulled front this file 
u¥.der court order of u.S. District Jud^e John Le*-*is 
Smith, Jr., and sent to *National Archives. 
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RE; pei:;;a;;d s. lee v. cla/e/ce kellev, et al. 
(U.S.D.C, D.C.) CIVIL ACTIOE MinrTKf: 76-1185 

SOUTiiEAM CVAISTIAE LEADEASEI? COi ArEEE/CE ( 
V. CLAPEMCE li. KELLEY, ET AL (U.S.D.C., D. 
CIVIL ACTIO/ :;U/EE"' 76-1186 
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Transit the following in 

Via AIRTEL 

SUBJECT: 

PLAIN W«. 

blowing in_M ^ 
rrm#in_ Plain Text "or., C 0 NT Al NED 

_rr r.-^fc-r "_pctN is UNCIASSIFIEP ^ 
~ (Prior ityj ~p(C;EPT V«*HERE^HOiMj, / y, 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-116) &»SS.^ * 

SAC, NEW YORK (100-151548) 

CPUSA CLi«IFlCir*KB'9j9 \G'5K\K* \A 

NEGRO QUESTION 
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE W*oC* FCn c* * V>-Ai™- a \j 
IN_RACIAL MATTERS 

(00: NY) DECtASynCATlO^ * **Jx.*» 

V/*/* 
Enclosed are «e-ven copies of a LHM dated 

3A /64, two copies are also enclosed for the Atlanta 
Office. 

v Vv ^-wwFT^. 

DATE CM**** Wa« . $</ 
KCU55fKMWI..^A....»«.» 

This LHM_lg_slaaaif!cd "Secret" because it contains 
inf&rmation from These sources 
have furnished highly sensitive information with respect to 

Mic racial situation in the NY area and the Communist 
■^-Bureau (Enel. 9) (rm) •— _ _ . 

(1-100-438794) (COMINFIL SCLOTj ' 1 Us.) 
\ /11100-106670) (MARTIN LUTHER ICING) I ' 

(1-100-158790) (BAYARD RUSTIN') c 
{'ll-100-392452) (STANLEY LEVISoSUv^l 

8-Atlanta (100-5586) (MARTIN LUTHER KING) (RM) 
(1-100-5718) (SCLC) 

4-New York 
(1-100-149194) (COMINFIL SCLC) (4l4\ . 

U 1^100-111180) (STANLEY LEVISON) (4l4T#\ 
^1^100-46729) (BAYARD RUSTIN) (4l4)~~_ ^ 

(gr* <*. x/M-. 

Approved: Qi--—_ ’ Sent_M Pe 
Special Agent in Charge , 
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NY 100-15x543 

Infiltration thereof. It; is felt that this classification 
is necessary in order not to jeopardize the valuable 
position of this informants in furnishing information of 
this nature, V 

With respect to the statement by Lrvison that "King 
should lean a little to tho left since Red China will be 
admitted to the United Nations next yonr; that way King 
might be able to furnish the State Department with 
valuablo infestation", tho New York Office Is not in 
possession of additional information Indicating just what 



Ufi» ED STATES DEPARTMENT 01 .JSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

«ir.vrp,^.BU 100-3-116 

•IttSIH I2 U-J 
rxccr-r WKrk 

CI^SS. A EXT 
Reason - f~~- 
DAT! OF KEvifi( 

New York, New York 
Mnrch 4, 196Ij 

SECK£f A 
Communist/ Party, United 
States of America 
Negro Question 
Communist Influence In Racial Matters 
r.temal Securlty-C 

February 28, 1964, a confidential source 
who has furnished reliable information in the past, 
furnished information that Stanley Levison contacted 
Adele Cantor (an employee of the Southern Christian 
leadership Conference (SCLC) Office) on that date. Levison 
instructed Cantor to type a note to Martin Luther King in 
order to advise him that "we11 had planned a schedule of 
Bailing to have the mail reach the recipients while the 
filibuster (in the Senate in connection with civil rights 
legislation) is in progress. He indicated in connection 
with this mailing that it is necessary to take into 
consideration the time which will be needed to handle 
the second class mail and the time the people will need 
in order to make a response. Levison also indicated 
that if they could get Klng^ approval on this, they could 
move ahead on it. In their discussion. Cantor and Levison 
indicated they would be interested In mailing 60,000 of 
these letters. Levison suggested that in the future, it 
might be better to use the services of "an envelope house". 
He pointed out that an "envelope house" would probably 
require payment in advance, and that since "we^ have 
not set up a system with Atlanta (office of the SCLC), 

there would be a delay in getting a check. 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
It is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are 
not to be distributed outside your agency. 
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GROUP I 
ExcJuided—f roirr automatic 
downgradlng-and- 

r _ declassification" 
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CLASSIFIED AND <J> /r, t A. \ 
fxTENDED by ^r/QSKll-A- > ' 

Jifasom fcj. iSTcrr.-os a. " 
t' II. 1-LV..L .. ... 
DATE CF REVIEW FOR - , fclJ 
DECLASSIFICATION.... .=T.7. “ 
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Cl h&JJl lC». *4*10 Vi*»tiOu# 

Cc^^.ini#rt I r.f lattice in Facial totter* 

On 7c* f j I***. iumtfc*-*- 
source, who Mr furnish^ reliable itoorxatioti 1* tfcs pu^i 
at vxeac i«at £i&ril«> l*\i»o£ «aru«mv with su» uakimr:. 
*?Or 04 tMt dfcte. tcroV the spror totally to •*} 
that toy&rd Matt* 1* s*h<rtSiled to fccconc the J*>rt*fc«rn 
Coordinator for the Souther* Cfcrlsli&a LeaderaLip Cotoerwac# 
6u 1L, Uv^. to ad£c£, however, that tfci* toyht 
rs^t refer1*1Ire, Rr rati* h< had rectal I) coifurred «Ut 
Hcvcr tor tin Luther at which tin* Mo* Indicated 
to sight «Mnr« ttoke pl*a& Lee* is$ hi* sailhad *<>1 
favored to* association with tojare to&tlu. 

The "Kcw tort Erratic Tribune" lew'ie 
to 4ufT«st 14# iVw# pt^c V, eoliiJSkH I, 
contain* an article e*rti»*«d TTbursosd 
to&aii* A heater to touch*** Tbs 
artlcl* stated that, in awrwr to 
Charter fcy tone tor at roe Thurmond, 
tojari^ Furtln admitted joining the 
toufl^ CocMhiAlst Itftiit (TCu) la 1SJI* 
Fiirtio also reportcdlj stated that he 
tro*o completely with the TCL la June, 
1941, 



Communist Party, United States 
of America, Negro Question, 
Communist Influence in Racial Matters 

The YCL has been designated pursuant 
to Executive Order 10450. 

The *t)aily Worker1', issue of 
February 25, 1957, page 1, column 1, 
contained an article which stated 
that Bayard Rustin, Executive 
Secretary, War Resisters League, 
was one of eight non-communist 
observers at the Communist Party 
National Convention In 1957. 

The "Daily Worker" was an East 
Coast Communist newspaper which 
suspended publication on January 13, 
1958. 
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RE: BERNARD S. LEE V. CLARENCE ii. KE1.LEY, ET AL. 
(U.S.D.C, D.C. ) CIVIL ACTIO” lOTIFE:. 76-1105 

SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE (SCLC) 
V. CLARENCE t-i.- KELLEY, ET AL (U.S.D.C., D.C.) 
CIVIL ACTIO:: ixins?, 7S-1I86 

* 
* * 

Unrecorded serial dated 3/^/ ' pulled from this^file 
uvder court order of U,$. District Judre John 
Smith, Jr., sent to*WationaI Archives. 
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^ -/*7-imr^l HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
Via Airtel ' »^v P'-m-T-::cko'.VN 

TO 

PROM 

SUBJECT 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-V1161 n ' 

SAC, NEW YORK (100-1515^8) 

SUBJECT: CPUSA . "'4i-••£!)£) 
NEGRO QUESTION ' e - 
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS ALL inform.rm., 
IS ♦c HESEINis ivl .n.C0Ntained 
(00: NY) EXCEPT wire^.SS'F'E0 

othSeEreshown ^ 
Enclosed herewith for the Bureau 'are 7 copies of a 

letterhead memorandum, dated 2/20/64, and one ccoy is enclosed 
for Atlanta. 
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NY 100-151548 

This letterhead memorandum hasbeenclasslfled "Secret" 
because it contains information from This source 
has furnished highly sensitive informatj^r^wit^respect to the 
racial situation in the NY area and the Communist infiltration 
thereof. It is felt that this classification is necessary in 
order not to Jeopardize the valuable position of the informant 
in furnishing information of this nature. 
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US - s E^P\R E T 

f@?l •Cf^^NUir " Vmhtment ok JUST1CE 

^^^DEltAL ‘NvlisT1CATI0N 4/''•tjf'jl^/pL j/t 

— */>* Ki * ?& y&p^&z 

Re: Communist Party, USA 
Negro Question 
Communist Influence in Racial Matters 
Internal Security - C 

In Be ply, Plm*e Refer to 

File No. 

INVESTIGATION 

Xa ^confidential source, who has furnished reliable 
inCaynationin the past, furnished information on February 18, 
1964/which indicated that Stanley Levison contacted Clarence 
JT5hes on that date. Jones told Levison that he had not gotten 
the cards (containing names and addresses of those people on the 
Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) mailing list), 
but he said he would call Ruth/(Bailey who is an employee^of the 

_SCLC_ Office in New York) immediately. Levison stated that he had 
spoken to Joanl Daves '(who Is the publisher’s representative for 
Martin Luther^king’s forthcoming book), and he said that Bhe 
was disturbed about the article (which King Is writing) for -- 
"The Nation*’ because it is similar to the last chapter in King’s 
book. Levison told Jones to contact King’s secretary and have her 
send some copies of the article to him in order that he could 

1 go over the article with Joan Daves.1 

|qd- February 18, 1964, the same confidential source/ 
furnished Informution that Joan Daves told Clarence Jones that 
Martin Luther King’s new book would be published by June 1st. 
Jones made an appointment to meet Joan Daves on February 20, 1964 
at her office, 145 East 49th Street, Room 9B. 
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as a secret member of the, — . 
Communist Party, United States of America. J 

COf^totTML 
This document contains n%ther recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
(FBI). It Is the property of the FBI and is / 
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are,—1 
not to be distributed outside your agencyk 
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Re; Communist Party, USA 
Negro Question 
Communist influence in Racial Matters 
Internal Security — C 

Clarence Jones is the General Counsel 
for the Gandhi Society for Human 
Rights, 15 East 40th Street, New York City. 

The LYL has been designated pursuant 
to Executive Order 10450. 

On February 18, 19&4* a second confidential source, 
who has furnished reliable Information in the past, furnished 
information which indicated that Joan Daves contacted Stanley 
Levison on that date. Daves stated that if "Ohe Nation" 
article deals with the "same problems" as the book, then 
she will not be able to sell the material to the magazines 
for as much money. She said that she plans to sell or 
attempt to sell the advances to "Life" or "Post" ^Saturday 
Evening post") and she hopes to get $5000.00. Levison 
promised to attempt to get her a copy of the article which 
will appear in "Ihe Nation" In order that she can change 
the article if she thinks it should be changed 
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DECODED COPy 

JSRA.'.'i OCA61B82AM □ RADIO fi) TiilCiYPe 

9-21 PM EST URGENT 3-13-64 JDW 

TO DIRECTOR 

rR0M ATLANTA 130120 

, CP, USA, NEGRO QUESTION, COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL ., 

matters. t-e-e. ' s • 

martin luther king, jr_ missed his scheduled flight to 

NEW YORK FOR TONIGHT. PLANS TO TAKE A 7:15 A.M. FLIGHT FROM 

ATLANTA TO NEW YORK ARRIVING AT 10 A.M. ON MARCH 14. 

COCKTAILS AT NOON AT AMERICA IA HOTEL, BANQUET AND AWARD_ 

FOR KING AT AMERICANA GRAND BALL ROOM AT 1 P.M. BY FEDERATION 

. OF TEACHERS, NYC. 

KING MEETING HARRY WACKTEL, CLARENCE JONES AND BAYARD 

RUSTIN iiv, HIS ROOM FROM 3 TO 4 P.M., MARCH 14 AND WILL SEE 

j JACKIE ROBINSON AND AL DUCKETT FROM 4 TO P.M. 

WILL TELL THEM HE IS GOING BACK TO ATlANTA IN ORDER TO 

GET RID OF THEM IN 30 MINUTES. PLANS FOR NIGHT OF MARCH 14 

IN NYC ARE UNKNOWN. 

LEAVING NEWARK AIRPORT ON 8 A.M. FLIGHT TO ATLANTA ON / 

MARCH 15 AND ARRIVING AT LAN IA Al 1U:*U A.M. 

NYC ADVISED TELEPHONICALLY. 

KtCtIVt^: NOT ntuunuii 

133 M-"!' 20 1964 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

nATFinY^BY sMUteUt; >><C 
Vt Y ____ _ 

_ r-eSV 'T. A 

c^q jjjad c 7 irr.4 

If tr■ r telligence contained in the aboue me - sat. e is to be dig sen.inated outside the Bureau, it it eu$Be»ttd that it fee auuac 
■«& • -o*ed frt ttfrfrf-1** >****»**♦ ih* «*•**■**•*•*- *-*.v<*f^jrraphic - vilemi. 
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i' 

BEAEARD S. LEE V. CLAAEl'CE i-i. LELLEY, 2T AL. 
(U.S.D.C, D.C.) CIVIL ACTIO': NUISER 76-11E5 

SOUxiiS'”': C'A.TSTIAI! LEADERS:'.I? CCiiEEBUnC,-. (SCi-C) 
V. CLARENCE M. KELLEY, ET AL (U.S.D.C., D.C.) 
CIVIL ACTIO:: LLLSEO 7S-1186 

Unrecorded E-rial dated 3/n/*f nulled ?rop. thistle 
u^er court oz*der of U.S. District Jua.ze Jor.n uevzs 
Smith, Jr., and sent to*MationaX Archives. 
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March 19, 1064 

Airtel 

Tot SACS, St. Louis 
Atlanta (100-6520) 

K';rFATf0N contained HlRUN is unclassified 
DATE) H<$ 0 RVSmJhhL 

(c i> '<7t0 
TEF&OiiAL AVi'ENTICiH 

Treat Director, TCI (100-3-110) 

cojcjuitict PAmr, osa 
KEOliO QUEST JOB 
creninnsT iRFuruncr in racial ratters 
IKTET.HAL SECU?. TTY - C 

1 - Hr. Ryan 
1 - Mr. Forsyth 

)**<*) 

Ro Atlanta teletype 3/18/64 Which, for information 
of 8t* Louis, contained the following* 

"Mine Is scheduled to go to St. Louis March S3 
cost where he is scheduled to attend an unlmown meeting at 
noon. Ho plans to go to Et. Louis vie Chicago and sill 
leave Atlanta at 6:24 All March 23 to arrive in Chicago at 
7 AM. He will leave Chicago at 6 AM on unknown flight and 
arrive at 10:40 AM March 23. Ming plans to return to Atlanta 
on March 24 and wants to leave 6t. Louis at 8 AM on unknown 
flight for Atlanta." 

Re Bureau telephone call to St. Louis today which, 
for information of Atlanta, instructed that consideration be 
glvon to a highly clandestine and specialised coverage of Ming 
in fit* Louis* 

In order to assist St* Louis, Atlanta is Instructed 
to bo extremely alert to all available information bearing upon 
tho St. Louis trip. Information received should be telepbonicaEfr 
furnished 8t* Louis. Bo particularly alert to information as 
to transport at ion plans, the hotel where Ming will stay, 
persons ho will meet with or mootings he will attend, and 
companions possibly traveling with him* 

100-10G670 >70 (Martin Luthei^klng, Jr.) 

h 7<CJ 
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Air tel to 8t • Louis 
Atlentc 

KB: COMMUNIST PARTY. USA 
NEGRO QUESTION 

100-3^16^ ~* I^EUEKCE IN RACIAL RATTERS 

*11 tfoveloS*n^f*aU Ut0h0 k*rt P^Ptly .dvlsod et 

^ TUi® *Atter should be hanilod In the El. Louis 
Office on a strictly nood-to-knos basis. 
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RE: BERNARD S. LEE V. CLARENCE M. 
(U.S.D.C., D.C.) CIVIL ACTION 

SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP 
V. CLARENCE M. KELLEY, ET AL 
CIVIL ACTION NUMBER 76-1186 

KELLEY, ET AL. 
IJUl-Ii:ER 76-1185 

CONFERENCE (SCLC) 
(u.s.d.c., ; .c.) 

Serial-5^2 pulled from this file under court order of 
U.S. District Judge John Lewis Smith, Jr., and sen. to 

National Archives. 
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fOiM. ii. i^ 
CATt L'f r ir< trCn"J I 
r>rCl ASS.'fiCAllON.. 3 
Trffnsmit the following'Trt-al 

Vta ^ ^ ’ * AIRTEL 

w 
TIAf 3/2/64 

^rraoncj 

s DIRECTOR, FBI (IOO-3-116) 

: SAC, NEW YORK (100-131548) 

SUBJECT; CPUSA 
NEGRO QUESTION 
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN 
RACIAL MATTERS 
IS-C 
(00: NY) 

HI fNFOrM*T!^N CONTAINED 
3. :i; iv.: -* f:ed 

• ::pt WHERE SHOWN 
OTHERWISE 

CLASS. 
REASON - FCIM 11 / 
DATE OF REVLEW-^ 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 8 copies of 
a letterhead memorandum dated 3/2/64, and one copy for 
Atlanta. 

Source used in the letterhead memorandum is 

WSSS^iEXT. Br=7t3 

/^Bureau (100-3-116) (Enel. 8) (B9) 
(1-100-3-104-34) (CP, USA COgR^RINTELLIGENC^lPROmAWt^^ 
(1-100-106670) (martin luthetMctn^ 
(I-IOO-438794) (COMINPIL SCLC) 

iM 

RINTELLIGENCE_ 

yiINFIL SCLC) 
1-Atlanta (100-5586) (MARTIN LUTHER KINO) (Enel, l) (info) (RM) 
1-New York (157-1036) (BOYCOTT OF NYC PUBLIC SCHOOLS,2/3/64) (4l 
1-New York (100-149194) (COMINFIL SCLC) (41} 
1-New York 
1-New York 
1-New York 
1-New York 
1-New York 
1-New York 
1-New York 

JCS:rmv 
(17) 

,100-149194) (COMINFIL SCLC) (4l) 
(100-129802) (CP, USA COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM)(4l4) 
,100-128388) (Rev. MILTON A. GALAMISON) 
(100-73250) (CLARANCE JONES) (4l4) „>i 
(100-136585) (MARTIN LUTHER KING) (4l4) . <£* 
1100-46729) (BAYARD RUSTIN) (414) 
(100-148289) (HARRY WACHTEL) (423) 0*' 
(100-151548) (414) , , _ 100-151548) 
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NY ioq-1515^8 

The NYO has pointed out in the past, that as a 
result of the NYO Counterintelligence Program action In 
regard to BAYARD RUSTIN, RUSTIN is now at the very least a 
controversial figure, The Information here points out 
that RUSTIN is certainly a controversial figure among the 
Negro leadership at this point. Rev. MARTIN LUTHER KINO 
Is not sure whether he should bring RUSTIN into the SCLC, 
although he considers RUSTIN very able. 

This letterhead memorandum has beenc^ss^ied Aft) 
secret because it contains information from This 
source has furnished highly sensitive informaflWW^T^respect 
to the racial situation in the NY area and the Communist 
infiltration thereof, and it is felt that this classification 
is necessary in order not to Jeopardize the valuable position 
of the informant in furnishing information of this nature. 
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Communist Party, 
United States of America 

"Negro Question 
Communist Influence in 
Racial Matters 
Internal Security - C 
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On February 27, 1964, a confidential source, who 
has furnished reliable information in the past, furnished ^ 
information which Indicated that Clarence Jones contacted 
Martin Luther King on that date. King stated that he is of 
the opinion that it is advantageous to bring Bayard Hustin in (t# 
the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) ) and that 
he would hate to see Rustin’s talent go to waste. King also 
remarked that he would hate "to see what Rustin can do for 
the SCLC and for me go out the window." King mentioned in 
icgard to Rustin, that he feels the assets are so great that 
the liabilities may not matter. King said that he had 
discussed the matter with Harry (Wachtel) and that it was 
decided to have another talk with Rustin. According to King, 
Harry is to discuss the matter with Jones, and King suggested 
that they might set a time for the talk and that he (King) 
might come to New York before making the announcement (that 
Bayard Rustin will become associated with Martin Luther King 
as of March 15, 1964) King said that he wants to get 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it 
and its contents are not to be distributed outs 
your agency. 
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He: Communist Party, 
United States of America 
Negro Question 
Communist Influence in 
Racial Matters 
Internal Security - C 

W rCONFlJ[NTIAL 

’’certain ground rules clear." King mentioned that "since we 
talked there is this report (of) active identification with 
tnis committee for Cuba." Jones stated that if Rustin 
comes into the SCLC, the question would be to what extent his 
^'-cociations would be under "controlled conditions." Jones 
indicated that Rustin had become a controversial figure in the 
civil rights movement because of his past associations. 

Jones mentioned to King that he is quite surprised 
that Rustin has been so quiet in the past few weeks in 
connection with the school boycott matter even though he had 
played a leading role. Jones added that he had heard that 
some people around Qalamison (Reverend Milton A. Galamison, 
Chairman of the Citywide Committee for Integrated Schools) 
have given the Impression through "their narrow sectarian 
petition that there may be some ultra-left people involved." 

stated that in view of this, he was concerned about 
,P;stln;o position because if Rustin becomes associated with 
*ne SCLC, there might be a problem arising out of the school 
boycott which would complicate the problem further. Jones 
added that nothing has happened publicly in this regard. 

Jones also mentioned that if King has been getting 
inquiries (in connection with Rustin), the decision about 
Rustin becomes a crucial one and has to be thought through 
carefully. Jones indicated that they should have an 
opportunity "to reconfirm" that bringing Rustin in is the 
correct thing to do. King stated that he would attempt to 
work out a time for a discussion, but he indicated that he 
did not think he would have an opportunity before March 15* 
inasmuch as he has other commitments in the South. King 

\ 
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Re: Communist Party, 
United States of America 
Negro Question 
Communist Influence In 
Racial Matters 
Internal Security - C 

advised Jones that he would let him know about the time of 
the meeting. 

King told Jones that Harry*s feelings on Rustin 
|^>re that he has great talent and that he is respected in the 
North, and that ’’this thing on the Russian Embassy didn't 
really do any damage," but "bounced back" on the newspapers. 
King stated that Harry is of the opinion that they should 

[examine it again before making a final decision. Jones said 
his feelings are that "if it's about 50-50" he would resolve, 
it in favor of not taking Rustin on, but he indicated that ** 
the assets would have to be weighed against the liabilities. 
King suggested that they all think about the situation. Jones 
mentioned that he thinks the political aspects of the civil 
rights movement might get "sharp" and the attacks on King may 

cisaoe on this kind of a question as they, the right, seek to 
spread their influence in the presidential election period. 
King agreed, saying this gives them (the right) "one more 

■eapon in their arsenal however false these things are" and 
that they are building up all of these things to get the minds 
of people off the main issue. King reiterated his desire 
to think about the situation and re-evaluate it.. King said 
that he would see if he could come to New York one day the 
following week. Jones said that he would be there on Saturday, 
and King said he would see him then. 
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Re; Communist Party, 
United States of America 
Negro Question 
Communist Influence in 
Racial Hatters 
Internal Security • C 

Clarence Jones is the General Counsel for 
the Gandhi Society For Human Rights, 15 
East 40th Street, New York City. 

The LYL has been designated pursuant to 
Executive Order 10450. 

The ’’New York Herald Tribune” issue 
of August 14, 1963, page 7, column 1, 
contains an article captioned "Thurmond 
Assails A Leader of March". The article 
stated that, in answer to charges by 
Senator Strom Thurmond, Bayard Rustin 
admitted Joining the Young Communist 
League (YCL) in 1936. Rustin also 
reportedly stated that he broke completely 
with the YCL in June, 1941. 

The YCL has been designat 
to Executive Order 10450. 
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The "Daily Worker”, issue of 
February 25, 1957, page 1, column 1, 
contained an article which stated 
that Bayard Rustin, Executive 
Secretary, War Resisters League, 
was one of eight non-Communist 
observers at the Communist Party 
National Convention in 1957. 

The "Daily Worker" was an East 
Coast Communist newspaper which 
suspended publication on January 13, 
1958. 

Harry H. Wachtel is the Executive Vice-President 
for the Gandhi Society For Human Rights, 15 
East 40th Street, New York City. He resides 
at 29 Split Rock Drive, Kings Point, Long 
Island, New York. 
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Re: Communist Party, 
United States of America 
Negro Question 
Communist Influence in 
Racial Matters 
Tnternal Security - C 

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and 
Publications,n revised and published as of 
December 1, 1961, prepared and released by 
the Committee on Un-American Activities, 
United States House of Representatives, 
Washington, D.C., contains the following 
concerning the National Lawyers Guild: 

"National Lawyers Guild 
"1. Cited as a Communist front. 

(Special Committee on Un-American 
Activities, House Report 1311 on the 
CIO Political Action Committee, 
March 29, 1944, p. 149.) 

"2. Cited as a Communist front which *is 
the foremost legal bulwark of the 
Communist Party, its front organizations, 
and controlled unions* and which *since 
its inception has never failed to rally 
to the legal defense of the Communist 
Party and individual members thereof, 
including known espionage agents.* 
(Committee on Un-American Activities, 
House Report 3123 on the National 
Lawyers Guild, September 21, 1950, 
originally related September 17, 1950.) 

"3. *To defend the cases of Communist 
lawbreakers, fronts have been devised 
making special appeals in behalf of civil 
liberties and reaching out far beyond the 
confines of the Communist Party ltBelf. 
Among these organizations are the * * * 
National Lawyers Guild. When the 
Communist Party itself is under fire 
these offer a bulwark of protection.* 
(Internal Security Subcommittee of the 
Senate Judiciary Committee, Handbook 
for Americans, S. Doc. 117, Anril 23* 
1956, P- 91.)" - 

r7- CONFltyriAL: 
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With respect to King's reference to 
Saturday, it is to be noted that 
King was scheduled to appear at a 
fund raising luncheon, which is 
being sponsored by the Westchester 
County Urban League. The luncheon was 
scheduled for February 29, 1964 at 
12:30 p.m. at Oovernor Rockefeller's 
Estate, pocontico, Westchester County, 
New York. 

The boycott of New York City Public 
Schools took place on February 3, 1964. 
It was a demonstration to protest the 
alleged racial imbalance in New York 
City Public Schools. 

It is to be noted that Bayard Rustin 
was scheduled to speak at the Emergency 
Committee for Disaster Relief to Cuba 
on February 26, 1964, but he indicated 
that, after giving the matter some thought, 
he would not speak.. 

On February 4, 1964, Bayard Rustin 
appeared at a cocktail party at the 
Soviet United Nations Mission. 

A characterization of the Emergency 
Committee for Disaster Relief to Cuba 
is attached. 
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Re; Communist Party, 
United States of America 
Negro Question 
Communist Influence in 
Racial Matters 
Internal Security - C 

Emergency Committee for Disaster Relief to Cuba 

A source advised that on October 17, 1963, 
about 20 individuals representing various 
pro-Cuban organizations which have previously 
supported sending medical aid to Cuba, met at 
the apartment of Dr. Louis A. Miller, 340 West 
28th Street, New York, New York, Apartment 19J, 
New York, New York, for the purpose of forming 
a committee to raise funds to assist hurricane 
"Flora" victims in Cuba. According to the 
informant the pro-Cuban organizations repre¬ 
sented were the Jose Marti Club of the Bronx, 
New York, West Side Committee for Friendly 
Relations with Cuba, Casa Cuba, Fair Play 
for Cuba Committee and the former Medical Aid 
to Cuba Committee. 

Literature distributed by the ECDRC at a later 
date reflected that the chairman of the com¬ 
mittee is Sidney J. Gluck and the Medical 
Director Dr. Louis A. Miller. The committee's 
headquarters are at 41 Union Square West, Room 
311, New York 3, New York, and its literature 
stated that the ECDRC is a non-profit organiza¬ 
tion to help Cuban victims of hurricane "Flora” 
by collecting funds for the purchase of food, 
medicine and relief supplies. 

A second source advised that Sidney J, Gluck, 
whose real name is Isadore Glick, maintained 
a 1943 Communist Party (CP) membership book In 
his possession in 1944. 

Louis F. Budenz, former editor of the "Daily 
Worker," an east coast communist newspaper, 
stated in 1950 that as late as 1945 he was 
advised by Jack Stachel, CP leader, that 
Dr. Louis A. Miller was an active member 
the CP. 
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frosSAC, HONOLULU (100-6313)(£**-0 

NEGRO QUESTION DATCjZ? _ / 
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE 
IN RACIAL MATTERS “ 
IS-C 

Re Honolulu let 2/10/64, 

Attached for the Bureau are 27 news articles or 
editorials from Honolulu Dally newspapers concerning the 
observance of Civil Rights Week by the University of Hawaii 
from February 17-20, 1964. Four Mainland speakers represent¬ 
ing different organizations prominent In integration - 
segregation conflict spoke on the campus at Honolulu, Hawaii. 
There were JOHN ALI, National Secretary of the Nation of 
Islam, Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING of theSlLC, JAMES FARMER of 
CORE, and WILLIAM J. SIMMONS of the White Citizens Council. 

There was no Indication of any Communist Influence 
during the observance. 
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SAC, NEW YORK (100-151548) 

SUBJECT! CPUSA 
NEGRO QUESTION 
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE 
IN RACIAL MATTERS 

(00? NY) 

3/15/o4 

llA tNFOT'.MA.TT OK 
HE-ni! IS 'TSLASSIFIEI) ; 

K’.CCTT WERE SHOWN ./ 

07HEF.WISE. 

/ 1?'^ 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are six copies 
of a letterhead memorandum dated 3/13/64, and one copy is 
enclosed for Atlanta. 

used in this letterhead memorandum is 
HHr too k^Q>) 

^This letterhead memorandum has been classified 
Secret because it contains information froinfMBB^^k lh ) > 

This source has furnished highly sensitive information witti * 
respect to the racial situation in the New York area and tha 
Communist infiltration therof, and it is felt that this 
classification is necessary in order not to Jeopardize the 
valuable position of the informant in furnishing information 
of this oof ore. / J a -)J (alpJJjT 

/e-Boreau (100-3-116) (Enel. 18*t9S4 
L-^"' (100-10OO70) /MARTIN LUTHERKTNfl I lo3 • 

1-Atlanta (100-55t>o) l MAR TIN TOTH ERTTING) (Enel. l)_(lnr»WRM) 
1-New York (100-75250) (CLARENCE JONES) (414) ’ 
1-jJew York (100-13638;,) (MARTIN LUTHER KINO) (414) 

r-!-Sew York (100-I5I54&) (414) _ J 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, I>lease Refer to 

File A’o. 
P i -l-Ilf 

New York, New York 
Kerch 13, 19o4 

CLASSIFIED AND <T Sj , h ’ 

ERSFDorExi?ioNJ^;;; 

DATE OF'REVIEW "FOR* "Jt|k f 
OtCLASSlFiCATION- 

fLI :»rerj«f!oS»oMTAiHKD 
HKFrHIsiTRJLAsSlFlED 
except ram sHora > 
OTHERWISE^ ..... **' 

Convnuoj -st Party, 
United states of America - 
Negro Question 
Communist Influence In 
FfCtrl Matter* 
Internal decurity - C 

On March 12, 1964, a confidential source, who has 
furnished reliable information in the pa3t, furnished 
information tnst Clarence Jones, on that cate, stated that 
Martin Luther King would be at the Americana Hotel, Seventh 
Avenue and 32nd Street, New York Cit*, on Saturday (Karsh 14, 
19o4). Jones mentioned that he has an appointment to sea 
King at tne hotel on Saturday at 3:0U p.m. 

Tnc "New York World Ttlegrara and Tne Sun" on 
March 10, lyo4, contains an article captioned ’Negro Leader 
to Address UFT," According to this article. Reverend Martin 
Lutner King will be the principal speaker at the annual spring 
luncheon conference of the Unites Federetlon of Teachers, 
Saturday in the Hotel Americana. It was stated that about 
£300 persons arc expected to attend the luneneen, at which 
King will receive the federation1* annual John Dewey Award, 

The "New York Post" of March 10, 19^4, contains an 
article captioned "John Dewey Award Will Go to Martin Luther 
King." According to the article, Martin Luther King will 
receive this year's John Dewey Award at the annual luncheon 
conference of the United Feaer&tion of Teachers, Local 2, to ba 
held March 14, at the Americana Hotel. The tneme of the con¬ 
ference, according to the article, is "Educational Count-down, 
New Directions for Teacher Action." 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and 
ita contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 
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SAC, Ke» York (100-165563) 
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director, 

A ^ 

vw (o&-iw>34y 
*~ / O £? Cr / -J 

Hr shier popph; 
HJrCEU^NLOyii - IKPCKiilATIQJI 
COr^ClTvMKG 
CUSTEnKAL BJXXZim 

* S-16-64 

• Kr. Eaufagardner 
(tiela ba;>t.rvision) 

- Ifr. Pecs!: 

flHHHV jb*7^ 
. ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
-HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATF II'BY^/Vl<ZmMr 

^keBudlrtel 8-5-64 "Kerv.lne Popj^er, Ht«i'ellerieo>a» 
Information Concerning (Subversive Control)"which pointed 
out that subject tutu been engaged to edit * forthcoming 
book by Martin Luther King, Jr. Vou wore instructed to 
toedlately take steps to identity the subject sitor which 
« check was to be made of your indices end contact hid 
with appropriate sources snd informants to determine if 
subject tony bo engaged in subversive activities. Results 
were to be submitted with s statement as to any further 
action contemplated. 

Cy letter 3-5-G4 you advised of information 
indicating that Hera Inc Popper resides at 25 test 04 th 
Street, Hew fork City, and also has a residence at 240 
Eosedale Avenue, thite Plains, lew fork. This Information 
was iron a sensitive source and obtained in reference to a 
contract by Popper with Stanley Levloon. ftelet set out that 
according to the Manhattan Telephone birectory there is a 
Pro. Eobcrt Popper rt the indicated Manhattan address and S 
Robert L. Popper at the thite Plaice address. £fileo of your ^ 

koffice failed to contain any additional information as to 
subject’s identity and contacts with 12 security informants 
failed to reveal Popper to be engaged in subversive activities. ^ 
You advised that, in view of Popper*b being unknown to the 
informants, your office contemplates so additional action^ 

The Bureau desires that further effort be toad# to 
identify the subject through checks with established 
reliable credit and police agencies and such other sources 
available to your office. Because of Popper’s obvious close 
association to King and Levlsoa, it is necessary that we 
know something sore about her* 

- 100-3-116 (Communist Influence in Racial Matters) 
- 100-10GC70 (Unrtin Luther King, Jr.) 
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hettcv to Rev* Tori; 
Hr: popper 
62-109234 

By cxwroinication, to bt* received at th© 
Bureau t*o Ip ter thpn 15 drys Iron dr to ©f icstfint 
letter, furnish additional available Infonaation fully 
identifying eubject. 



date: 3/5/64 

I NTrin s.ATKS GOmt ■ \NMENT 

1 Mer. ,37 ?.?riium 
eceor. fri 

O r-T.7 YORK (100-152553) conf:iikt:.m 

N*i-BjEcr: .BP-MIME POPPER tSS 

: :zs C2LLAN30US INFORKATION ftT ‘ 1 / * r 
CONCERNING AK5 nr.TT; 
(SUBVERSIVE CONTROL) A-7i:lT' 

Re Bureau airtcl dated 2/5/64. ^ 

Oa I2/IS/63, one rOLRNINH POPPER (phonetic) v;a 
contact^ wit h STANLEY D. LEVISON regarding MARTIN LUTHER KT. 
bool:. LEVISON inquired as to when it would be convenient"": 
them to get together, prompting POPPER (phonetic) to say t: 
she was then in her apartment at 25 West 54th Street, New ’ 
MI. They agreed that LEVISON would see her the next day a* 
her home In Unite Plains, MI, at 240 Rosedale Avenue. 

■ *3* Manhattan Telephone Directory lists a 
Mrs. ROBERT POPPER at 25 V/est 54th Street, New YcrM, NT, 
and the Westchester Telephone Directory lists a ROBERT L. 
POPPER at a-.-O Rosedale Avenue, Unite Plains, NT. ' — 

,* The files of the NYO fail to contain additional : 
::a£ior. as to the identity of KERMINE POPPER. 

NOTIUMORDED 
.g. 98 H u qp. 
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re? r.E.'.:vU» s. lee v. cla;:2.:ce kelley, et al. 
(U.S.P.C, D.C.) CIVIL ACTIO!’ RITSEE: 76-US5 

soutle:;:: cvuisti.'v leaset*.".!? co;;eete;:ce (sclc) 
V. CLAJIEMCE M. KELLEY, ET aL (U.S.D.C., D.C.) 
civil actio:: kiltie:: 7s-iiss ’ 

# 

Unrecorded serial dated pulled from this f^ le 
inp.de r court order of U.S. District JucJ-je John Levis 
Smith, Jr., and sent to National Archives. 
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RE: BERNARD S. 
(U.S.D.C., 

LEE V. CLARENCE M. KELLEY, ET AL. 
D.C.) CIVIL ACTION NUMBER 76-1185 

SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE (SCLC) 
V. CIARENCE M, KELLEY, ET AL (U.S.D.C., D.C.) 
CIVIL ACTION NUMBER 76-1186 

Serial-5-?' pulled from this file under court order of 
U.S. District Judge John Lewis Smith, Jr., and sent to 
National Archives. 
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RE: BE.’.WARD S. LEE V. CLARE.:CS ii. KELLEY, ET /.L. 
(U.S.D.C, n.C.) CIVIL /.CTIC.r WUAT'EE 76-1185 

soit,c'iATSTi/.’’ leaders::!? ca.e e.ewcs ( 
V. CLARENCE KELLEY, ET AL (U.S.D.C. , D. 
CIVIL ACTIO;’ EUASEE 76-1186 

• 

Unrecorded soria7. dated 3//J/^ / pi1 died rori tl is f ‘‘ 3.e 
uv.der court order of .U.S, District Jucr:e John Lewis 
Smith, Jr., aad sent to‘national Archives. 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

^<O.M 

SUBJECT 

Mr. Mohr 

C. D. DeLoachr 

c 

DATE: March 16, 1964 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN 13 UNCLASSIFIED f J 
DATE II-LC^ E r^jVJjW- M 

VoT If MARTIN LUTHER KING 
INFORMATION CONCERNING 

Jr 
Chairman Ed Willis (D-La.) of the House Committee on Un-American 

Activities (HCUA) catffcd me on 3-12-64. He stated that former Governor Tuck of 
Virginia and Judge HowarcpSmith, Chairman of the Rules Committee of the House, 
had been to see him to inquire into the possibilities of the Director being subpoenaed 
before the HCUA to testify regarding the captioned individual. Chairman Willis told 
me that Judge Smith had apparently received information indicating that the Director 
had discussed the captioned individual on an off-the-record basis with the Rooney 
Subcommittee: Willis continued that he knew it would be improper to subpoena tlw 
Director; however, he would like to talk to me about the matter. p a 

I told Chairman Willis in complete confidence that the Director ha<f 
made a number of off-the-record remarks in answer to questions posed by the Roimey 
Subcommittee; however, this, of course, was privileged information and we are not 
at liberty to discuss the matter. I told him that he had in his own files considerable x 
information concerning Hunter Pitts O'Dell and his relationship with Martin Luther King; 
and he might desire to do a little research in this regard. 
however, he wondered about the remarks concerning 
I told him that King was certainly no lily of the valley; however, I felt that wecould/ 
make no comment at this particular time. ^ y 

Chairman Willis asked me about the timing of exposing King. He stated 
that it would undoubtedly hurt the Democratic Party to do so before the political 
conventions this summer. I told him he was in a far better position to judge this 
matter than I was. He then ventured the opinion that it would be better to wait until 
after the Presidential campaign before doing anything on King. 

Chairman Willis called me back twice between 7 and 8:30 p.m. on the I night of 3-12-64. I was out at the time but returned his call at 9 p.m. He was not 
home. He called me at 8:40 p.m. the next morning, 3-13-64. At that time, he asked 
if I would see Judge Smith at either 11 a.m. or 3 p.m., 3-13-64. I told him I would 
be glad to; however, there was little that could be said Chairman Willis reminded me 

'. ^ loo-JObG'/O-JpJLO _ 

1 - Mr. Belmont ' (CONTINUED NEXT PACj**^* 
1 - Mr. Sullivan * 
1 - Mr. Jones^jp 

CDD:geg «S'J'4A_^ 
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DeLoach to Mohr memo 
Re: Martin Luther King 

Information Concerning 

that Judge Smith was one of the most powerful men on the Hill and added that it would 
do him (Willis) a great deal of good if I could just see Judge Smith for a few moments 
and discuss the King matter. I told him I would be glad to do this. 

Calvin Haley, Judge Smith's Administrative Assistant, called at 10:30 
a.m., 3-13-64 and asked me to see Judge Smith at 3:15 p. m. that afternoon. 

Upon seeing Judge Smith, he told me that he was seriously disturbed 
about the fact that there appeared to be considerable derogatory information about King 
and apparently no one in the Congress was taking steps to advise the general public 
of this matter. He stated he thought this should be done. He added that he was not 
trying to grind an ax in behalf of a move to stop civil rights legislation but to the 
contrary felt that it was morally wrong for this alleged spiritual leader of 10,000 
Negroes to be a follower of the communists yet hold considerable 
influence over the Negroes in America. 

_ oc h7Cc) 
Judge Smith told me that he had heard of the Director's remarks before 

the Rooney Subcommittee and that as we well knew, remarks made off the record are 
not very well held on Capitol Hill. I told Judge Smith that the remarks made by the 
Director had been privileged and that we, of course, were not at liberty to dicusss 
them with anyone else. I told him of the documented information concerning King in 
House Committee files and that I had suggested to Chairman Willis that he might like 
to dig this information up. I told Judge Smith also that despite our desire to see this 
scoundrel exposed, it would be out of the question for us to furnish him information and 
then his expecting us to back it up later on. I told Judge Smith that this would disrupt 
certain operations which appeared to be more important than an exposure of King 
from a communistic standpoint. 

Judge Smith asked if he could receive information concerning Ktng^ 
I told him that the time might come in the near future when 

the Director would want me to furnish him certain information on a strictly confidential 
basis; however, at this time, I felt sure he could understand that substantial evidence 
was needed before anyone spoke out in this regard. Judge Smith stated that he would 
be glad to make a speech on the Floor of the House at any time concerning King^ 

~ He pointed out that this would offer immunity to him and to 

\ 
(CONTINUED NEXT PAGE) 



DeLoach to Mohr memo 
He: Martin Luther King 

Information Concerning 

I newspapers who might desire to quote his remarks. I mentioned to Judge Smith that 
obviously King needed to be exposed, however, reiterated that we were not at liberty 

l to furnish him any information at this time. 1 Judge Smith stated that he would respect our confidence in this matter. 
Ke asked concerning the Director and requested that his best regards be extended. 

Judge Smith is an honorable reputable Congressman. His word carries 
great weight on the Hill. It may be that after a period of time the Director might —, 
destructive me furnish Judge Smith with information concerning f 

that he can make a speech on the Floor of the House regaram^hi^^^ . 
matter. Undoubtedly newspapers all over the Nation would pick this story up. *>kS) 

ACTION: 
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Tot 8ACs, Tampa (157-140) 
Atlanta (100-6520) 
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Mr. Baumgardner 
(Field SupervieIon) 

Front Director, PEI (100-3-110) 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
»lc-3 qclciic:: 
COMMUNIST INFLUENCE IN RACIAL MATTERS 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

: STAINED ALL IN FOR luw 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATEJM£*L BY 

\,ol C 

ReA^radlogran, 3-6-64, which advised that 
Martin kithetOKin^ Jr.. Dorothy Cotton and other officials 
oi the southern Curlstlan Leadership Conference ^departed 
Atlanta 1:30 P.M., 3-6-64, en route Orlando, Florida. It I 
was stated that Taapa was telephonlcally advised. ! 

RcTPairtel 3-10-64, copies to Atlanta and 
New York, •'Martin Luther King, Fr., 6Ii~C; CPULA, Negro 
Question, Cottumuniet Influence In Racial Matters, IS-C" 
Which forwarded a "Secret* letterhead mecorandun (LEM) of 
sane date hearing the King caption. Prior to the 
dies donation of the LEM certain natters need clarification. 

\ 

(1) Paragraph t, page 1, ©f the LEE states that 
according to records of the Ban Juan Betel, Orlando, as 
wade available by the Manager, Dorothy Cotton registered in 
the Botel 3-5-64 whereas King and others in the Party 
apparently registered 3-6-64. If Cotton did, in fact, sot 
depart Atlanta for Orlando until 3-6-64, the registration 
for her 3-5-64 would appear to he an error. Taupe Must 
clarify this natter and if necessary obtain further 
Information from Atlanta# 

1 - New York (100-151348) 

(_"0.. 100-10GG70 (Martin Luther King, Jr.) 
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Alltel tc Ti-'.rc 
Atlanta 

co'i’.:’J:;ir: r.*r.r/, «sa 
KM20 cutryioi; 
coaauKisT ikitotnce xk racial matters 
100-3-116 

(2) TLe last pngs of the US (Rubber C), 
except /or the Bureau property caveat. Is devoted 
exclusively to information 

s reporter as Raving advised 
eould be in Orlando 3/6/64 

t7(D) 

sh any additional information^ It appears to the 
Bureau that the Information adds nothing to tbs J 
t!EI ir^ light of allthc othe^iHiomr.tion contained in ^ 
the USB concerning King’s activities in Orlando as 
appearing in the press. The Bureau is, therefor#, 
deleting page 6 of the UHU and adding the Bureau property 
stamp to page 1. Receiving offices should do likewise• J 

(3) Rage 4 of the UHL!, paragraph 3, line 2— 
typographical error being corrected in "springhling. 

(4) The L&tt is classified "Secret" and the 
reason given in the cover airtcl is that such classification 
Is In accordance with Bureau instructions* The Bureau did 
not issue any instructions to Tampa relative to classifying 
the LfiH and it is believed that Tampa possibly misinterpreted 
instructions emanating from Atlanta* It appears to the 
Bureau that the USU does not merit any classification higher 
than "Confidential" and possibly no classification whatsoever* 
Because Tanpa’s classification la likely the result of 
instructions from Atlanta, Atlanta ahould immediately furnish 
its views to Tampa after which a reassessment should be 
made of the classification by Tampa* Tampa ahould then 
advise the Bureau as to classification along with the 
advice desired in Item Number 1 above* 

Both offices should give this matter expeditious 
attention as dissemination of the LEE is being held in 
abeyance* y/ 
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SAC, Kew York (100-151548) 

Director, FBI (100-3-116) 

COmmiST PATTY, BSA 
HRGRO QUESTION 
CQIUUNi&A INFLUENCE IK RACIAL MATTERS 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

geurairiel 3/13/64, copy to Atlanta, which 
enclosed a letterhead memorandum (LHM) of same data 
classified "Secret*" 

The LHM summarises 2 3/10/64 newspaper articles 
concerning the presence of Martin Luther Ring, Jr., In 
Mew York City, 3/14/64 to receive an avard given by a 
teachers group at the Americana Hotel. The only other 
substantive information contained in the LHM la that fron 
a highly venallive source indicating that Clarence Jones 
bad an appointment to see Ring at the Americana at 3 P.M# 
apparently Just after Ring received the award. On the basis 
of this information from the highly sensitive source, tbs 
LHM was classified "Secret," 

The Bureau la not disseminating referenced LHM. 
Mew York is instructed to resubmit an LHM which should bs 
devoted exclusively to the information in the newspapers 
concerning the award Ring received. Such LHii should not bm 
classified. As to the information concerning the Jones- 
Ring meeting on 3/14/64, give consideration to including 
same in any LHM submitted by your office concerning King*s 
activities in Mew York City 3/14-15/64,in which connection 
it is noted that your office was telephonically advised by 
the Atlanta Office on 3/11 and 13/64 concerning Ring*a plans 
for his weekend in Hew York City. J Q^ ^ M67 0- 

l - «!■.<■ (100-C5M) ^v<Tm3T 

^JL> 100-106670 (Martin Luther gjp^Jr.) 
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BELAUD S. LEE V. CLAAE 
(U.S.D.C, D.C.) CIVIL 

SOUTiirEvN CMIilSTIAE LEAD 
V, CLATEECE U. KELLEY, 
CIVIL ACTIO-7 EU.ToE? 78- 

ECE ii. LijLI^x, ET AL. 
ACT 101’’ NIT. IDE?. 76-1135 

XJSEIP COEEELEECE (SCLC) 
ET AL (U.S.D.C., D.C.) 
1186 ' 

Unrecorded serial dated */*M pulled fro;?. LM.s_f51e 
u¥.der court order of U.S. District Juage Joiin i^ev is 

Smith, Jr., and sent to'Eational Archives. 
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RE: BF.?.KAUD S. LEE V. CTX.'.SIXE M. 1'JT.iJ T.V, ET AL. 
(U.S.T'.C, n.C.) CIVIL ACTION 7o-Hb5 

soi'...::..; C:..j syi;.:: or co.a(sclc) 
v. cv»r.E'.:c2 u. kfxley, "t <u. (c.s.u.c.) 
civn. /.eric:: lllice.’ 7f>-llS6 

• * 

Unrecorded serial dated pulled L'ro.i t/rs f};.e 
uv'der court order of U.S. District Jucr<e Joan Lev’is 
Smith, Jr., and sent to'national Archives. 
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RE; S* V. ivlj ii. | 
(U.S.D.C, D.C.) Civil. ACTIO?! NUMDOA 

sotn:i:;" c’-tjstiay lcadtasci? cc::?;r.”:;c:-; 
V. CLALENCE M. TILLEY , ET AL (U.S, '■'•c., D.C.) 
civil actio:: ::u:m 76-nss 

UnrecorT.e c serial dated 3/o/pulled. roa taes ^ f a 1 e 
uFder court order ol U.S. District Jud/te John Levis 
Snith, Jr., and sent to‘National Archives. 
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cosnmeT raktt, tu 
irsoifo Q«&jiOa 
CnwTTST IKTU'TO I* tJCIM KUnM 
isuajiAi tbcurn - a»j.;4k: 

H*J‘(.*. C, 1554 

I-XJ. Ba’-Sidt 
l tr. r.-;.r 
1-Vr. 
X-irJ. . 

forocw&a 
S-JV. 

b^J 

This lnfcrtxtiv* recoaaw&la nation t« *&# 
, hite House aud the Attorn? Cea^raZ ef l»t*s*t f«ml* 

v; the continuing clot* tie b^tvesn fcartia Lv-tt^r Lift*, tad 
cei^lcy David Levison, ircludinr their apparent p*j*oi*l acting %/%%/K 

> 

r* an 9/sa/Cl that Ifl a ee^t^ct b*t*©*r 
.cri^w aud Clarence Jo~*n (fremnant interkcediary Reviser *n£ 

, Ja>c) *c tfcit date, JU^niaw* atttcd that it was tarry in^vtast Vb*t 
Lev«fcO& add Jonea Beet with flag In Kct York City tiv ru:; dfj to difc- 
use the problem of a til Ureter in connection with eirli rights legls- 
Uion au« to b*ve aottloc tto question of tkc tmtl+rr ChristJib 
uiderahlp Conference (£CLC> hiriufc Esyard Buetin. fruietir v*/* the 

: *ut y Dirac tar of the %/%b/& 3 Mmtc* on Washington, had a hist'^nr 
3f cemmalst eo*uv*c lions and la presently being ooih* the 

>>©£*ltlen of Forthera Coordinator for the 5CLC.) Physical i*.rvei lianas 
ay c*x Agent* 2/2J/61 developed that at 8:50 a,»« Uvista sale-iei tho 

-Vletby of the Sheratoa-itlK^iie Hotel, Bcw Yci^ Cit;, wa& !*-*vl*y f*’ 
Ring9a roon and was told it waa Kuabor 1631* At 9;lf a,a* Lrrioaa 

soardtd an elevator which a topped an the 16th floor* At $:1$ a.r* 
30erded an elevator which alas atoppod en the 18th floor, At ll:9f a*v 
uevlaon and donee departed the Hotel and at 11*41 »*a* £i*t departed 

During the t/BS/64 contact betweea Uttooft and Jo**s? LovJUh> 
t*ntionod th« belief la aone quarter* that the fttudent iofc.<*Tial«&t 
oordinatlng Coaaiitee ia replacing thu *Cl£ in tie eyes eX civil 

lights-winded peo-le. Leviaon atatad that the SCUC'* failure to hold 
it® position ehould bo attribntad to Ri«f ra failure an a l«»5i;r# ^osc- 
aujsseatcd to Lev iron thnt it aicht be %oll for two ^ %hra t© go tc 

*«““ “ “‘"“•‘S“.“?,‘t''it 1^u££3*ptc 
"""""l nJrtsod that on 2/S9/04 Lrriaou ts>14 an tu»: iianti¬ 

led tedivldiml that he, Levlson, htd. roe>etly ewsfwrrnd ritt at j 
tilch tl«s King indicated tbnt tha SCLC *ig'Jt cltnncc its tlens i*jrtr' .• | 

ioQ-ioe67Q itt'rrttn Kicr. Jr.) 
*00-ii64C2 'vtloiaey t«vid~X*tricoa} 

00-1 Vi7 I/O (Uytrd Rustin) 
A7fe) C) -r.- 

f /c* ~sc <><- ‘/4 

X 
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** 
K. 

I 

Buyard Rub tin because King was receiving stall revealing a disfavor 
roUttve to the King-Rv :t«r **ro''!£tic*u (XI ir trrerer-t tv.ct tfcls 
•amre^sloT? on thr part cl Kia/; viz after he hr.i conrorrcv witU LevIson 
in the early wornIn? of 2/22/04.) Relative to the possibility of the 
t~*.t not hiring Bur tin as originally playmcd, you will recall that, after 
Austin received sack publicity tor p&rticip&tiiv” in the 2/'d/£4 prMic 
school boycott in Kow Yor* City the mewitpapoib exjpcc&d Russia*s cow- 
w/’-tft corrections by publicizing Ruetin's vifit to tiia Soviet fission 
of the United Hctier- <r? rule ve*: gw-U of A ccuctcr- 
intelllgdr.ee activity initiated by the Burer.u, 

On 2/2S/64 IxviKor. also told tha unidentified Individual that 
fee, Levlso # wat of the opinion that Kiug shrcld wXcuu a little to the 
left since Rod China will bo admitted to the UK next yoart that way 
Klr.y alglt be able to turn leu tUw D*piaUiCn^ with valuable inf or- 
Kitten,M ^ 

0F3jr?YATrCKg| 

fe are rscMaeadlng advltlnr the fhlto House and the attorney 
General of the high lights of the above Information, with the exception 
of the last itea concerning Red China*® ad*lsaien to the UK and Ring’s 
ability to help the Stata Deport&eut* This particular item is not clear 
afi to neaning and the Hew Tcrfc Office, which received it, advised that 
iw had no additional information to clarify the itea. By separate lettc 
wt will instruct Itew York and Atlanta to be particularly alert to any 
further infornatioL ct that it©* and whan we receive sufficient 4 
indicate a clear seining, appropriate dissemination will be ©one! 

RECO^STJDATIDKSt 

V. Pwlklnm, '' 
'« i —k.». ?' ’ 

(1) Attached letter to the Honorable falter f• Jenkins,i 
Special Assistant to the President, containing the high lights pf 
ay? vc inf orients or. go forward. 

(2) Attached letter to the Attorney General, with copies to 
the Deputy Attorney General and Assistant Atvorneys General barshill 
SDd Yea£l«y# containing the high lights of t4ie above information go 
forward. 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
to Mr. Belmont 
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G il- \ jj” 
T / I ' ^ C^nra.) 
• v r> r..Lo0- 

/J from A* Rosens 

date: February 26, 1964 

• ^. t*d\€:rsz— 
/iA' N, T,«m- 

•r- TciV. Room_ 

subject: THE REVEREND MARTIN LUTHER KING 

In accordance with approval of my memorandum of ^ 
February 26, 1964, I calle^^tfarshall and told him that we saw 
no need for him to prepare my memorandum especially for us 
.reflecting the results of his and E^Guthman’s meeting with • 

y Claghorn of Atlanta who is writirfg a story for "The Saturday 
/ Evening Post." 

: I reiterated our position and stated that a stop ought 
to be put to circulating this lie concerning a Bureau leak of 
information. Marshall repeated what he had previously said 
to the effect that there was no indication from his conversation 
with Claghorn that this information or story came from anyone 
at the Bureau in Washington. Marshall said he got the definite 

1 I understanding that Claghorn had picked up his information in 
the field from someone in the Bureau in the Atlanta area but 
he was sure Claghorn obviously wasn’t going to disclose his 

^ source but would stand his ground as a newspaperman. [A 

£jl - ter. Dc 

AR:ige / ^ 

herein is 
l-l ' 
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ornOMM KHm HO c 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
Mr. Belmont 

A* Rosen 

date: February 26, 1964 

<2 
subject: THE REVEREND MARTIN LUTHER KING 

Reference is made to my memorandum of February 25, 1964, copy 
of which is attached, referring to the conversation I had with Mr. Marshall 
in which it was indicated that the Director had received information that the 
Bureau had leaked information to a reporter concerning Martin luther King's 
background and that I wanted Marshall to know that this story was "a goddamn 
lie” and we didn’t appreciate it. 

Jb' W ^ ' _ . 
At tne'CIm^Marshall was advised of this, it is recalled he said that 

such a story was around and he believed that Guthman had been talking to 
De Loach about it and that as a matter of fact he, Marshall, and Guthman were 
visited by ReesiS^Iaghorn concerning a story which he was writing for f'The 
Saturday Evening Post.” > - c 

It was also indicated that Marshall was pf the opinion Claghorh was 
fishing for information but at the same time it was obvious he knew a great deal 
about Levison and King. Marshall stated there was no indication he had gotten 
this information from anybody at the Bureau in Washington and it appears that 
he, C&ghorn, had picked up this information in the field in the Atlanta area. 

^ ^ With reference to the above, Marshall called me this morning and 
stated, t^t he had not written anything concerning his conversation with Clagfa 
and had made no record of it, but that if the Director wanted to have this In 
writing he wpuld be very glad to prepare a memorandum covering his conver 
with Claghorn. , , „ * 

I made no commitment* and advised him that I would be in touch with 
him later in the event any further action was needed, (yf * * 

(L 

RECOMMENDATION: 
*17 MAR 13 19S4 

^^J^-HCTapproved, I will calliMarshaUJaafik and tell .him we saw no aaed for 
him to prepare aapemopjLndum espdtfially for us to cover his meeting wiffcClaghor 
and EtbfeuthmanJ ‘iVill Indicate that odr only purpose in calling him was to let hir 
know that the story about the FBI having leaked information was I ^ulj|reyiousl 
Indici^^d^nd I was calling merely to let him know that this was oCr position* ^ 

ABjge (C) ~ - I-ft 



February 25, 1S64 
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4" ■ / 
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MR. BELMONT: 

Mr. 

Mr! 

T. f i.l 
Mr. Cr.rU- 

Mr. r-\K.y 

,:»n 

If alb 
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
OATEIl-lW 

In line with the conversation I had with Be Loach, I called 
Burke Marshall and told him that the Director had received information 
that the Bureau had leaked information to a reporter concerning j&artin. — 
Luthe Peking’s background and that I was calling because I wanted him 
tcfknow that this story was ”a goddamn lie,” and we didn’t appreciate 
it. , 

cV u>-.•••/• 
Marshall said he knew that such a story was around and 

he believed tKaFDcithman had been talking to DeLoaeh about it and that ~ 
as a matter of fact he had been visited by fe&ao-Gteghorn of the ’’Atlanta 6 
Journal” and that he and Guthman got this visit from Claghorn who was ^ 
writing a story for ’’The Saturday Evening Post.” 

Si V van .. 

Tr • r , 
Trie. JCof*in_ 

a From the questions asked and from the fishing that Claghorn 
did during the course of this interview, it was obvious that he knew a 
great deal about Levison and King. Marshall said that he knew Claghorn" 
was fishing and that the Director should be advised that there was no indication 
that he had gotten this information from anybody at the Bureau at Washington. 
Marshall said it appears that he had picked up this information in the field 
in the Atlanta area. _ 

^ rEC-9 /oo-M&y<"2n 
I advised that insofar as the Bureau is concerned that out-> —— 

position stood as I indicated that certainly no one in the Bureau had given 
this information to anyone on the outside. 17 In An lo 

1 - Mr. DeLoac 

h & r 

,R ' ■ 

t0«5».w *4*. 

■ i%4 



February 19, 1964 

&E: 
/ Mr. 

Mr. K 
MR. HOOVER: Mr. Tl 

Tele. 

•In connection with the Departmental Me on ^ 
Martin Luther King which Assistant Attorney General Burke - 
Marshall sent to the White House hurriedly on the night of - 

it i! understood that the file has now been returned to 

the Department with the following answer: 

"Due note has been taken of the attached fUe;Y°“j: 
interest, and that of the Attorney General, in brmgrng this inter 

mation to our attention is appreciated. . ~ 

Mr. Callahan- 
Mr. Conrad ——— 
Mr. DeLoacft\ 

Mr. Evans 
Mr. Gale 

tMr. Ros^n - 

Mr. SuirjpIfC- 

Mr. Tavel —-- 
Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. Room —-- 
Miss Vplrapf -ry^ 

-While it is presumed that the Attorney General SF 
cognizant of the contents of this file, you may wh to> make> C 
certain that he is fully aware of the Reverend King s propen / 

sities . particularly in view of newspaper accounts m July, J? 

1QR3 ’auotine the Attorney General as stating There is no 
evidence^Mhat Reverend King, or any of the other top leaders 

■Of the civil rights groups is a communist, or communis 

.‘controlled.” 

Respectfully, ; ^ 

CDD:dgs 
RtC-9 

® jy 
y > ‘j - Aj 

^01 . 17 MAS 131SS4 ' 
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